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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLE?-1 
1 . Introduction 
This study i primarily concerned with those concepts 
which are en rally defined as being ~ithin the province 
or sociology, and i cent r d round a test or basic 
soeiolo ical conce ts . This survey is the outgrowth of a 
pilot study conducted by James B. Ryan, former Graduate 
Assistant in Social Studies , Boston University, School of 
Educatioh, whose initial effort , although not der1nitive , 
bowed the need ror a clearer and mor complete research 
study in the testing of sociological concepts as understood 
by secondary chool social studies teachers . The study is 
motivated by three interrelated factors: rtrst , the 
increasing com laxity of American society; second, corres end-
ing change in educ tional objectives , artioul arly as 
these relate to the social studies; and third, the resultant 
nee ssity for a broader understanding of social scienc 
eoncents in order to achi ve effective social studies 
teaching. In order to mak compar tive relationships between 
Mr. Ryan •s pilot tudy and the present study , similar 
res arch techniques war employed to minimize the many 
variable factors involved. Only in those instances wher 
a more objective &ld scientific nproach to the roblem 
could be utilized without destroying the v lidity of the 
original study has the resent writer made any chm1ges in 
format and researQh techniques. This study is concerned 
only with certain concepts which are generally defin d as 
being within the province of sociology, and is therefore 
centered around a teat of b sic sociological concepts, which 
appears in Appendix A. It is sumed that adminls-ter:tng 
this test to four representative control grou s interested 
in the fi ld of secondary school social studies te ching, 
and valuating the results may lead to some conclusions of 
significance to the social studi a field. That field !a 
gener lly defined as consisting of the subjects of civics, 
economics, geogranhy, history, and sociology. Any survey 
of thi nature raust be undertaken ld th qualifications . In 
the present case, they T') ert in s ::>ecially to an established 
definition of the term basic sociologic 1 conceryts. The 
definition of basic sooiolo 1oal concepts emnloyed will be 
discussed in detail in Ohauter II . This study is qualifi d 
also by the implicit assumntion that there is a functional 
rel tionship between effective social studies teaching and 
the under tandin of basic sociologic 1 conoe ts. This is 
not to say that n£ effective s ocial studies teaching may 
be accomplished wit out .n und rat nding of t hone concepts , 
but rather to ugtJeot th"l.t this understandi is es .... ential 
to ~ more significant degree of erreot_v ness t 1 n my be 
achieved o hor "11 e . is reL .. tionsh1 c::'.nnot be em iric lly 
valid"t d, _.t least not "i thin t 10 sco'l)e o:f th· s ntudy, but 
it c a. be sub t ntio.ted on t ~o ao· s o:r :1 da.go 0()1 evidonc • 
11 ln t is connection t nocms )Ortinont to note t1 t 
many ooc1~1 stud1oo teac1ers received t 1eir tr ini before 
t L1ere h d developed pronounc d emohasis u on th singular 
function of the school - and ~oro s ecific~lly u on the 
role of t o soci 1 studies - in n society of incre ... sing 
com-plex ty . Comp a.tivel y recent ch s in t1e objectives 
of oocial studios teeching ho.ve ~reduced concomitant changes 
in tho train-ne of soc 1 Dtudies te chore, a. tyne of 
tra1n11 "' _ch m"'ny of t .. em ho..ve not received and ':n1ch, in 
fl",ct, m ny ros'!')octive t,eac~1ero e not receiving at ~resent. 
"Sine by t eir very nat e the soc1o.l studies are 
mirrors r floct1ng saci 1 ph nomen~ , an undorst~nd1n of the 
increaoing COC lo~ity Of t oce phenomena is nee SSarY. i~ 
J:l distorted in ~eo of our s ociety are to be avoided . " 
~ow is the timo to er1tieall re-oxa~_n whether o~ 
not e ar fostering miseducation in t e ublic ohools 
o1~ America. As ernal'd H. Baruch e res sed 1 t: 
'TimeJ The mains :>ring of .L\..'(!.erican behaviour 
has b 'en o r having more or it than other 
tions •••• The coll nse of Europe ryo~er, 
the atomic bomb and other oooan .. shr1nk1ng 
oa ons , along _th vhe necessity to r v nt 
w r , have el~inated the buffor of time which 
cushioned this etachment. e now must evelop 
a new sense of interrelations p between war 
and .e ce, betw en hom ond br::~ ad •••• " 
2. Th Complexity of American Society 
"Thora h s been such a gre t a: ount of ocum.ent tion 
of th obvious f ct that Am rican soci ty is extremely comnlex, 
th t it se ms unneoe sary to i cuss it t 1 ngth here . It 
is a truism of hi h order that not only America but the 
ntir rorld has become 1nerea in ly co lex duri the nresent 
century and is continually subJect to chan es resultin from 
numerous int r - e endent )roces s s . The whole world iu 11 
of its s ects h been revolutionized by technolo ical change. 
It is an qually self- evi ant truth th t in many r s acts 
-1e hnv 
of chan 
not yet learne how to live effectively in this worl 
n continual y c an in con i tions . ,l/ 
Inter e n enoe is incre in an sproa ing into almost 
ev ry s eot of human ct1vity. It is groun ed in th 
structur 1 foun tion of soci ty and not in the d sire for 
cooper tion , and it is th 1nevit ble counter art of inore sing 
speoi liz tion of labor and resnonaibility an the consequent 
com laxity of society. Thus it will suffio to mention in this 
connection only c rtain fUn ruMent 1 eots of social change . 
Alth u these are cons! ered in r lation to Amer can ooi ty , 
it is manifest that they are true of the ntire world; and it 
is felt , of oours , that an und rst ndin of basic ociologic 1 
coneeot is a steo in th direction of world un erstanding. 
!7 o • cit . , • 3 . 
"We are now living in a society in which there is 
highly concentrated economic and political power, less ned 
vertical mobility, and a. high percentage o~ adult crime and 
juvenile delinquency. We live in a society in which family, 
church, and school have lost much of their former authority. 
e live in a society in which the most powerful opinion-
form1n a encies - the press, radio , and motion pictures -
re privately controlled. We live, therefore, in a society 
in which it is becoming increasingly di~ficult to ascertain 
the truth while continual conflicts between vested intere~ts 
heighten interpersonal and intergroup tension. 
"These facts emerge from vapious lorig-range causes which 
it is not the purpose o~ this study to explore. It is the 
writer's intention m rely to emphasize a motivating factor 
of this study - th tremendous complexity of our soci ty in 
a period of rapid transition. We note in the familiar routine 
of our daily lives that change is inevitable. Sudden and 
drastic changes, we also note, require conscious adjustment. 
Foremost among conscious adjustments to radically changing 
social conditions have been deliberate changes in formulated 
educational objeot1ves.w!l 
1/ Op. cit., P• 4. 
e are living in society in which, during a very brief" 
eriod of history, emnhasis has shifted fr m the rural to 
the urban, from the a icultural to the industri~l , from 
the rolativel si le to the tremendously complex. 
Democr tization with res ect to material ·1elfare is becoming 
o. tter of greater oublic concern, becaus in a highly 
interde ndent r gime ver one must rospar if all are to 
attain the level of material develo ~ent of which they re 
c ble . If some peo le are forced to go hungry, ill- clothed 
an 111-hous , all suffer in consequence . The sup ress 
r oes nnd social classes are increasingly asserting their 
rights to the equaliti s an freedoms promised by th 
J mooratio id ology. These rights are being sought through 
intellectual, legal and military means , indicating increasing 
ublio impatience with discrimination runong o ople on the 
ba ic of r ce . While Progress in this irection is slow 
and f ltering, the world is endeavoring to shaue itself to 
this end. As the nouulation of the nation h s increased, as 
it has d velop d into on of the most powerful olitico-
economie forces in the world• certain r dieal changes in 
kneriean life b vo occurred. 
,... 
t .. : 
Thus w must re valuate our educative system and bring 
1 t into c loa r ha.rraony w1 t 1 reall ty. 
Our educational task i~ to bri the rose t clenva 
in our culture by re oulding the attitu os , and habitual 
reactions , with respect to moral tandarda , wh1oh have b en 
nurtured by the dootrin of eternal verities •••• (it is) to 
mak the mnirical attitu e toward moral roble as natur l 
and spontaneous it has become toward those of engineering 
an agr:toulture . 
3. Changes in Educational Objectives 
en, in 1934, the Commission on the Social Studies 
of the American Historical Association published its report , 
the sin l~r function of the social studies in an ag of 
accelerated transition was underscored in a ~ost significant 
rnanner. For the Commission emphasizes in its report that 
the social sciences " •••• more than any other division of 
the school curriculum, are concerned ~ediately lith the y 
life and institutions •••• " , that is , with the social realities 
of time d place . 
Ryan states that this new em hasis upon the function 1 
rel tionshi between the social studies and contemporary 
social reality has introduc d changes in the objectives of 
social studies teaching. The memorization of historical facts 
has lost .its rorce as an educational objective and has been 
replaced by the attempt to under tand the t as a key to 
the pre ent and to the future. The subjects of civics , 
economics , geography, and sociology have be n introduced into 
more and more schools . The u&e of community resources in the 
soci 1 studios has received further attention. And, most 
important, the p~imary emphasis in soci 1 st~dles teach ng in 
recent years has been upon the imurovement of social 
relationships . As they are concerned with the li.f 
1/ Commission on the Social Studt s , Amerio 
Conclusions ~Recommendations , New York: 
p .l. 
Hlstorieal Assoc. 
Scribner, 1934, 
and institutions o£ our time, the social studies ~e also 
concerned w1 th the long- range a nirat1ons of the nation in 
its orld setting. 
Furthermor 1 in the entire field of education there 
has develoned a ronounoed emphasis u on the necessity for 
a more democratic concent of the educational process . }/ 
Concerning this atter, Kallen says: 
"liow a the American noopl e become ol der in 
y are , and the American economy become 
t chnolog1cally more eomnlox and diversified 
and uroductivo, the nation's need for an ever more 
democratic education of its citi zens becomes 
greater, not less . " 
l7 Horace R. Kallen, Th Education of Fro Men, New York: 
Farrar, .Straus, 19lj:9," p . 8'5. - - -
A more damocrat_c due tion ror 11 youth in our oci ty 
obviously requir th formulation of due tional objective 
hich ar in tune ith cultural reality. Tho singular rol 
of th social tudies teacher 1n this re ect is anifest , 
for it i he ho is most dir ctly cone rn d in the classroom 
ith the oci 1 roc se • To formulate educational ob ective 
in ter of sociolo !cal facts may :ell be hi most signiricant 
contribution to th entire school program. In this r sp ct , y 
Johnson t t a: 
Unle l.Jould r sume to deal with Am riean 
education omething !sol ted from the attern , 
roduots , modes of th ught , hi torioal er active 
and living activity of ~erican society s it ia 
today, it will be nee ssary to look at the schools 
in th context of their common dynamic culture . " 
That 1 ad rs in th fi ld or the social studies ar 
aw re of these need is d mon tr ted in tzo of th re olutions 
unanimOusly do t d at th 'M otin of th tion 1 Council 
for the Social Studi (1952) , as re ort din th Council's y 
offici 1 journal. R olution I stat that the Council 
" •••• r a rts its conviction th t it is clearly the re pon-
1bility of th school and of social stu s instruction to 
inform Am ric~ youth concerning affairs about which, a 
.-;;,..;;,..;;..;;..;.;;;._.w 
"T e Cul turo Affecting Eduo tio " 1 in 
u rvision and Curriculum Dev lopm nt , 
Am rican dueation, i sh ngton: ~~e A soc • 
1 
citizen and voters , they .t f r.m and r .istor o inions." 
In Resoluti n I the Council eol s itself" " •••• primni>ily 
oonoerne ith the evelo m nt of civic co':npetonce or good 
citizenship. " 
4. Th Understandin of Social Science Conce ts 
" s stated in the Introduction to this study, it i 
ass ed that there is a functional relation hin bet en 
effective social studies teac1ing and the underat nding of 
social sc.ence concepts - specifically , the basic sociological 
conce ts zith w1ich the study is concerned. Sociology is the 
study of social relationshi s , and tho broad objective of 
social studies te ching is the imorovement f those 
r lationships . Sociology represents an attempt to understand 
the social processes which ar a vitnl concern of our daily 
lives . It is becoming generally reoo nizcd that the social 
stu ies are es entially meaningles if considered anart 
from those rocesses . 
"It i not il'l'l1Jlied here that an under tanding of 
conce ts in the other social science is not essential. This 
tudy, however , is concerned only lfith certain sociological 
conceryts, and no brief is offered fo~ the concepts of other 
disciplines . And whether or not the understanding of ba 1o 
sociological concepts inevitably 1 ads to the achievement of 
th obj etiva previously mentioned is not th question under 
consideration her • Evidence has b n. set forth uhich wou.ld 
seem to substantiate the assumntion that a functional 
relationship exists betuean on understanding of the cone pta 
- -~ 
end th realization of' th objeotiv a . It is aa:r to ay 
that tho e ~ o as~ume th re on ibility of e ucating for 
ocial competeno mu t , themselves , understand the world ~ 
- hioh t hey live and teach. ):/ y 
With respect to ooiology , Odum has pointed out that 
the ublic oxneots sociolo " •••• to contribute much to 
ractical situations and to the liorntion of robl . ns 
that ow out of social change and the tension of adaptation 
and adjustment . " It may be said that such is the public 
exneetation with re rd to ducation in Boner 1 , and ith 
regar to the soci 1 studies in rticular. 
the Commission on the Soci 1 Studie says: 
"Sine culture plays a dominant role in 
giving form and substance to education, 
the formulation o:f a relevant and effective 
educational philo o~hy for a particular 
society at articular t~e and pl ce in 
history must re t in a large measure upon 
the findings of the ocial sciences, findings 
pertaining to the nature , trend , and thought 
of' that society in its regional and \ orl d setting. " 
James B. Ryan, op . cit ., n. 8. 
Howard w. Odum, Am. rican Sociol ogy, 
Green, 1951, p . 3P5. 
Op . cit ., • 32. 
lfew York: Long.nans , 
OHAPT i'R II 
TIIE PR003DURE 
1. Selection of Concepts 
The fir t step in the ureparation of this study was the 
selection of sociological concepts which could be defined as 
basic. Since there are sociological inter rotations , drawing 
uuon various domains of study -- rather than a single 
ociologioal exolanation, and there are confusions in 
terminology which hinder the development of a uniform oono ptual 
scheme, the process of selecting certain fundamental concepts 
in ocioloe;y is not as imnle as it would be in a less inclu-
ivo disoiuline . 
However, these qualifications do not alter the fact 
that there is , in sociology , a particular body of knowledge 
and that th re are sociologioo.l conce ts . For a general 
definition of these concepts the writer referred to the 
standard Dictionary 2£ Sociol ogz: 
y 
"Sooiologieal concepts aro the distinctive 
verbal symbols which h ve been ivan to the 
generalized id~aa abstracted from the scientific 
perc ptioh of society. " 
Which of these concepts might be categorized as basic 
can only be determinable by the nature of the study itsolf. 
I7 Henry P. rairchild, Editor, Diotionapx of Sociology, New 
York: Philoso bical Library , 1;44, n . Ib8 . 
Jt:::: 
In this ~tudy th J·u-y techni d 
o ~· que was use as a mean for 
arriving at a fin 1 Jetormin tion of mat eonoe ts would b 
inclu ad in the meaa ring instrUMent to be constructed. 
i~e ~~mbers of the Sociology Departnent o£ Boston University, 
College of Liberal Arts, were sked to cheek from a 11 t 0~ 
approximately ixty concepts those . t~1enty which they damned 
to be basic . However , to th ba io ttenty oonee,.,ts selected 
by the jury techni ue employed by l • Ryan ere a dod twonty 
diti~nal cone ?ts by ths v~iter, s a more extensive 
measuring instrlli~ent , to test the original conce ts selected 
and to serve as "checks" on the validity of the respon ents 
re li0s . Tbe additional t enty items 1;...rore selected f'rom a 
list of ov r six hun red oonce ts obtained from the 
unryublishe syllabi of Dr. G. Norman Eddy, Professor or 
General aucation, College of General ~ducation, Boston 11 -
University . 
It has been stated previously that the emmhasis in 
social studies teaching is u on tho improve . ent of social 
relationships . It was decided, therofore , that those conee ts 
which most directly relate to this obJective could be consider-
ed basic for the urposes of this study . This conclusion 
no:. Norman :mda:y, De-partment o£ Human Relations , Boston 
Univers ty Co lege of General Education, So homoro and 
Freshman Fin Exa~nations , January 20 . 20; 1954. 
y 
i substantiated by Lasswell: 
"The policy-scienc approaCh not only puts 
the mph sis upon ba ic problema, but also 
c lla rorth a very conaiderabl clarification 
of the value oala involved in policy. Arter 
all, in 1 hat sense is a problem basic? Evalua-
tions depend upon postulates about the human 
relation to be called desirable." 
"The concepts used in this study are thus related to 
runction 1 information concerning social relationships rather 
th n to a more bstract level of sociological analysis. Since 
the study is concerned with secondary school social studies 
teachers, most of whom, it may reasonably be expected, have 
had no more than introductory courses in sociology, the 
selection of textbooks from which definitions ot concepts w re 
drawn wa limited to introductory texts. This crit rion 
proved to coincide with that mentioned in conn otion with 
concepts, since the majority of concepts found in such text 
re thos relating to runctional inform tion. Not all ot the 
concepts here used are specific ly d fined in all of the 
textbook used, but a majority of the concepts ar afforded y 
explicit definition in a majority of the texts." 
There are further justifications for the selection of y 
these particular conoopta. Eubank catalogues terms used as 
!/Harold b. L aawell, "The Policy Orientation", in Daniel 
Lerner and Harold D. Lasswell, Editors, The Policy Science , 
Stanford: Stanford University Press , 19~ p 9. 
~ James B. Ryan, op. oit., pp. 11-12. lf Earle E. Eubank, !h!, Concepts 2! Sociology, Boston: Heath , 
1932, P• 39. 
conce ts of sociology, s found in the liter ture of socio-
logical theory. Nearly all of the conce ts here used are 
included in that li t , y 
Hobbs informs us that most r the material in intro-
ctory texts " •••• is related to actual behavior or to 
existin social c nditione rather th to abstract n lyses . " 
His tudy omonstr te that oert in conce ts , including most 
used in this tudy, are generally assured treatment in 
introductory texts . 
On th basis of' the aforesaid criteria, then, the forty 
items chosen for this stu y are: 
1 . accommo ation 21 , ascribed statu 
2. assimilation 22. caste 
3. class 23 . cultur&l tl,D.-t 
4. community 24. drive 5. cultural lag 25. ethnic intolerance 
6 . culture 26 . racial inheritance 
7. ethnocentrism 27 . racial urity 
8. folkways 28. semites 
9. group 29 . s ecies 
10 . institution 30 . social relativity 
11. ores 31. "check question" 
12. personali y 32. ttcheck question n 
13. rima.ry grou s 33. "chock question" 
14. rae 34. "c'1eck uostion'' 
15. rol 35. 11cheok questionn 
16. secondary group 36 . "check f'IUestion" 
17. social at tus 37. "check question" 
18. social stratlf'ieat ion 38. 11 check question" 
19. society 39. 'chec~ questionn 
20 . valuas 40 . "check question" 
y A. H. Hobbs, The Claims of Sociology, Harrisburg: Stack ole , 
1951, p . 5". -
1 8 
J 
Thus , twenty n it mo hav been added to the 11 ilot 
studyn, altho~ questions 31-40 serve rimarily as check 
on the rior thirty conco ts test • 
2. election of Textbooks 
~1a choice of textbookn , as in Ryan's study, was limited 
to introductory texte , this moasure £or selection co~nciding 
with th aolectio of concept on the basis of functional 
information. The s ecific textbooks used were ohos n on th 
basi of a singl or1t rion - the xtent to which th y are 
used. Thi doe not imply that the textbooks eel cte ~ 
more dely us d than any other , but rathor that they ar 
among the most widely used. 
Three easur a wer employed for determining the extent 
to lo~hich textboolts are used: (a) the only <le.finitive hi tory 
of Anl ric an sociology as the his to ... y of personal! tioa o.nd 
public tiona in the fi ld, (b) on of th most widely us 
collections of readings in sociology, o.nd {c) one of th mo t 
popular outline of sociologica~ prinoi lea for coll g use . y 
In the first mentioned reference , Odum cat logues t e 
most widely used t xts for th period, 1883- 1951. All of 
th texts used in this study were selected from that list. 
This is also true of the tabulated bibliogra hi s of standard y 
textbooks found in the Schuler collection of readings d in 
}./ 
the Lee outline of principles. 
~op. cit ., pp . 252- 3. 
~ Sdgar A. Schuler, ditor , Readings ~ Sociology, New York: 
Crowell, 1952, pn . 868-72. JJ lfr d McClung Lee, d tor, Neu Outlines of ~ Principles 
of SocioloH, Second Edi tbn, e't>J York: Barn a and Noble , 
1951, p • I-XV. 
The twelve textbooks chosen were published during the 
twelve-year period, 1940-51, inclusive, In the case o~ rour 
o~ them, however, earlier editions than the ones used were 
published. Both rirst and subsequent editions are cited in 
Odum•s catalogue, and later editions only in Schuler and in 
Lee. The twelve textbooks are: 
John w. Bennet and M. M. Tumin, Social Lite: 
Structure and Function, 1948 
Emory s. Bogardus , Sociology, Third Edition, 1949 
(First Edition, 1934) · 
John F. Ouber, Sooioloj{: ! Sf£ops1e of Principles, 
Second Edition, 19$1 ( rat Ed Ion, 1~7) 
Kingsl y Davia, Human Society, 1949 
c. A. Dawson and Warn r E. G ttys, An Introduction 
to Sooiologz, Third Edition, 1948 (Pfrat Edition, 
F/29) 
John L. Gillin and John P. Gillin, An Introduction 
!£. Soc1ologr, 1942 -
John L. Gillin and John P. Gillin, Cultural Sociology, 
1948 
M. E. Jones, Basic Sociological Principles, 1949 
Robert M. Maciver and Ohar s H. Page, Society. !g 
Introductoty Analysis, 1949 
William F. Ogburn and M. F. N~oft, Sociology, 1940 
R. L. Sutherland and J. L. Woodward, IntroductoH 
Sooiolosx, Third Edition, 1948 (First Edltion,37) 
R. L. Sutherland , J. L. Wood ard and M. A. Maxwell , 
Introductoty Sociology, Revised Edition, 1952 
3. Selection of Definitions 
Th )roce s in this res ect wa• merely that of extract-
ing from the textbooks specific definitions of the cone pta. 
Th se d .fini tiona are tabulated in Appendix B. It will be 
noted that every textbook does not present a specific 
de.finition of every oonoopt , since some authors discuss 
concepts without defining them in concise end readily useable 
t rms. Where this has been the case, th discussions of 
conoants have been taken into consideration in the construction 
of test items , even though not included in the tabulation o.f 
de.f1ni tiona. 
The definitions are numbered and arranged alphabetically 
in Aopendix B, consequently they lill not coincide with the 
numbering in the ~ £! Basic Sociologic~ Concepts. The 
following b sic sociological concepts are listed as followe: 
1 . 
2. 
2A. 
3. 4. 5. 
5A. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10 . 
accommodation 
assimilation 
Caste 
class 
community 
cultural lag 
cultural traits 
culture 
ethnocentrism 
folkt-Iays 
group 
institution 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
:J.4A. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
19A. 
20. 
mores 
personality 
rime.ry group 
ra.ee 
racial purity 
role 
secondary groups 
social status 
social stratification 
society 
sociology 
values 
4. Oonstruction of Test 
The writer has attenMted to classi.fy as the "best" 
answers those statements which he f elt to be most inclusiv 
of' the majority of definitions for each concept. In most 
instances this posed no problem, as diff'erenc a have been 
found to be more terminological than real. 1-fu.l tiple-choice 
te t items ore used for the first thirty items, the last ten 
being true - false . Although it is recognized that true-~alse 
items are not generally desirable for a study of this kind• 
the writer intended them to be "check ... questions" on the 
validi~ of the other thirty . The first twenty questions 
were devised by Ryan in 1953 and administered, under super-
vision, to forty secondary school social studies teacher 
at the School of Education, Boston University. There have 
been a few minor changes in his test format, not as to 
question- selection, but rather to rewording statements that 
appeared ~biguous, and changing negative statements to more 
positive statement • This was done only after it had been 
presented to the jury panel which selected the initial b sic 
sociological concepts. 
For the pu oses of this study, however, it was felt 
that a more accurate indication of the extont of understanding 
of sociolo leal concepts could be obtained from the four 
control groups tested by of.fering four "shaded" choices on 
eaeh of the first thirty co11ceuts than could be obtained by 
tho use of true - false , matching, strai t question, or other 
testing methods . In theory, tb mul tinle- ehoice method 
re uires the ability to make fairly close distinctions . 
It will be immediately recognized, of course , that not 
all of the choices are gradually "shaded • Some of the 
distraetors are intentional ly far fro~ correct re!ponses -
deliberate means of obtaining an indication of possible wide-
s read distribution of understanding. 
5. Administr tion of T st 
Th te t wa giv n , und r su rvisi n , to forty 
secondary schcol Under duate Social Studies _ ajors , School 
o due tion, Boston University; t enty Graduate Soc~al tudies 
Ma. rs , Sch ol of Education, Boston Univ raity; tHentv- Sociology 
Major , Coll ge of Lib r l Art , Boston Univorsi ty; e.nd eighty 
Soci 1 Studies T acher in the Fi 1 • 
This i a mittedly an unequal samplin roce ~ re hav~ng 
inhor nt limitations, but no validation on the basis of ide-
s road sp.mplin t.J"as intended . It l'ras the ryurnooe of the t st 
merely to obt in some indication of t-hat might be ct d 
should such a t st be administered n a 1ido scale , and to s e 
¥hat trends, !f any , ~ e~~ in the uso of the extended samnling 
in co~ arison ~ ith th ori innl stu y . 
CIIAP'.rER III 
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
1. Method of Analysis 
As stated previously, the test was given, under su er-
vision, to four control groups: 
Control Group A • • ••••• Social Studies Teachers in the Field 
Control Group B •• ••••• Sociology Majors , College or Liberal 
Arts 
Control Group c ••••••• Graclllate Social Studies MajoPs , 
School of Education 
Control Group D •••••• .,Undergraduate Social Studies l1ajors , 
Sohool of Education 
On the basis of information supolied on the answer sheets, 
thea oups wore sub- strati.fied into the following categories= 
(1} graduates or four-year liberal arts colleges , (2) gra uates 
of teachers colleges , (3) graduates of school of education, 
and {4) graduates of other colleges. This inf'orma.tion ap lie 
only to institutions from which undergraduat degrees were 
obtained • or, in the c so of the few undergradu tea who took 
t test, from h1ch they were bout to be obt in d. 
cau e of the limited sampling no validity could be 
established from a d tail d com arison of individual te t 
results on the basis of dif:ferences in educe.tim'lal baok . round. 
The mean, median, and mode scores were dete1mned for each or 
the four control ouns, s well a the four sub- stratified 
grou a, and com~ red with the swme scores ~or the rumnling as 
a whole. 
On the basis of the o~iginal study conducted by Ryan, 
his findings, although not validated, showed that the mean, 
!node, and median scores for the three categories were 
identical. For the test of 20 items, the range of liberal 
arts gra u~tes was from 7·16 with a median of ll; teachers 
college graduates ranged from 7-14 with a median of 11• , 
school of education graduates ranged from 6-14 with a median 
of 11. Interestingly enou~ of the 40 test d 1 not one waa 
a Sociology major , although two had Sociology minors . The 
total distribution of scores ranged ~rom 16 to 6 with a 
median o:f' 11. As to the number of courses in Sociology 
com leted by persons tested; 18 had E£ coursea; ~ had taken 
one survey Course; 6 had 2 courses; 2 had taken 6 courses. 
The number of erro~~ per test item ranged from a high of 33 
to a low of 6 for any given question. The teat, in general, 
indicates that among this small srunnling there is a fairly 
wides read lack of understanding of the concents of community, 
cultural lug, institution, ~res , rimary groups as distinct 
from second~! groups, and society. 
Of more signi:t'ioance to the study as a whole was 
ini'ormation supplied on the ans,~r sheets relative to the 
number or eoursea in sociology completed by the arsons taking 
the test . Also secured was information concerning major 
and minor fields of concentration. 
The analysis involved a tabu lation of the number of 
errors er test item, in terms of the eonoeot being teste ; 
a tab~lation of the total distributi~n o£ scores for each 
control grou ;. a tabulation of the munber of courses in 
sociology comnleted by the persons tested; a tabulation of 
the number of courses in sociology comoleto by the sub-
stratified grou s; and a tabulation of the number of errors 
e~ test item. 
The test was divided into Tests A and B, ·the former 
being the srune twenty concepts as tested by Ryan and the 
latter, the additional t\..renty items devised by the writer. 
The same procedure in the analysis was handled for each test 
separately. A further analysis was then aada of the total 
distribution of scores for Tests A and B, as well as frequency 
analysis of errors er test i. tem • . 
2. Control Group A 
The test \vas given, under supervision, to eighty 
secondary school social studies teachers , at the December 11 , 
1954 meeting of the New England Association of Social Studie 
Teachers . Additional forms \-rere mailed to res ondents at the 
request of principals, suporintondents and heeds of social 
studies d nartments . 
The number of returns received by the writer uas 48 , 
althou 25 of those lacked proper classificatory information, 
thus makin them non-usabl in the survey. The returns usable 
for the survey amounted to 23 or 28% of the respondents tested. 
The mogn for this group was 10 . 9 , the median 11, and a bimodal 
distributions of 9, 8 for Test A. The m dian for the liberal 
arts college graduates was 11. 5; school of education graduates 
9; and teachers college graduates 11. The median will be 
the m asure of central tendency used for all comnarative 
urposes, although the writer recognizes the limitations o~ 
setting an arbitrary measuring instrument . The ran-a for the 
entire group was from 15 to 7. 
For Test B, the mean for this group wa~ 13.9, th· median 
14, and the ode 12. The median for the Liberal art colleg 
graduates ; school of education graduates 12; and te chars 
college gradu t s 13. 
CONTROL GROUP A 
SOCIAL STUDIES TEACimBS 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 15 
16 
17 
18 
11. 2 
de - 9 
dian - 11. 5 
T BLE I -
Scor 
15 
llL 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
11 
11 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
TABLE II .. T ST A 
SCOR• OF SCHOOL OF EDUCATION GRADUAT.JS 
Test 
-1 
2 
Mean - 9 
Median - 9 
TABLE III - TEST A 
SCOR"'S OF TEAO RS COLLEGE 
Test 
-1 
2 
3 
Mean - 10 
edian - 11 
Score 
10 
8 
GRADUA 
So ore 
12 
11 
7 
s 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 1~ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
TABLE IV - TEST A 
Mean - 10.9 
de - 9 , 8 
Jv!odian - 11 
Scores 
15 
:1.4 
lli 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
1 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
TABLE V - TEST 
COUR SOCIOLOGY COM 
Number of Course .9....:'1rn l ete d by 
o ••••••••••••••••••• • ••• ........ 12 
1 .............................. . 
2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3 •••• .•••• 
4- ••••.•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
a .................... .. • . • • • • • • 1 
23 
TABLE VI - .!. T A 
SOCIAL STUDn; RS 
COURS•S 
Num r of Cours Comoletod bz 
LIBER ARTS GRADUAT S : 
0 . ••.•••••••••••••••••.•...•.•• 9 
1 ••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••••• 2 
2 ••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••• 2 
3 •. .•.•..............••......• • 1 
4 . ..•.......•.....•... . .......• 2 
6 ••••.•••• , •••••••••••••••••••• 1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • JL 
'DUCAT ION GRADUA 'S: 
0 . • . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • 2 
~ 
T ACHZRS CO S: 
0 ••••••••••••• .••••••..••••••• 
3 .• •••••..•.•...••••...•.•.•.• 
Total 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
It m 
1. 
2 . 
3. 4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
J.O . 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 15. 
16. 
17. 
l R. 
19 . 
20 . 
T VII • T ST A 
ACHERS 
liD R TEST ITEM 
Number of 
aceommodntlon •••••••••••••••• 8 
assimilation • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • 6 
class ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
community •••••••••••••••••••• 17 
cultural lag ••••••••••••••••• ll 
culture ....................... 1 
cthnocentri sm •••• . • •••• .••• . • • • • 8 
folkway •••••••••••••••••••••19 
roup •••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
inst1tution •••••••••••••••••• l3 
mores ••••••••••••.••••••••••• 10 
personal1ty •••••••••••••••••• l5 
r~ary grou~s ••••••••••••••• ~ 
race ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15 
role •••••• • •••••••••••••••••• 5 
s condary group ••••••••••••• 8 
soeio.l status .................. 2 
social stratification ••••• • •• 4 
ociety •••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
-values •••••••••••••••••••••• 22 
rors 
TAB VIII - TEST B 
Test Score 
-
1 18 
2 17 
3 16 
~ 15 15 
6 15 
7 15 
8 llJ. 
9 14 
10 llt-
11 14 12 1.4. 13 13 
14 13 
15 12 
16 12 
i~ 12 12 
l~all ... 14.2 
Mode - 14 
Modian - 14 
SCOR S 
Tost 
_..._ 
1 
2 
T .B IX - ~BST B 
Mean - 12 
Median - 12 
TABLE X ... lEST B 
qoCIAL STUDIES T ACHERS 
Score 
12 
12 
SCO!lli<:! GRAUJA ~s 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
I>1ean - 13 • .3 
~edian - !1.3 
Score 
17 
13 
10 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 15 
16 
i~ 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
TAB I X! - - T B 
l1ean - 13. 9 
Mode - 12 
Median- l4 
Score 
18 
17 
17 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
itt 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
10 
Item 
-
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 25. 
26. 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30 . 
31 • 
.32. 
33. 
J!h 
35 • 
36. 
37. 
3 • 
39 . 
L~o . 
TABLE XII - TEST B 
RRORS PER T ST ITEM 
Number or Errors 
drive ••••••••••• " ••••••••••••• 11 
ascribed statu •••••••••••••• 14 
social r 1 tivity•••••••••••••ll 
cultural trait •••• . •••• ••••••• 6 
racial inheritance .. . • • • • • • • • • 7 
sp cies ••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
sojtltes ••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
caste •••••••••••• · ••••••••••• 6 
racial urity ••••••••••••••••• 22 
thnio intoleranc •••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1 
1 
9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13 
• • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 45 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•..•••••••.•••••••.••.••••••••• 4 
·••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• l 14! 
L! 
-
TAB 1 XIII • T~ Tc B 
.~.est Score 
-
1 31 
2 30 
3 30 ~ 29 29 
6 28 
6 27 27 
9 26 
10 26 
11 26 
12 25 
13 24 ~ 24 23 
16 22 
17 22 
18 22 
19 21 
20 20 
21 20 
22 20 
23 17 
Me 24.7 
od 
-
26 , 22, 20 
Hodian - 25 
TABLE XIV - TESTS A AND B 
SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS 
FRE t NCY ANALYSIS OF ERRORS •R TEST ITEI.f 
It m !! B c D -
1. accommodation 4 4 2. assimilation 3 3 3. class 4 4. community 2 1.5 5. cultural lag 10 1 6 . culture 
7. ethnocentrism 1 4 2 B. folkways 18 1 9 . group 12 7 10 . institution 9 2 
11. mores 1 1 7 12. personality 13 1 13. r1mary groups 1 11 14. race 5 3 8 1.5. role 2 3 16. s eoondary group 4 4 17. social status 2 
18. social stratification 2 1 l 19. soci ty 6 2 
20 . values 2 12 4 21. drive 6 ~ 1 22. ascribed status 10 1 
23. social relativity 5 5 24. cultural trait 3 1 1 25. racial inheritance 1 2 4 
26. s ecie 2 6 1 
27 . semite 4 
28 . caste 2 3 
29 . racial nurity 1 13 1 6 
30 . ethnic intolerance 2 5 
3. Control Group B 
The test was given, under supervision, to twenty 
Sociology M jors at the College of Liberal Arts, Boston 
University . Th number o.f returns receivod by the \tlrit ·r 
was l P, although 6 of these lacked proper olaasi:fioatory 
information, thus making them non-usable in the survey. The 
returns usable for the urvay mnounted to 12 or 60% of the 
respondents tested. The ean for this group was 11, the 
modian 11, and the mode 11 for Test A. Th range .for the, 
entire grouu was 15 to 9 , the upper limit corresponding to 
that o.f Control Group A, although the lower limit was 9 as 
co ared rith 7 for Group A. 
For Test B, the mean for this roup '\oras 14.2, the median 
13.5, and the mode 13, Tiith the median for this test being 
slightly lower than that obtained from Group A. 
( 
CONTROL GROUP B 
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
SCORE 
r-tean - 11 
1·1ode - 11 
Median - 11 
TAB •' I - T '('T A 
So or 
15 
14 
14 
12 
12 
12 
11 
10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
II T8S'f A 
SOC!v~OGY MAJO S 
Number oT Oou~s s 
l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 2 
2 ................................... 2 
3 • •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 2 
4. . . • . ........ ' .•...•.•.•...•.•.•• 1 
6 ..................................... 2 
7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• 1 
8 ................................... 2 
Item 
-
1 . 
2 . 
3. 4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10 . 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
rt . 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
TABLE III . T·ST A 
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
Number of •rrors 
accommodation •••••••••••••••••3 
assimilation ••••••••••• • •••••• 3 
c 1~s ••••••••••••••· - ····•· • ••• 5 
eommunity •••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
eu1tural lag •••••••• , ......... • ... 5 
e~1ture • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
ethhoa ntr1sm ••••••.••••••••••• 4 
folk ays ••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
group •••••••••••••••••••••••••11 
institution ••••••••••••••••••• 6 
moros •• i••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
persona itY •••••••••••••••••••• 7 
primary grou'D ••••••••••••••••• 2 
raoo •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••• a 
rol • ..................... . ..... • 4 
secondary grou •••••••••••••••5 
social statu •••••••••••••••••• 2 
social stratification •••••••••• 2 
society •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
v 1ue ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
~ 
TABLB IV - TEST B 
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
SCOR S OF LIB8RAL ARTS SOCIOLOGY .1AJORS 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
an - 14. 2 
ltode .. 13 
dian - 13. 5 
Score 
17 
17 
16 
15 15 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
21. 
22 . 
23. 24. 25. 
26 . 
27 . 
28 . 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37 . )P . 
39 . 40. 
TABLE V - T ·ST B 
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
UMBER OF ERRORS 
• 
Number of Errors 
dr1v e •••••.••••.•••••••••••..••••• 3 
ascribed status ••••••••••••••••••• 4 
social relativ ity ••••••••••••••••• 2 
cultur a l trait •••••••••••••••••••• 3 
racial 1nheritanee •••••••••••••••• 4 
s,., o1 s •.•............•..•......•• 1 
sBmite s •••.•••.........•.•.•....•• 5 
east e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
raci 1 urity ••••••• • •••••••••••• lo 
ethnic 1ntoleranee •••••••••••••••• l 
• •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 5 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
• ••.............•........••...••. • 1 
• ••.•••.....••. .•.•..........•....• 3 
• •.••.••••.•••.•••.•••.•••••.••••• 7 
• •••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••• 0 
• ..•.••••.••..•••...• . •••••••••••• 8 
• •••••••••••.•.•.•.•••••.•••••••• • 1 
• •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 2 
• •.••••••....... . ... •. ....•..•..• • 1 
TAB · VI • TESTS A rulD B 
SOCIOLOGY liJAJORS 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTIOI OF SCORES 
Test 
1 
2 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Mean -
J de -
dian -
25. 7 
29.25 
2$ 
Score 
30 
29 
29 
29 
27 
25 
25 
25 
23 
22 
22 
22 
~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22 . 
23 . 
24. 25. 
26 . 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30 . 
TABLE VII .. T STS A AND B 
SOCIOLOGY MAJORS 
ALYSIS OF •RRORS PER TEST 
A B 
coommodation 3 ass1m11 tion 2 
class 
community 1 
cultural lag 
culture 
ethnocentrism 
folkways 7 group 10 
1nstit1tion 4 
mor 1 
personality 6 
rimary groups 1 1 
race 2 3 
role 
s condary groups 
social statu 2 
social stratification 1 
society 1 
values 6 4 
drive 1 1 
ascribed status 4 
social relativity 1 
cu1 tural tr 1 t 2 
racial inheritance 2 
eciea 1 
semites 1 1 
ca te 1 
racial urity 8 
tbnio intolerance 1 
Boston UniversitY 
School of Education 
LibrarY 
c D 
1 
5 
5 
2 1 1 
1 3 
l 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 1 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
ITEM 
4. Control Group 0 
The test was given, under su ervision, to twenty 
Graduate Social Studies Majors at tho School of Education. 
Boston Univer 1.ty. The nUJ!lber of returns received by the 
~Titer was l6 or 80~ of the respondente tested. The mean 
for this group was 10. 7 , the median 10 • .5, and the mod 10. 
The range for the entire grou was 15 to 7, which is the sam 
range for Control Group A. The median for tho liberal art 
college graduates w s lo. 5; school of education graduates 
10; and teachers college graduate 12. 5, for Test A. Teachers 
college graduates were the only group to score wel l above 
the median , but this cannot bo validated due to the unequal 
sampling number s . 
For ~ st B, the mean for this grou was 13 . 9 the medi an 
14, and a blmodal distributi on of 14, 13. The median for 
the liberal art college graduatos was 14; schoo l of educat1-on 
graduates 14. 5; and teachers college graduates 12. It is 
interesting to note that teachers college graduates scored 
well below tho median , but this may also be attributed to 
tho nme.ll srunpl1ng of this sub- group . 
CONTROL GROUP C 
GRADUAT SOCIAL STUDIES MAJORS 
Te t 
-
1 
2 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE I - T ~ST A 
GRADU 
JK an - 10 . 3 
Mod .. 11,10 
tedian - 10.5 
13 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
8 
7 
T BIE II - TEST 
OF SCHOOL OF s 
Test core 
- --
1 15 
2 10 
~ 10 8 
10 . 8 
10 
10 
TABLE III - TibT A 
GRAOUAT.E; SOC! L STU.JL:.S • JORS 
SCORES OF TEAC RS COLlliGE 
Test 
1 
2 
rJiean - 12. 5 
Hod 13 , 12 
M dian - 12 • .5 
Score 
1.3 
12 
T st 
-
1 
2 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 15 
16 
T Bill IV - TEST A 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
an - 10 . 7 
!1ode - 10 
dian ... 10 . 5 
Scores 
15 
13 
13 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
7 
TABLE V - TEST A 
... \JORS 
COURS S i3Y 
Ntunb r or Courses Completed by 
0 • ..•.....••••........•......• • l 
1 . ••.........................•. 7 
2 • ............................. • 4 
3 • ..•. .. .•..••...............•• 2 
4 .. ........................ , ... • 1 
5 •....•...........•........... . 1 
TI> 
TABLE VI - T ST A 
GRADUATE SOCIAL STUDI~S !{AJORS 
COURS S IN SOCIOLOGY COMPLti,;T D BY COLLEGE GRADUATES 
Number of Courses 
LIB 4'RAL ARTS GRADUAT "S: 
1 
2 g 
EDUCATION GRADUAT "S: 
0 
1 
3 
4 
TEACHERS COLLEGE GRADUATES : 
1 
Total 
Coznn1eted by 
'-~ 
4 
1 
1 
ro 
1 
1 
1 
1 
rr 
• 
1 . 
?. 
3. 4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. I 
12. 
13. 
ll,J.. 
15. 
16 • . 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
TAB • VII- Test A 
GRADUATE SOCIAL STUD! ~s MAJORS 
Number of Errors 
accommodation •••••••••••••••• 
ssimi1ation ••••••• ~ •••••••••• 
cla s •••••••••••••••••••• . •••• 
5 
1 
7 
comm.uni ty •••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
cultural lag•••••••••••••••••• 10 
culture •.. .•.................. 
ethnocentrism •••••••••••••••• 
2 
5 
folkway •.•.••...•••.... . • . · · • 12 
group••••••·••••••••••••••••••l6 
in titution •••••••••••••••••• 11 
mores ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • 5 
personality ••••••••••••.•••••• 14 
primary groups •••••• •••• •••••• 5 
race ........................... 10 
rol . "'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
s oona r y groups ••••••••••••• 5 
social status ••••• 1 .... .... ... 2 sooi 1 stratifioat on ••••••.• 4 
societY ••••••.•••..•••• . •••• • • 1o 
value •............. . · · • · · • • • ·15 
~ 
TABLE VIII - TEST B 
GRADUATE S )CIAL STUDIES .. lAJORS 
SCORES OF LD3ER.t\L ARTS COLLBGE GRADUAT~S 
T st Score · 
-
1 17 
2 16 
3 16 
~ ~ 
6 ~ 
7 13 
8 12 
9 12 
10 10 
Mean - 1.3. 9 
r~de - 16 , !4, 12 
·an - ~ 
·e t 
-
1 
2 
~ 
an-
1'10d -
odi 
GR 
Test 
-
1 
2 
A' LB X- T T 
12 
13,11 
12 
Score 
1AJORS 
17 15 
l4 
13 
Score 
13 
11 
TABLE XI - ST B 
GRADUATC SOCIAL STUDIES :fR-AJORS 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCORb~ 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
i!5 
16 
Mean - 13.9 
l{od - 14,13 
Median - 14 
So ores 
17 
17 
16 
16 
15 15 
14 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
11 
10 
TABLE XII - T 'ST B 
GRADUATE SOCIAL STUDIES MAJORS 
NUMBER OF ERRORS PER TEST ITEM 
Item 
-
21 . 
22. 
23 . 
24. 
2$. 
26 . 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 34. 
35. 
36 . 
37. 
38. 
39 . 
40 . 
Number of Errors 
drive ••••••••••••••••••• 5 
ascribed status ••••••••• ll 
social relativity ••••••• 3 
cultural trait •••••••••• 7 
racial inheritance •••••• 7 
s ecies ••••••••••••••••• 9 
semites ••••••••••••••••• 7 
caste ••••••••••••••••••• 4 
racial ourity ••••••••••• 14 
ethnic intolerance ••• •• • 4 
• •••••••••••..•.••..•••• 4 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
• • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • 4 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
w 
TABLE XIII - i 'STS A AND B 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 15 
16 
Hean - 24.6 
Mode - 25 
Median - 25 
Score 
32 
28 
28 
26 
26 25 
25 
25 
25 
~ 
24 
23 
21 
19 
18 
TABLE XIV - TESTS A AND B 
GRft~UATE SOCIAL S DI S ~tAJORS 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF ERRORS PER T~ST ITEM 
Item A B 0 D 
- -
1 . ccomm.odation 3 2 2. as imil tion 1 
3. cla 6 1 }.j.. . connnuni ty 2 1 5 5. cultural 1a 10 
6. culture 2 
7. ethnoc ntrism 5 
P. folkways 10 2 
9. group 9 3 4 
10 . institution 9 1 l 
11. more 2 1 2 
12. personal! ty 10 4 
13 . primary groups 1 1 3 14. race 5 1 4 
15. rol 2 
16 . secondary groups 1 4 
17. social status 2 
18. social stratification 3 1 
19 . society 3 5 2 
20 . values 6 5 4 
21 . drive 4 1 
22. ascribed tatus 4 6 
23. social relativity 2 1 
24. cultural trait 2 1 4 25. raoia1 inheritance 5 2 
26. sDecies 1 7 1 
27 . semite 3 3 1 
28. caste 4 
29 . racial uurity 11 3 
30. ethnic intolerance 2 2 
5. Control Group D 
The test Jas given, under eup~rvision, to forty 
Undergraduate Social Studies Majors at the School of Education, 
Boston Univer ity. The number of returns received by the 
writer was 30 or 7~% of the r spondents tested. The m an 
for thi group was a.a, the median 8.5, Qnd the mode 7 ro~ 
Test A. The range tor the entire group was 15 to 5, with the 
lower limits being the noorest of any group tested, although 
the u por limits com ared favorably l~th all Control Grou 
tested. 
For Tost B, the mean for this group was 12. 7, the 
median 13, and the mode 15, with the median for this test 
boing the lo·1est of all obtained from any Control Group . 
CONTROL GROUP D 
UNDERGRADUATE SO CIAL STUDIES MAJORS 
TABLE I - T T A 
SCORES OF DUCATION OCIAL STUD! •S MAJORS 
Test 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12. 
13 
14 15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 
21 
22 
23 
~ 
26 
27 
2 
29 
30 
aan - 8. 8 
od - 7 
M dian - 8.5 
Score 
15 
13 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
'6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
{ 
TABLE II - TEST A 
UND RGRADUAT:E' SOCIAL STUDIES F.aAJORS 
Number of Courses Completed by 
o ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 16 1......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
2 •••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••• 4 
3 ••••••••••••••• . ••••••••••••••• 2 
TABLE III - 'ST A 
NUl ~'R OF ERRORS 
Item I umber of Errors 
1 . 
2. 
3. 4. 5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 . 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 . 
accommodation •••••••••••••• 15 
assimilation ••••••••••••••• 8 
class ••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
community ••••••••••••••••••• 17 
cultural lag ••••••••••••••• 20 
culture •••••••••••••••••••• 4 
ethnocentrism •••••••••••••• 17 
folkways •••••••••••••••••••• 28 
group •.•••.•••..••••.•••••• 29 
1nst1tution ••••••••••••••••• l9 
mores •••• •••• ••••••• • •••••• 17 
ersonality ••••••••••• • ••••• 21 
primary groups ••••••••••••• 8 
raee • .............•........• 20 
rol ..• • ...•......••.....• • 12 
secondary group ••••••••••• 17 
social status •.•.•.•••••• • • 11 
social stratification •••••• 16 
sociatY ••••••••••••••••••••• 20 
values ••••••••••••••••••••• 29 
. -nr; 
T BLE IV - T~ST B 
UNDERGRADUATE SOCIAL STUDI'S MAJORS 
DUCATION OCIAL STUD~S ~~JORS 
Te t 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
~ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
ean - 12. 7 
10de - 15 
l edian - 13 
Score 
16 
16 
16 
16 
. 15 
15. 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
1.3 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
10 
10 
8 
7 
0 
313'0 
It m 
-
21. 
22. 
2.3 . 24. 25. 
26 . 
27. 
23 . 
29 . 
30 . 
31. 
32. 
33. 34. 
35. 
36. 
31. 
38 . 
39. 40 . 
TAB ' V - TEST B 
S MAJ ORS 
NU T I TEM 
Number of "rrors 
driv ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
scribed st t us •••••• • ••••••••• 22 
sooi 1 r lat1vity •••••••••••••• l8 
cultural tra:tt •• ••••••••••••••• l :). 
r oial !nh r!tance • • ••••••••••• l 3 
s eoie •••••••• • • •• •• •· •••••••• 18 
semites ••••••••••••• • ••••• • •••• lS 
cast ···•··· · ~ ·· •••••••• •••••• 11 
racial purity ••• • •••••••••••••• 2l 
thnic intol erance ••••• • ••••••• ~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1 
6 
1 
• ••.•..•.•.•••.••. . . . • • ••••• • . . 12 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
• ••.••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••• • 10 
. ••••••.•••.•••••.•.••••• .• ..• • 10 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 
3 
~ 
T t 
-
1 
2 
3 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 25 
26 
~~ 
29 
30 
· TABLE VI - T 'STS A AND B 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOO -, 
M an - 21 • .5 
Mode - 24 
l\!edian - 22.5 
C0%'6 
31 
29 
27 
:":"6 
25 25 
2S 
25 
~ 
i 
23 
22 
2:}. 
21 
21 
20 
20 
19 
18 
18 17 
17 
16 
15 
~ 
' 
TA LE VII - TESTS A AND B 
UND"'""RGRADUATE SOCIAL STUD! S MAJORS 
FREQU iCY ANALYSIS OF R TEST ITE 
It m A B 0 D 
-
.... 
l. accommodation 9 6 
2. assimilation 3 4 1 
3. class l 7 4. community 3 2 12 5. cultural lag 1 16 3 
6. culture 1 1 1 
7. ethnocentrism 12 5 
8. folkways 25 1 2 
9. group 18 6 5 
10. institution 12 5 2 
11. mores 8 3 6 
12. personality 13 3 5 
13. primary groups § 2 3 1'-t-. !"ace 2 12 
15. role 4 4 3 
16. secondary groups 6 4 6 
17. social status 8 2 
18. social st!"atification 7 2 5 
19 . society 3 12 3 
20 . V'alues 12 7 7 
21. drive 2 5 1 
22 . ascribed status 9 10 1 
23. social relativity 10 7 
24. cultural trait 7 2 
25. racial inheritano 6 6 
26. snecies 2 15 
27 . semi tea 8 2 3 
28. caste 2 1 1 6 
29. racial uurity 1 15 4 
30. ethnic intolerance 5 3 3 
6. N tur of Errors 
indio t d in T bl VII, T st , Co trol Grou A ~ 
th hi~he t eroent ·G of correct n wors is in r 1 tion 
toto cowe ts f simil tion , el r. , cultur , oci 1 
tatu ~ and c1 1 tr tif'ico.tion, l-ihich ee with Ry 
ori in 1 findings . 'I'ho most nU1l rous rrors r n to be 
with r eet to th conconts of' community, foll!way , rou , 
r onnlity , raco~ and values , · ith tho only dditional 
cone pt added to th Pilot study b ing community. 
A in io t d in T b1 III , Test A, Control Grou B, 
the hi ost er t o~ corr ct answ r i in r lati on to 
th. cone t of CCODlillOd tion, simi1 tion, cultur ~ MOrea , 
primary rouns , !lOCi l. status , ld oci 1 str tific tion, 
which indio tos th t the co c t f ccormnod ion, ores , 
d rim ry grou ar b tt r und rstoo by "sociolo~ists" . 
Th mo t numerou error r sen to bo ith res ect to th 
con co ts of folkvro.ys 1 rou , rsonality, r c , and v lue 
A. indic atod in T ble VII, Test A, Control Group C ~ 
th ll1ghe t rcent of cor et ansr rs is in r 1 tion to 
th co c l t of imilation, cu1tur , ro1 , oci t tua , 
d oci 1 tr tif*o tion, with th concept of rol r 1 oing 
the cone t of ol a in fr quenoy of correct rea onaos . 
Th most n orous rrors ar seen to b with rc ect to the 
conce ts of folkways, group, institution, norsonality, and 
values. It is interesting to note that only this group 
rated the concept of institution in the frequency of errors. 
As indicated in Table III, Test A, Control Group D, 
the highest percentage of correct answers is in relation to 
the concoots of assimilation, class, culture, nrimary grou ~ 
and social status, '-ti th tho concept of primary groups agreeing 
with the findings of Group B. The most numerous errors are 
seen to be uith respect to the concepts of cultural lag, 
folkways, group , personality, rae ,society, and values. Only 
this group rated high in the frequency of errors in the concepts 
of race and society. 
In reference to these concepts concerning which there 
occurred the greatest frequency of error, the answers most 
often given are: 
1. communi t ... "au erordinate-subordinate roles" 
2. cultural lag ... "a primitive society" 
3. folkway - "driving on the right-hand side of the 
road" 
4. group - "consistent interaction" (as !!:21 being an 
essential characteristic of social groups) 
5. personality - "The product of hereditary and environ-
mental f'orees" (although this is not incorrect, the 
best answer is that which tells what personality !!1 
ritner than what it derives from) 
-
6. race - " group of individuals having the s a combina-
tions of biological oharaotoristics 11 
7. values - "permanence" (that is• having best de!'ined 
in term of permanence . 
These ansT rs indicate that the Ine.jority of the person 
who took the teet do not lmo-vr th distinction between folkways. 
mores, and la\-IS• They do not recognize consistent interaction 
as an essential feature of social groups . They fail d to 
make tho distinction between the nature of pe:rsonality and 
the source of ~ersonality. They apparently do not regard 
race as a statistical abstraction but think in terms of fixed 
and absolute biological characteristics . They view ocietal 
values as unchanging. 
The t st, in gen ral • indicates that among the sampling 
there is e. fairly wides road _lack of understanding of the 
concepts of community, cultural lag, institution, mores. 
rimary grou~s as distinct from secondary groups . and society. 
As indicated in Table XII. Test B. Control Grou A. 
' 
the highest ercentage of correct answers is in relation to 
the concepts of semites, caste, and cultural traits . The 
most numerous errors are seen to be with respect to the concepts 
o!' drive, ascribed stetus , social relativity, and racial 
purity. 
As indicated in Tabl v. Test B, Control Group B, the 
highest ercontage of correct answers is in relation to the 
' ' ( 
concepts of social relativity, s ecies, and ethnic intolerance . 
The most numerous errors are seen to be with res et to the 
conce~ts of semites , caste , and racial purity, which is 
interesting in comparison with Group A above . 
As indicated in Table XII , Test B, Control Group c, 
the hi~~est percentage of correot answers is in relation 
to th concepts of social relativity, c ate , and ethnic 
intolerance . The mo t numerous errors are seen to be with 
respect to the oonoe ts of ascribed status , speciea , rund 
racial purity. The concept of sueoies was listed among the 
most frequent correct responses in Group B above . 
As indicated in Table V, Test B, Contro l Group D, the 
hi ost p rcentage of correct answers is in r lation to th 
concepts of drive , cultural trait, and caste . The most 
numerou errors are seen to be ith respect to the eonce ts 
of ascribed tatus , social relativity, species , and racial 
urity. 
The frequency of orro s for the four control grouns 
varies considerably, alth(lu,~ the concepts of a.scr1bod 
status , sooial relativity, oaste, and racial purity are 
rated high in all. 
In reference to these eonoe ts conoerning which there 
ooourred the greatest frequency or error , the answers most 
often given are: 
1. ascrib d status - "lodge leader'' 
2. social relativity - " ocial sal otion'' (good or bad 
is involved in group selection, but is a relative 
factor to the grouus involved) 
3. east - stereotyne" (this is correct in a general 
view, but is not the ~ answer) 
4. r cial nurity - "a myth" (this anst-ser is true also, 
although a finer distinction is involved)----
5. s ecies - "genus" 
These answers, in addition to the ch ok-qu.estions 
indio te that the majority of the uorsons who took the test 
do not lmow the distinction between l'ao1al "myth " and the 
ater otype of "ism" unremacy • emites, N groes, und ethnic 
intolerance concepts indicate that much rork must ba done by 
our cial t di s teach rs to d veloo better attitudes, 
a preci tiona d under tan ings of other peoples and n tiona, 
if we are to aohi ve a more domocr tic and understanding 
popul oe. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMUARY AND CONCLUSION 
The study has attempted to set ~orth the roblem 0~ 
the extent of understan ing of basic sociological concepts 
'rhich is possessed by ~ac~ndary school social studies teachers. 
To this end w s directed a bri ~ discussion of the increa tng 
complexity of American society, corresponding changes in 
educational objectives, and the resultant nee ssity ~or an 
understanding of such cone uta in order to achieve ef~octive 
social studies teaching. 
It was stated that the study is charact rized by the 
implicit assumption that there is a functional relationship 
between eff ctive social studies teaching and the understanding 
of basic sociological concepts. No attempt was made , within 
the limits of the study, to empirically moasur this r latio~ 
ship. The writer feels, however~ that it can be substantiated 
on the basis of pedagogical evidenc • 
The procedure of the study involved the construction 
ond administrati n of a tost or select d sociological concepts. 
An important limitation of the study i recognized in the 
natter of selecting those concepts which might be generally 
aeoeryted as basic. A survey or twelve members of the faculty 
of the department of sociology and anthro ology in a lar e 
university revealed a eomnlete laek of consensus in this 
respect . It 1as iMpossible , th refor , to ly this ea.sure 
as criterion. The rriter r tJrrod, r ther , to those cone t 
~hioh ~e ost an rally di cus. d in introductory t xts in 
sociology, justifying hi .. s 1 otion furt;h r by the na.ttr of 
th tudy, its 1!' , the n ;ur of the sampling, and the deel 
obJectives of · oconda.ry school social studi s te chin • 
1m naly in of tho to t ~esult 1nd1e t d consider ble 
1 ck of und r t ndin of the conce t • A furth r limit tion 
of t .e study is , however , i volv d in th izo and comno ition 
of tho :oli , and th ano.lysi erv s only to indio t uh 
may bo o ct d of ueh test ho 1 it be iven on a tide 
Ct\1 • 
Bee us it 1 enti 1 y study , no h othese 
l re no t lated eoncernin r 1 tiv aohi v e e t of variou 
grou in tho total ex~a~le . Its runetion, th refore , is 
prLmarily to establi h some kind of roforeno oint to ich 
future studios may refer . Th ob tain d at do u est , 
how ver , the r onably pl :usible ~ubjective conclusion that 
in conr.:>ari.,on d th th ir unde:rs t nndi of ot er ar in the 
ocia.l tud1 curriculum ( . g . American history) tho know-
1 dge th t oeial tud1e te chars h ve of b sic sociologic 1 
conoo'Ots 1 v ry in dequa.t if th. y are to achievo th objec-
tives that are ourr ntly being asc:riben to soci 1 studies 
e uc tion a ;ho secondary chool 1 v 1 . 
t 
d 
It has been recognized as a fact for some tim that in 
a country like thi , an am.nl a..rna.tion of every possible goo-
nhical origin and every pos ible crsed, there is the 
reate t need tor unde~standing among all groups . If the 
nrocess of' asimilation and of int r - group cooperation a.r 
to go on toward real progress , w must got rid of many false 
notion concerning suneriority, inferiority, racial purity, 
and 11 the other notion which h ve kent grou in tight 
he etic lly sealed and armored compartment • The tim. s 
will not er.mit u the luXL~ of looking down on our t ~low -
citizen • 
Our nublie school system is ou~ greatest 
efforts to break Cb l-m th bBJ."'riers of pr judice . 
sset in our 
From the 
earliest times in our history, we have been making education 
not only available to all but gradually compulsory for wider 
age grouos . ~ow , for at least ten years of almost every 
child's life , .,e have an op ortunity to reach him and teach 
him. Having seen what happens in totalitarian countries 
· hen ·niversal education is restituted to the ~!shes of the 
rulin oup , we can appreciate how 1 jOrtant , how vital 
it is for our O\~ children to be taught the ways of freedom 
ond tolerance . 
For two r sons , the secondary schools should be the 
proper rylace to begin a broader study of the social science • 
Children in the junior high schools al"e eager readers , with 
awakening appetites for new ideas . They should already have 
basic facts of eography, grammar, and arithmetic - the tool s 
of future learning. If they are properly stimulated with 
ideas ~ they will go on throu_,h s nior high school with the 
same stimulation and receptivity to philosonhical concepts . 
This is the age when they want to learn. If they 1 arn to 
think in the secondary schools , they will go on to high r 
education 1dth the open minds neoess y :f'or real citiz nship . 
The other re son for broadening the scone of social 
studies in the secondary s chools is that thero will be found 
the last chane for trained s eeialists to guid the learning 
for many of the students . Even though opportunities for 
higher education are opening to greater numbers each passing 
year , for the majority senior high school will be the last 
of their formal education. The habits of opinion- forming 
made in high school will follow them all the days of their 
lives . If they are taught to think clearly in sChool , they 
will be able to read any kind of ropag~~da and see 1t for 
~hat 1 t is ·' for men and women who think are not so a t to be 
caught up in mob sychosis . 
The time-honored way of presenting subject matter in 
th schools - that of offering a number of presc~ibed cour es 
~or. e ch a e 1 vol, with few oloetivos , rovided the 
students ith t mat rial necessary to hel them p s t' eir 
College Entrance ·xamdnations or ta~ght them such skill 
as t ing, shorthand, bookkee 1ng. It wae mostly a matter 
of b orbing facts and skills. The eom~ercial ubjects may 
hav r ceived the beet treatment , because the unil had to 
learn by doing and had to be re sonably proficient if he 
was to gat job. In the grou of subjects called the 
"social stu ies 1 n 1 t l-ras mostly a matter of presenting 
"History of the United St tes from 1850-" or "Geography of 
the United States" in se •arate ca sules , carefully separated 
from each other. 
For th fortunate student who naturally analyzes and 
syntheeizos his material, 1 t \·rae perhans not too dif.ficult 
to see caus 1 rolationsh1ns between, say , history and language , 
between invention and social change , but 11 tudents do 
not thinl4: in that ay. The anciont idea of the "disci linary 
studies" ... Latin and mathematics , for example - has long 
since been sproved. Latin and mathematics teach one how 
to think about Latin and them tics , and that's all. Just 
as ~ syeholo lata hav roved that thore is very little 
carryover in morals , inee the man " ho wouldn't close 
sha y eal in business ill often cheat himself at solitaire . 
ducators have found that the only w y to get stud nts to 
ee the meaning behind what they are studying is to lead them 
along the way until they ror.m hnbits o£ thinking clearly 
themselve • 
Th "core r11ethod" may be a st p in the right direction. 
An incre sing number or Junior and senior high chools are 
grou ing nglish, history, geograPhY• and civics into on 
unit and studyin about neople , in all parts of th world, 
and using the subject matter of the different oour es a 
tools in the acquisition of a better understanding of their 
fellow human beings . The "S ringfield Plan" is an exam :J, 
of this . In Springfield, however, they begin at th resChool 
level and carry the lan right through senior high sehool. 
For the most part , hm·Iever , if ~re are to teach our young 
peo 1e the "uhy' of the world as lvell as the "what" , w are 
going to need s eeialized training and refresh r courses for 
thos teachers who are already teaching the social studies in 
the secondary school • 
In the field or the social stu ies , w hav b en retty 
well cont nted with teaching facts and facts alone . W have 
t ught that Negroe ar black and are to be .found in Afrio , 
Australia , and arts of the Southwestern acifie ialrund grou , 
as wall as our own southern states . e have tnue~t about 
the peculiar oustom of the skimos , about th fact th t th 
Indian h ve copper- colored skins , and that th Chin s 
belon to the yello race . What we h ven•t emnhaeized 
enough is that under the different color d skins , in s ite 
or different cultures , people are very much the same the rorld 
over. re have emphasiz d th diff r noes among o oples 1n 
our geography cl ss and ho.ve reach d "one t..rorld 11 in our 
assemblies and on Unit d Nations Day. In spite of our effort , 
e are still teaching f ets; and even when we teach that 1 
men ttr equal in the si t of God, w no 1 ct to show ho f 
ro.n came to b cons ide d unequal . There has to be n 
int gra.tion of the wh t , the how, and the why. 
Fro the results of th qu tionnaire , 1li has become 
apnarent that one of the first things whioh need to be don 
about our teaching methods 1n the social studie 1 to 1 arn, 
as oerates o often said, to defin our term • It would be 
po sibl to teach secondary Qhool students sooi 1 subj cts 
without using tho exact terms set forth in the questionnaire , 
but if th teaoher hims lf cannot define thos basic cone pte , 
how can h l..'llow the subject h :.. s teaching ell enough to 
imbue hi students ith the philosophy of quality on which 
our D claration of Inde~endenoo 1 based? lf he thinks . s 
90 any respondents seemed to th1 • that th Negroes in 
our South r present a "pur-e raco , 'i how is he going to teach 
his stud nt hat r c1al inherit ca is a matter of culture 
and that uro r ce 1 a myth , anyw y? Yet the results of 
t questionnair how th t largo nm ber of our eeondary 
cbool te ehera h ve an o~ron ous gr sp of many b sic 
sooiolo ic 1 cone pts . 
_ t oo 11 this oint to? If tho childr n in our 
secondP-ry schools ar not to b sh rt• chan ed, th re t b 
gr ter coo er tion than ever bet"t<reen tho te cher- rep r tory 
~ titution. he liber 1 arts institutions . Te chars 
should be tt• ined not only in ethods but in subject matt r 
w 11. And thy sho•l b train d ot only 1n methods d 
ub oct ~ tt r , but also in a nhiloso hioal understandtn of 
who.t h y are oing to im art to the eag r young m ... nds -r iting 
to be unlifted. 
Th adol scents of tod y , growing u~ in world wh r 
they hoar t lk on th one hand of "one world or non , " and on 
the other of " e cerul coexistence , '' tmere they must live 
with the ever- ro ont fear of being blo~m off the e rth by 
w apons so torribl 
th m ling o!' it 
th t moat of us e 1ot wholly bsorb 
11 - thea ohildr n need and ill nood 
1ncr ingly to lenrn how to ke fNJ" t throu1ng tr . h on the 
o on flrun . Our ohil~en are going to need the most talented, 
the beat informo , th oat ic to te chars to guide th m 
in growing up today, if they aro to weather the storm of 
ar and rumors of v1ar throughout the earth and of rou 
1ntolerane here at home. Now, if ev r in the history or the 
orld, the younger g neration i entitled to know "why". 
n nry Adruns, in his utobiography, The Education of 
- -
Honry ~A-d~~· remarked, " •••• a teacher affects eternity. 
He can never tell wher his influeno stops . " Knowing the 
ow r of th teacher , of his olos r lationship vii th tb 
student during a large art of the youn arson ' s lif , we 
can see how peculiarly well quip ed the schools ar 1n their 
setup for teaching the basic pr1nci le of tolerane and 
understanding lvhieh we hone dll n ble them to .fac this 
complex rorld with confid no • 
The family, unfortun tely, seems to be exerting loss 
and less influence on its members. High school children ar 
often rorkin after school hours and on the wo k-ends , whil 
the arents , from conomie necessity in most oases , are both 
rorking. Children have more independence , d t mor .frequ nt-
ly, and consequently see their arent for the s ace of one 
meal - meal often taken on trays in 1lence while everybody 
w tch tel vision. arent are still tr ing, and rob bly 
th present generation or arant are more conscientious than 
p ante have been in a long tim ; but the mech~~ics of the 
situation make it extremely difficult for arents to make 
theme lv r lt . In the surv y of conditions amon condary 
s chool 5tudent conduct d by Ladi s ' Hom Journal end e lled, 
~ rofile of Youth, ' th observation as mad that 1 ss an 
less frequently are mothers s yin "y s" r "no" to t' eir 
dau ·hters , and ore and I ore they ar asking, "What ar th 
oth r irls doin ?" Standards are chan in , d paronts 
aim ly do not se enou ':1 of their children to h ve the influence 
on them, th y would like to hav and ou t to h ve . 
The church a h v some o portunity to instruct th 
youn eople 1n their 
job in many laces . Th 
arishes; and they are do in an exo llent 
amount of time ioh the churches 
h v with the childr n i pitifully s 11. An hour or t o 
w ek is not enough tim for teachin b sic philosophy 
of life it mu t be lived today. 
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PART I 
NOT WRITE ON THIS - USE ANSWER SHEET 
TEST OF BASIC SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 
PLEASE ffiiNT THE LETTER ( A B C D ) CORRESPONDING TO THE BEST ANSWER TO EACH QUESTION 
1. Culture is 
A. That part of the social heritage which consists of the arts, the sciences, 
education, religion, philosophy. 
B. The interrelation between man's ideas and his material products. 
C. Refinement. 
D. The sum total of man's material and non-material creations. 
2. An essential characteristic of society is 
A. A high socio-economic level. 
B. A common cultural pattern. 
C. Comp_e e assimilation. 
D. Governmental regulation. 
3. B rsonality is 
A. The sum total of a person's likes and dislikes. 
B. The souL 
The product of hereditary and environmental forces. 
D. The integrated totality of individual behavior. 
4. Which of the following is least directly involved in the concept of social classes . 
A. A hierarchy of status . 
B. Superior-inferior stratification. 
C. The center of dominance. 
D. A permanent structure o 
). An institution is 
A. An absJract form of certain established types of collective behavior. 
B. A non-profit corporation. 
C. an organization of persons having common interests and working toward a 
common objective. 
D. Any group of persons in an established form of activity recognized by the 
state. 
6. ~.c·,omm.oda ion is the social process by which 
A. Management and labor arbitrate their disagreements. 
B. C0mpeting or conflicting groups become adjusted to each other. 
C. liens become adjusted to the new society. 
D. A society absorbs immigrants . 
7. 
8. 
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The process of assimilation is primarily concerned with 
A. The class conflicto 
B. Cultural differences within a given society. 
c. Individual adjustment. 
D. Differences between societies. 
The term "cultural lag" refers to 
A. The gap in adjustment between material and non-material culture. 
B. The failure of culture to keep pace with rapid advances in science and 
technology~ 
C. A primitive society. 
D. The inability of persons of low socio-economic status to acquire a high 
degree of culture. 
9. From the sociological point of view, race is generally regarded as 
A. A group of individuals having the same combination of biological characteristics. 
B. Quantitative and qualitative differences in biological phenomena. 
C. A statistical abstraction. 
D. Composed of three groups - Negro, Oriental, White. 
10. Ethnocentrism is most closely associated with 
A. Group con~lict. 
B. Isolationism. 
C. Economic striving. 
D. Religious attitudes. 
11. Which of the following is least directly related to the concept of community 
A. Persistent interaction. 
B. Common goals • 
C. Coherence. 
D. Superordinate-subordinate roles. 
12. Which of the following is an example of a folkway in American society 
A. Eating three meals a day. 
B. Driving on the right-hand side of the road. 
c. Believing in God. 
D. The Declaration of Independence. 
13. The concept of role is most closely associated with 
A. Professionalism. 
B. Superior-inferior relationships. 
C. Specific social positions. 
D. Artificially stimulated social actions. 
14. Values are best defined in terms of 
A. Permanence. 
B. Middle-class mores. 
C. Preferential interest. 
D. Total consensus. 
2 
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Which of the following is not a more in American society 
A. Monogamous marriage . 
B. Totalistic nationalism. 
C. "Economic man". 
D. Bi-partisan politics . 
16 . Social stratification necessarily involves 
A. Differential status . 
B. Mobility, 
C. Formal control, 
D. All of these. 
17 . Social status is 
A. Subjective evaluation of social rank. 
B. A superordinate r ole . 
C. "High society". 
D. Group standing in r elation to others. 
18. Which of the following is the least essential characteristic of social groups 
A. A common goal, 
B. Consistant interaction. 
C. Racial similarity. 
D. Communication. 
19. Which of the following is not an essential characteristic of primary groups 
A. Face-to-face relationships . 
B. Specialized functions. 
C. Untutored responses . 
D. Cooperation. 
20. Which of the following is a secondary group 
Neighborhood. 
B. Government. 
C. School. 
D. None of these. 
21. A drive may be best defined as 
A. A socially acquired pr edi sposi tion to respond to some object of value. 
B. A social motive coming f r om external social stimuli. 
C. A tension which r esulted from learning. 
D. A stimulating condition or tension in the body associated with some 
organic need. 
Which of the following best illustrates an example of an ascribed status 
A. Old age. 
B. Doctor . 
C. Lodge leader. 
D. Figure skater. 
-4-
23. What is good or bad depends on the definition of a given group. This is known 
as the theory of social 
A. Evolution. 
B. Relativity. 
C. Selection. 
D. Bias. 
24. The simplest unit of culture is a 
A. Pattern. 
B. Complex. 
c. Trait. 
D. Area. 
2.5. A popular fallacy is that racial inheritance is transmitted through the 
A. Blood. 
B. Genes. 
C. Skin. 
D. Culture. 
26. All men alive today belong to the same 
A. Family. 
B. Genus. 
C. Species. 
D. Race. 
27. Scientifically, Semites are 
A. Jews. 
B. Half-castes. 
C. Sons of Shem. 
D. Speakers of Semitic languages. 
28. Negroes in the South may be said to constitute a 
A. Clan. 
B. Pure Race. 
C. Caste . 
D. Stereotype. 
29. To most sociologists migrations prove that racial purity is 
A. Possible. 
B. A myth. 
C. A thing of bygone days. 
D. Limi ed to a few African tribes. 
30. Ethnic intolerance generally increases during times of 
A. Revolution. 
B. Immigration. 
C. Population increase. 
D. Economic insecurity. 
PART II 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRUE-FALSE 
Mark the letter T beside all the true statements, and the letter F beside 
all the false statements. An item is considered false if all parts of the 
statement are false. 
31. The difference between a society and a culture is that a society refers 
to a group of people who have learned to work together while a culture 
refers to the way of life which the group follow. 
32. Today, reliability in the social sciences is as great as in the physical 
sciences. 
33. Conclusions which are logical are always true. 
34. A status is a collection of rights and duties in a given social order. 
35. Culture arises out of human nature and its forms are restricted by 
biology ana by natural law~. 
36. Fortunately, most of the cultural beliefs we hold most dear are modern 
beliefs. 
37. The most important part of any institution is its structure. 
38. Mores in a given society have nothing to do with moral right or wrong. 
39. Myths and legends may be deliberately manufactured and fostered for such 
purposes as propaganda. 
40. A sociologist would classify both a Beethoven sonata and a frying pan as 
cultural products. 
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TEST OF BASIC SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 
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Graduate of:-
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) Four-year ~iberal arts college 
) School of education 
) Teachers college 
) Business college 
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Sociology courses which you 
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Major: 
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PLEASE PRINT THE LETTER ( A B C D ) CORRESPONDING TO THE BEST ANSWER TO EACH 
QUESTION IN PART I. IN PART II, MARK THE LETTER .!,, IF TRUE AND E_, IF FALSE. 
~! PART II 
---
1. D 11. D 21. D 31. T 
2. B 12. A 22. A 32. F 
-
3. D 13. _c_ 23. B 33. F 
--
4. c 14 ~ c 24. c 34. T 
5. A 15. B 25. A 3;;. T 
6. B 16. A 26 . c 36. F 
- --
7. B 17 . D 27. D 37. F 
-- --
8. A 18 . c 28. c 38. F 
9. c 19. B 29. c 39. T 
--
10. A 20 . c 30. D 40. T 
-- --
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AP:?EITDI B 
DEFINITIOl OF CONC nTS 
9 
1 . ccom~odation 
"Accommodation involves tolerance, 1ch means a the 
tis in diaa~ee ent rill try to get along tog th r evan 
if vhey do not . II Bogardus, p . 30 . 
"Accommodation r fera to e. permanent or temporary termi-
nation of rivalrous inter etion . " Cuber, p . 600 . 
11 ccommodatio is the social process by which social 
conflicts ar resolved . It assumes four main forms: conven-
tionalization, domination, otra.t1f1cat1on, and partie ation. " 
Dawson and Gettys p . 441. 
"Accoiilr.loda.tion is t'1e process by which com etL nd 
conflicting individuals and groups adjust their rolo.tionohipa 
to each other in order to overcome the difficult-as w_ich 
arise in competition o.nd conflict . " Gillin and Gillin, • 655. 
" ccommodation is the proc so of altering social rela-
tion hipo 1n such v, 1vay as to reduco or to 11minate con-
flict o.nd to promote mutual djustmonta . " Jones , p . 383 . 
" coommodo.t1on refers to t..l:l process in Th1ch the person 
or e group comes to fit into e. given situation nd to r el 
' at home ' 1n it . It refers part cularly to th process in 
·thi ch man at taina a a ens of harmony d th hi a environment . " 
e.civer and P .ge, • 123 . 
"Accommod .tion 1s t e proceso by 1ch com et1 or con-
fl-cting forces becone adjusted to a.ch oth r and form · orldng 
re1o.tionah1pa . " Sutherland and. Wood\ , p . 637 . 
) 
2. Assimilation 
"Assimilation 1s t he uniting or ideas which e 
different from each other. 11 Bogardus, p . 30 . 
uAseimila.tion is the gradual process t ereby cultural 
differenceo tend to d1sappeo.r.n Cuber, p . 604 . 
nThe concept o.ss1m1lo.t1on suggests the proc sa by 
which a foreign or alien group becomes an inte al part 
ot the inclusive group of which it is physically a 
constituent element. 11 Da. eon o.nd. Gettys, p . 498. 
"The blending of d1 verse cUltures into a. new cultur 
is described as a.ss1m1la.tion . " G1111n al'l.d Gillin, p . 687 . 
" ssimile.tion 1s th proceao by which several distinct 
cultures, or several oegments of one culture, are merged 
into a. a ngle, homogeneous unit . tt Jones, P• 385. 
"As im1lat1on is a thorough fUsion of att1tudos and 
values, resulting in a. close unity among the members or 
a society . tt Sutherland and 'ioodward, P• 6"37 • 
2A. C cto 
tr s ono ,oves t om caste to eot te to clan~ tvlone; a 
continu m t e follouing < fferencea o.re ov-dont: (a) a 
tendency to ard less ho.rp distinctions bot,.,eon ind vidu la on . 
the bus1a of otratum momberohin (caste ia most sharp, cl- a 
least shar ); (b) less rig dity a1n more mo ility, with t~e 
diotil1.(5uiShing c> · .oter_st1ca 1ng more o.cceas1ble; md (c) 
loso eceeptance of tile status quo , and more organ zed efforts 
t 1ntroduc1ne ch ng int.o the system. 11 oru1et and Tumin . 
p • • 461-2 . 
/C ,jT .-------------------.::JT\T::-------0 
ost distinctivoness 
of strat 
Interme iat aot distinctiveness 
e.st rig di ty 
!or r c dity 
I,ost acce tance 
Leaet e.cceptance 
n I Status othl1.1Co.lly derived gets dei'1ned in terms 
o.no.logouo to claoo status, \d th some studento '10111 d to 
design te such status e.s tha t of caste .' " Dawson and Gettys, 
P• 455 • 
., ' 1\luays rests on differonoes determined a.t birt 1 , 
differoncos thet cannot be che~ged by ind vidual achievement, 
economic or profess1ono:l or ol1tlc 1 1 or by any other means 111 
naciver and Puge, n . 394. 
n, 1 n a claso 1o sam w' at strictly horadit y, \'Te may 
call 1 t a. co.zte. " Ogburn !:l,nd rim. :off , !' . 315, quote from 
C. II . Cooley, Social orco.n1zat_on, ~ · 211 . 
up 
on 
tion 
• 284. 
3· Class 
"The one cr1te.r1on l·rhich modern sociot~ has made a t 
all dof1n1te in reanect to class is wealt.h. 1 nnet and 
Tum1n, p . 472• -
"A social class 1a any portion of a. community marked 
off from the rest by social status . A system or structure of 
class a involves, first, a. hierarchy ot status groups, second, 
recognition of tho auper1or-1nfer1or stratification, and, 
finally, some de e of permanency of the structure." Cuber, 
P • 409~ 
"Tho o speoi .lizod functional oups which a.re formed 
by the oelect1ve process, in part natural and in pe~t 
art1f1o1ally stimulated, and 1ch effect separation nnd 
segregation of individual and of groupe in terms of 
apec1a11ze.tion of function, are called cla.saes. n Da rrson and 
Gettys, p. 486. 
u erever aoe1a.l intercourse 1a limited by considerations 
of status, by d1st1nct1one bet~ en ' h1gher 1 and 'lo .or', 
there social classes exist . " Maciver and Page, p . 348. 
uA social clo.ea ie the a.g egate of persons h v1ng 
essentially the same social statue in a given society. The 
fundanental attribute ot a social class ia its social osi-
tion or relative superiority or inferiority to other social 
classeo . " Ogburn o.nd N1mkoft , P• 309 . 
"Cla ... sos are inclusive, loosely organized groupings 
nooe m era b ave to ard each o er as ooc1al e~uals and 
t~rard outsiders as social auner1ora or interiors . ' Suther-
land and ood.rm.rd, P • 363• 
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l~. Communi tx 
"A community is a number of peo le in definable and 
ersioting interaction directed tol'r d common goals and 
using agreed-upon means ." Bennet and '!'Umin, p . 164. (Note: 
the authors apply precisely the s~me definition to the 
concept of group on p . 139}. 
"A community is a social group ~1 th some degree of 
' '-Te ' feeling and living in a given aree .• " Bogardus, p . 12.2. 
"A community 1s a local group broad enough to 1nclud 
all the major institutions, all the statuses and interests, 
that malre a. society. 11 Davis, p . 312. 
"The concept community ole ly embraces tl'ro fact ora: 
( a ) eographica.l dletr1 but1 on, and (b) communo.l1 ty. n Da.\'tson 
and Gettys, p . 4. 
'•A community is an area. of social 11v1ng m ked by 
some degree of ooc1a.l coherence." l~civer a.nd Page, p . 9. 
"A community is the total organization of social life 
w1 tb in a. 11m1 ted e.raa . " Ogburn and N1mkoff, p . 395. 
"The community is a loco.l ea (this is its geo a.phical 
aspect), and the community is an aoooc1at1on of persons and 
groupe Who live together and influence each other (th1o ls 
its social or cuJ.turo.l as ect). Sutherland a.nd. Wood't'1o.rd, 
P • 8 . 
5 . Cultural lc.s 
11 Th discrepancy betl"Teen social ideals e.nd tho meo.ne 
tor their imulementa.tion is cultural lag. " Bennet and Tumin, 
p . 182. ~ 
"Cultural lag me a that some patterns of a people 1 o 
culture do not change aa fast as do others . " Bogardus, P • 47. 
"Cultural lag 1a formally def ned as •retardation in 
the rate of change of some one p~ t of ~ interrelated cul-
tural complex, the lack of sync onization producing ma1-
adjuatmant •. " Jones, p . 120, quoted from Henry • Fairchild, 
Editor , Dictionary Q! Sociology, New York: Philosophical 
Library , 1944, p . 1'70 . 
t'The strain that exists betl·reon two corr$ln:ted pnrta 
of culture that change at unequal r tea of speed may be 
inter reted e.e a. cultural l.ag in the part thut is changing 
at the slotest rate . " Ogburn and N1mko:tf, P • 886 . 
"Cul tural lag occurs when some P'"' t1cula.r pn..rt of cul-
tur habitually furnishes new centers of r io.t1ng tension 
(i . e . , tho initiating 1n~entions) and the other parts are 
nearly al·ays trying to adapt or adJust (also by inventions) 
to th tension situation. " Sutherland and W'ood.wa.rd, p . 734. 
{Note: Davis and Maciver and Page specifically t ate 
that ey do not accept ~1e theory of cul tural las} . 
0 
I 
5 • Cultur 1 Traits 
1 ttarn . 
11 It is 1 o 1m ort nt to note 
t· t is, e a a11cot units 1ch 
Datoon d Gettys, • 45 . 
II It 
one 
c~11 
R 1 
193 ' 
"If one loolta a.t cul turo, o total funct on1ns ystem, 
y bra k 1t dom into ito s1 lest units, lhich e 
d tr 1 ts . 11 Gillin nd Gillin, • 154, quoted from 
nton, e tudy of n, p let on- Century, No i York, 
• p . 397-40 • 
" e em 11 at unit by r ich any cult re 
c 1 ed cultural trait . " out_orl and 
do scribed 
, • 29 . 
I 
o. Culture 
11All nnttarns o£ idea and action llhich we find distri-
buted in groups and in the society as a uhole o.re c .lled 
cul tur • • Bennet and Tu.m1n, p . 199 . 
11 Culture 1e composed of the integrated customs, tradi-
tions, and current beh vior patterns or human group. 11 
Bogardua, P• 35· 
11 CUl ture is the continually changing patterna of learned 
behavior and the products ot learned behavior which o.re trans-
mitted among the members of society." Cuber , • 66. 
"Culture embraces all modes of thought o.nd behavior 
t are handed down by communicative interaction rather 
th~n by genetic 1nher1tcmce . u Davis, p . 3 . 
"Culture is a t body of practices and corresponding 
attitudes lrrith which the memories o.nd sentiments or the 
sroup are moot intimately associated . .. Dawson and Gettys , 
• 563 . 
" a.c society has a set of behavior patterns (overt and 
covert) hich are more or less common to the memb ro , which 
are passed down from gener tion to generation an taught to 
ch ldren, and which a con13to.tltly liable to che.nge. Thee& 
common p~.tt rns we call cultur • " Gillin e..nd Gillin, ~ · ~o . 
"The collect on or customs r l atlng to man ' o ways of 
livins is called culture. n Jones, P• 4 . 
"Culture signifies the total oocial hel"ita.ge of mankind . 
a culture oignifies the social heritage of a p tioular peo-
ple . " Maoiv rand Page . P• 55• 
11Culture oonaiots of inventions 1nte o.ted into a system, 
1th varying degrees or carrel t1on between t e _ ts . " Ogburn 
and N1mkoff, P• 63 . 
"Cul tur is a complex whole \'Th1ch 1ncludes knouledg , 
belief', t , more.la, law, techniqu s of tool :f'abr1cat1on and 
use, and modes of commun1ca.t1on •••• TL.e content of culture can 
only be idea.s or symbol-patterns . It 1s thUs an immaterial 
phenom non ntir ly . " Sutherland and 'ioo ard, PP• 19, 21 . 
t"':' 
.· 
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7. Etbnocentr1o 
11 The attitude tthich Judges th culture patterns of' 
other oups nnd ooc1 tieo by the ota.nd ds of ono 1 s mm 
oultur is called thnocentr om. " Bennet and Tumin, p . 213 . 
"Ethnocentrism may be defined a the tendency of peroono 
t.o judge other cultures by the standards of judgement pre-
vn.111ng 1n thei:r own. " Cuber, p . 100. 
" nocentrlsm is the dislike of people with different 
culture from one ' s own. " Davie, p . 158. 
"EthnocentrHnn 1s a.n expresoion of group aolidari ty, 
\rl:t.b. anto.gonism toward outside groups . " Gillin and Gillin, 
P• 195 . 
tilt is commonly oa.id that every group is ethnocentric, 
that is, convinced that 1ts own way of 11f'e, limited no it 
may be, is the best way of life . u Jones, p . 97 . 
" alua.tion hich holds one ' s own group or methods or 
belief's to be superior to others is termed ethnocentrism . " 
Maciver and ~age, P• 167 . 
"The pref erential reel ing vhich 1nd1viduelo have for 
t1eir own sroup is re:rerred to as ethnocentrism. " Ogburn 
and Umkoff', p . 252 . 
"Ethnocentrism invol ves suspicion, d1struot, and 1gnor-
anc of other cultures; 1t is based on a complete lack of 
obj ctivitf toward cUltures in general , and particularly 
to ard one s own. 11 Sutherle,nd and 'Vloodl'l • p . 20 . 
8 . Fol ~"'""ya 
"Fold·ays e .. bitua.l nc.ttorna ot" v ryde.y 1 fo ·1hich 
1-te not forced to do or t ink. " nnet and Tumin, p. 235 • 
11All tho culture traits and patterns of a. people a~e 
called follt\ a ye,." Bogardus, P • 38 . 
"Follornys o.r the expected or taken-for--granted things 
1ch most persons l'Ti thin the society perform a1m11 ly even 
though und r no rigid requirem nt to do ao . " Cuber, :J . 124. 
nFolkwa.ys are relatively dura.ble, stando.rd1z pra.ct1cea 
regarded as obligatory in tho proper a1tua.t1on but not a.bso~ 
lutely obligatory." Dav1o , P • 57. 
"Folkua.ya are those forma of group behavior at have 
gro\m uJ concurrently under the gu1d.ano of l a.aur and 
p in . " Da,reon and Gettys , P • 3• 
"Folk\" o..ye behavior patterns of' everyday life rhich 
gonerally ee unconsciously in a oup and without plann d 
or r~tion l thought . " Gillin and G1111n , p . 134. 
"Fol ays are the reoosnized or accepted 11aya of behav-
ing in soci ty." naciver and c.go, p . 19. 
"Typea of behe.v1or, if ey are orge..n1zed or repetitive, 
are called customs. Folkways has become a common exoression 
to deaign te customs." Ogburn Nimkoff, p . 53• -
uThe social her1 tage ia co posed of' ,.,hat may bo c lled 
group hab ta of thought and behavior - it is mad u of 
folk\ ayo ." SUtherland and foodwa.rd, P• 22. 
9. Groun 
"A group io a number of people 1n definable a.nd. noraist.-
ing i11.teraction directod toward common goals and using a. eed-
upon :means." Bennet o.nd TUmin- p . 139 . (Note: the authors 
a ly precisely the same definition to the eoncept of commun-
it;y; on p . 164). 
11A social group .ma.y b thought of a.a a number of parsons 
who have some co on interest , who ere stimulating to each 
other, who ho.ve a cont"llon loyalty, and who p tio1pate in 
c?mmon a.ctlvi ties . " Bogardus, P • 4 . 
nA group ie any number of human beings in reciprocal. 
communication." Cubar, p . 299 . 
"A group 1s any collection of tw·o or more individuals 
uho are in aocial interaction. " Gillin nnd Gillin, p . 19 . 
"'A group 1 c tuo or more people betl'reen hom there 1 s 
n established pattern of interaction.'" Janos , p . 70, quoted 
from Earle • Eubank, The Conceota Q! Sociolosz, Boston: 
Heath, 1932, P• 99. 
"By a group w~ mean any collection of social beings 
rho enter into distinctive social rela.t1onshipa uith one 
a.nother . u 1 elver a.nd Page , P• 14. 
•• • ie may apply the term soo1a1 to any grou_ of individ-
uals which is ca)able of consistent action, at 1s to eay, 
action consc1ou ly or unconsciou ly directed to co on end.'" 
Sutherland and oodward , P• 293, quoted from Robert E. Perk 
and nest W. Burgess, IntrOduction to the wc1ence of Socio-!26l• Chicago: Uni~ersity of Ohicago-prees, l92l, ;-42. 
10 . Institution 
"An institution ie a network of interacting enc1es 
~ 1 thin \·Th1oh there goes on, a.ocording to Jrescr1bcd rules, a. 
body of ~ct1v1ty 1hoee function is the solution of one of the 
functionally prerequ1o1te nrobloms . " Bennet and TUmin, p . 168 . 
"A social 1net1tution in a etandardlz eet of rulee 
a.nd the machinery and autho:rl ty for uttlng the rule> into 
action. " Bogardus, P• 478 . 
"An institution ia an abetra.ot nucleus of values center-
ing around some oeg nt of human 111'e . " Ouber , P• 432. 
"An institution can be defined as o. set ot interwoven 
f'ollnvnyo, mores, and law built around one or more t'tmctiona . n 
Davis, 71. 
11 1 An 1not1 tution 1e s1n;ly a d f n1 te and sto.bliahed 
pho.se of t . e ublic nind . ' u Dtl·tson tty , p . 44, quot d 
from 1 1 s H. Cooley , Social Orgt".n zo.t1on, New York: cri 
n r, 1909 , P• 313. 
"Inst1 tut1on or organized :?atterno of folbmya md 
mores . " Gillin nnd Gillin. • 135 -. 
" aoh culture maintains rocogn zable at durd1~ed 
reaction pattorna OUSh fi1ioh the basic drives common 
ell human beings find formal and approved satisfaction. 
otanda.rdized react on patterns e·co.lled institut ons . " 
Jon S; p . 208 . 
oup-
to 
These 
"Ino itut1on o.re eoto.blishod forma or conditions of 
rooedure chara.oteriatic of group activity. " ~aciver and Page, 
P • 15. 
"Social 1nnt1tut1ons are organized , established ua.ys of 
satisfying oerto.in basic human needs . '' Ogburn and Nimlroff, 
P • 555. 
!tAn 1not1tut1on is a set of sroup-made rules o:r bohe..v1or 
"..t cent r ound t e achievement of som 1ume..n en or pur-
poa • It is oseent1ally a a:tt rn o use.gco . u outherland and 
\ ooduard , p . 28. 
11. Morea 
11 ln addition to follnro.ys, t...Y.l.oro are ot.ner :>atterna hich 
e much more obligatory. These ar called morae ." Bennet and 
Tumin, p . 236. 
"Thooe i'olkways 1ich are judged by the members of e. 
group to be necess~y to the welfare of t hat group are called 
mores . 11 Bogardus , • 39. 
nMorea are the muot-beha.viore, the b~sic and im ortant 
:::ttterna of 1clea.s a.nd ~ct of ople.u Ouber. P• 12 • 
" r practices eonsidered to be essential for 
cocial welfare •••• They represent the hardest core of the 
norma tiv system." Davis, pp.59-60 . 
•'Moros are those practices tha.t have received the judge-
ment of specific group welfare." Dmrson and Gettys, p . 3. 
" .ores are ooe customs and group routines which · e 
t h ought by members of the society to be n casse.ry to the 
group's continued existence." Gillin a.nd Gillin, p . 134. 
11If' re consid.ei' the f'olkl"lo.ys not merely as norms of 
behavior, but as regulators, we are viewing thom o.s mores." 
"The conduct of human beings is regulated in matters of 
fUndamental human drives, such as ambition, love, desire for 
uo'\rter, nd economic motive . To emphasize this oom ... ulsory 
rea.ture Sumner brought into use the rord mores, 1ch is the 
Lat1n word for customs. ~1e mores are nopular usages and trad-
itions ich include a judgement tha t they are conducive to 
soc etal welfare and when they exact a coercion on the individ-
ual to conform to them, although they are not co-ordinated by 
any authority." Ogburn and Nimkoff', p . 55. 
nMorea are folkways related to va.lue systems a.nd thue 
having a more binding sanction." Sutherland and l'lood.Hard, p . 24. 
12 . 
" oroono.l1ty _ th t or o.n_z tion o ind v·du, 1 be1o.vior 
charact r1s~ics ch develop n a oocial e vironment 
d et1ngu sh on 1nd_v ual from o.no .er . " Benn t a Tum n , 
.Je 2 7· 
"Personality is t he 1ntegrat d totality of 1ndiv1d-
uo.1 1 s actions to hie "'oc1o.1 group . " Bo t.i'du , p . 15. 
" 
1 c 
r on 1 ty ia tho sum tot 1 or t . 
cter t co of a orson . " Cuber. 
obsorv 
' · 198 . 
or ob erv-
"Pe~son~.l1 ty 1a o. psychic phenom non, omergont f'ro 
corab·nat ... on o. o organic a th ooc1 . " v_ , p . 236. 
" porso io the o nt of convergonc of t e b1o1o _cal. 
~ oc 1 orgo.nisms •••• c rt~in bns1c attitud s e or antzed 
out or innate d n tural elements . se subj ctiv ae eta 
of hu :1. n ur const_tut or on lity . ' uoon and Gottyo , 
PP • 6 -19 . 
" r ona.lit 
r u11t u o 
G·111n, p .. 172. 
tl 
a.ll 
tl 
t e hab· t o, o.tt-tude , o.n 1d o.o 
d bot-'11. p o le t.'l ngs . 11 Gil lin 
t h soc 
ic 
some-
_ a 
ound. a. ong moot but not 
DOC ety, 1 t' re u1t of 
e ly ch11 ood xper1 ncco, 1a 
th product oi' nst1 eta or nt 
orcea . " 1 a.civer and P e, P • 
II on ity io sim 1 a porson ' a a.tte n of 1 fe . " 
ut o.n ood r 'P • 170 . 
Oll'OB 
ur ri oups 1ntora.ot on a ong members ta es lace 
on a ~ce-to-faco buois, and t ~ternct on s t• erefore 
d root and p rnonaliz.od . " · Tum.t.n, _ . 149 . 
" r_ y oups are those rh1ch exert th most direct 
an l t1 1 flue ce upon t o 1g1n .n 
attitudos and 1 aala of l.:~.fa . " Do0 ardus, 
a pe on ' 
..-on 
titi.Ose ch~aoter1..:. oy i 1t.:. ate 
e.nd. coo erution . " Cub r, p . 304 
thoee c arnotariz b int mate 
coo_.orat:ton . " Da.v.~.o, !l • 289 . 
r m y groups (family , neigh 
~ the firot to lay old of the 
t " 1 · ... Ul c.nd i VO t l om 0. J um 
• 616 • 
orhood pl_.y-
un utor d r s ons a 
or· entat_on. 11 Dar-
y groupe e ose cha.ro.ct.or .:.z d. by in tim te 
· c ociat on d coopora.t on . ' Gillin d 111 :1, 
11 p ... 1 "Y group is t~e nucleus 
izat.on . It is ~.eo m_l ~t , the f t, 
of all formz o e.o oci tion . It is t'. t 
number o ersone met f.co- to- r-c far 
mutual !'li • 11 ·c.clver d • 21 • 
"
1 primary group is one in 'l'lh1.c a r le.t voly small 
numbe_ of peo l ::1re 1n .1" 1 t_ vely L.st c -to-fee 
acooc·~tio for no u1ngle purpos , but mer l y a sons 
rather .n s s GC- 11.11:. d :f'unctioM:rie , a.g ntn, or em loy-
eea of y organization.' " ut 1 rJ. nd a.nd ·ood,.ard , • 214, 
uoted. from C1 .rles H. Cool y , obert C. · · 11 a.n Lowell 
J . C rr, In roductory Sociolo~y , . of Yor : cr.:.bne_, 1.33, 
P • 55 . 
14 . ~ace 
-
"The concept!:££..! is o-n imagined or 1do 1 ty_a of 
oombinod charo.cterist1cs . " Bennet and Tumln, p . 11 . 
"Racial or ethnic groups inhe.b1 t tho e th, but each 
1a com osod of a mixture of b1olog1on1 str~ins •••• Thore are 
no ur raoes •••• The term race as ponul~ly used is a mis-
nomer . " Bogardus, P • 317 . -
11There is no eo.tisfnctory singl criterion for the 
c1o.ss1fiea.tion of races . T:1ore 1o no pure race . " Cuber, p . 320 . 
" race 1e a c~tegory of human beings uho ohare certain 
definite , measurable , herit .ble phyoica.l characteriottcs . " 
Jones, "'J a 162 • 
.. The ooneciousneso of race is a sociological "'1henomonon. 
Tho sociologist does not deal 't'l th ra.c but only ' i th r3.ce-
consc1ouo groups . " mciver and P e , P• 386. 
"The term race ia used to descr·bo the inherited resem-
blances a.nd dtff'OrEi'noeo of large groups of human boingo . " 
Ogburn and Nimkoff, p . 95 . 
11The term race refers to the biologico.l eimilaritie of 
a 10.rge grou , Vheii moo.oured by atc..tistical a.vere.ges . " 
uUt lerland and foodward, P • 383. 
14A. Racial ity 
"From e str ct 0e11ctic vie o.~..nt there c~n b no such 
thing as a ..J£.Q. race or uman type oc .. ueo every s lngle 
ndividual is literally o. mixture .2! genes . " Bennett a.nd 
Tumin . p . 115 . 
" ' The truer biological ictu:re then, iu th:1t of c limited 
number of ra.cea comprising great mo.scoo of manltind, each of' 
h1ch is m e up of a 1 ger number of different f~ 1ly linea, 
but ulth aneoialized adapt ations in various localities du to 
such procossos as co on environmental 1nfluencos and 1n 
breod1 ' " Ogburn e.nd Nimkoff, p . 98 . 
"The preoervo.tion of r acial mrltl could be possible only 
1~ a condition of isolation ;reventednterbreoding among t1e 
d i f erent eo0leo of the ec.rth . " Suthorlo.nd cmd \'Tood1·ro.rd, 
p . 295 . 
• l A 
15 . 82!2 
"A role re ... recent a tne dynamic ao,.,ect of ote.tus . The 
-!.nd1viduo.l is soc1 lly assie-)led to a stt\tuo and occu ies 1 t 
1th relat ... on to ot r ot tuooo . ihen :1e puts e rights and 
duties 1•rl: ich constitute the status 1r_to effect, he is per:form-
1:ng o. rolo . " Eenn t and Tumin, • 96, indirectly quoted from 
Rnlph Linton, !!!2. tudl 2£. ~~ Uew Yorlt: Anpleton- Century-
Crofte, 1936. p . 114. 
11A social role is the culturally deflnod p .ttern of 
behavior ox 1ected or roquir d of persons in specific soci 1 
positions . " CUber, P• 262 . 
tiHo-v a.n individual a.ctua.lly performs in given situation 
a.s distinct from ho 1 h te sup oeed to T'lerform -1e co..ll ia 
role . It is the anner 1n \thich a pereon actually carrie out 
terequirements of hie position . " Davia , P• 90 . 
16. Secondary grouns 
"B cond .... y groups are ttose in urich interaction is 
indirect, mediated~ impersono~ , ~nd lest 1nfluont o..l . ' nnet 
and Tumln, • 149 . 
"Groups 1nich exert no r_mary influence u on o. or::Jon 
"'re second y to him. " Bog':! dus , P• 11 . 
'
1Secondary oups conolst of forms of articipo..t1on in 
ehar contrast to primary groups - impermanence, casuaLness, 
and fow tieo of de p sentimont amoJ:.16 the m mbors . " Cuber, 
p . 3 • 
'~ocondary grou e m y bo defined as the opposite of 
rimary groups . " D via, p . 301 . 
"The cont.::.cts betu on members of secondary grou are 
leso frequent, the baoic social responses lees intonse and 
1nt1ma.te , o.nd t e comi!lon interests cons1dereble narx·ouer . " 
Gillin and Gillin, D ~ 200 . 
"The rela ions ulthin u 1ch ne<>ple confront one n:nother 
in such o ec1al1~ed group roles as buyer and seller, etc ., 
are secondary , involving categoric or rational attitudes . " 
~elver and Page , p . 221 . 
11Secondary groups are all thono uhich "' o not .ro erl y 
classified aa r1mary . u suthorlo..nd and Tood'\mrd , p . 214" 
17. uOCial st-tuc 
" oc el statuses .. ra the ooitlons Hhich p ople occu y 
in soc_al 1 fo, ouc1 o father, mployer, teacher, otc . Any 
status is functiono.lly 4efined by the rolo attached to lt . " 
Bennet and Tumin, • 70 . 
".;.~oc1al tatuo :te tho rating or reco8111t1on tha.t is 
giv n an 1 dividu .1 by h1a associates . 11 Eogarduc, • 18 . 
n Tostige, est em, honor ; and mter , which arc t1e 
mnn1footationa of differential social status, tond to be 
unequally divided among persona in different ago- groups, 
bet~een tho sexes, and mong those of different occupation, 
education, o..nd 11neago , " Cuber, • 408 . 
"&tc.tua ref rs to t h 1ndividua.J!o rights and obliga-
tions uith refer nee to others holding positions '\'T!thin the 
same structure . " Davis , 'P • 86. 
" ... tt.tuo, one ' o poo1t1on in the socio.l group, ia reduc-
ible to the vn..lue jud aments of persons . " Da.\'I~.,;~On and Gettys, 
- lt 627 . 
" to.tue is the social _osition that d. terminoo for its 
poe.cessor a. dogree of res oct, prost go, am influence . " 
Maciver :nd Pe.go , P• 350 . 
"'I'ho simplest delf'ini t:ton of nt'\tua 1e th"'t 1 t re .r 
e nta the posit-on of t e individual in t..no t;rou:p. ar-
son ' s status is his group . st~nding in rel tion to others . " 
Ogburn and N1ml:of'f , -. 306 . 
11 In my coo1lex, urbanized oociety a t ndency toward 
aorno form of atratifioat1on urine uhoncvcr differences 
between 1ndividue.lc and roups beg n to tnlte on a dimension 
of prestige . " Bonnet and Tumin. P • 455 . 
"Socictl otrnt1f1cat1on is tL insti tut_one.lizo.tion of 
some aspectc of differential status, with tho result at 
groups and persons ere ~laced into categories forming a 
hierarchy o:r ranlc . ' Cubor~ lJ • 408 . 
"The difference bot ·1een stratified osi tiona and un-
stratif ed on s seems to hinge on a difference 't-Tith res ct 
to c tam ly . T'-1ose pos1 tions tho.t e socially prohibited 
from b 1ng combined in the same legal family- fiz ., dif.or-
ent caste or claso osi tiona - conat1 tut atratif1co.tion . " 
Da.vla, • 364. 
"Str:?.t1f1cat1on ox1ots wh n the auperord:i.na.to- subord1n-
ate rolat.onchip shotD tendency to b?com ooctwely eeta 
11 ohed. and. rigidly integra ted in t o moros . " Do.l'Tson und 
Gettys , • 472. 
"Stratification 1o the proceou by mich soc_ety 1o 
divided into fairly 1dont1f1nble und dofinito hor1zontnl 
lo.yors . " Jones, :> . 372 . 
19. !3oc1et:y 
"A society 1o t..lto lo.rgost number of ner~ons rl o inter-
act for the sol ution of .roblemo v tal to human surv·val 
and eont1nui ty !3nd vrho s 1 o comJ;ton culture pattern and 
institutional frn.mework . " Bennet and Tum1n, _ . 164. 
"Society mo:y be t 1ought of' ao th org nized group of' 
people \·Tho ono.ct e. culture. 11 Cuber, p . 77. 
"Assoc1o.t1on in tho sense of spatial 
toget ornes occurs thro~1out t· e 11~1ng 
tuich 1o o.n or?,aniz· tion of' organisms , 1o 
of nosoco.tion . ' D~vio, • 28 . 
"By societJ is moa.nt L:.t body of practice.., , tradition , 
sent~monts, and the more formal organization of the aims and 
interests that define the relations of human beings to each 
othor . " D..."l.·Tson and Gettys , n . 3 . 
"A aoc1 ty represents tho lo.rge'""t grouping in ·h .... Cil 
common cuutoms , traditions , attitudes , and eelings of 
uni y o.r operative . " Gillin and Gillin. p . 19 . 
"A coll ct: vi ty w ich can L rovido all tho. t 1 t noods 
wholly \dth1n itself , and 1ithout getting some of its 
n cess~tioa from other oupings, ia o lf- su fici n and 1s 
t 1 l'efor · a soc t~, . 11 Jone:;, P• 6 -70 . 
"Society ie a systom of uoa.ges and nrocedm--es, of 
au~oritJ nd mutual n!d , of m~y oupinga and div1 ons 1 
of controls of' human bohav1or &ld of liberties . " .ac vor 
o.n at,;;.le• P • 5. 
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"The study of social grou:')O in t h 1r functi n o!' 
developing and moti va.ting of personal! ties t brou 1 o 
operation of social roceoses . " Bogardus, p . 3. 
"Sociology is the study of ">Jeo ; le living in groupo . 
This ocionce is interested in how groupo arlee, in t e1r sim-
ilarities and differences , in t he effects on indi viduals -nd 
t e individuals effect on the group , as well as in t he nroducts 
of oup interaction . ~ Dawson and Getty, p . 5, quot d from 
' · D. Monachosi, Sociolo~y nnd Cul ture in E. P. Schmidt, (Ed . ), 
Han nd Society, Ne'\'1 Yor • Prentice-Hall, Inc . , 1938, P • 9 . 
11Sociology in its broadest sense may be said to be t he 
ctudy of interaction ar1o1ng from t he association of living 
beings . " Gillin and Gillin, p . 5 • 
.. Sociology concerned with the study of t he social life 
of ~~ and its relations to t he r uotors of culture, natural 
environment, horodi ty nnd the grou • tt OGburn nd Nimkoff, 
p . 13 . 
' 
20 . V .luee 
"!.'ver a.tt1tud is ied. by a. Vt".lue . ey a.r 
ts of t1e oa.me roce s . neroon or object tot d 'lich 
ho.s n o.tti tud is a v~· ue . 11 Bo ardue, • ~4 . on 
" oo lo cherish certain 1de~s v ioh e ce.llod valu s . 
Theoo ideas contain or oxpreaa t prevailing est1m toa or 
r 1 t·v ort or 1mnort·no of things . " Cuber, • 24 . 
11A v luo 
ourc of th 
ea11ngs ar o 
1z norme . 11 
is t 1ut n1oh is considered d eirabl • The 
v.lu lies chiefly 1n the sentiments . Such 
rtly fro organ_o urgos, rtly from 1nternal-
!1..vis, n . 124-
"The v.lue of a thing is 1ta worth of dee1ra.b lit as 
com "' d wlth o th ng also . " Gillin d Gill::t.n, • 1 1 . 
AP ENDIX C 
EVALUATION OF CONCEPTS 
1 . Culture 
One of the fundamental d f'f'eronces bot·reen Tilen and t e 
lo er ani Is 1 fond in man ' s ability to react to und 
remou2d is surroundings . Beq to ad uot t' emcelvos to t1eir 
environment; m n, o.s f• ns he can, r.djusto 1ie urround.~ s 
to him ..... clf . In t e uord.s of Jose.,...h B. Gittler, in .::~ocio.l 
D:x:n"\m ce: 
"The a.n_mal ' s no.turo..l ho.bi t a t io his only \·orld; h 
renctB to 1t. Man' s natural h~b t tis the clay of 
hie respective 10rldi he rocroatos it . Ho build 
houees out of the rocr, eotablie 1os nstitutionn 
out of houooo, per etu"'.tes the ineti tut_ons u th 
banner nd ritual , trnnsmito ritu ,l to hie rogeny , 
who in turn add t1oir o'm meenings, nctb, and rhetor:o 
to tho.t 'T11ch they find around t 1om. In sociolo y md 
soc 1 .1 anthro ology, thio m .n-m .. 'de t-rorld · s o lled i 
culture . It 1"' - io symbolic nature tha.t enables him 
to develop a culture ••• T roU51 Gymboli~ tion he 
d torm1nos 11s T nto ••• r internrets hls c, ghts , 
construct me ns to his net-r ends, o.nd iG capable of 
as ing_qoth h1s valueo and their ins u ents on to 
ot 1ers . y 
us ell sociot o~, vor maro on e t , havo some 
oul ture . The Au tr 11an aborig ne, n_.ked and. so unau e of tho 
use of clot ee for un.rmth t hat he huddled near t::1e fire on 
cold n1 ts, yet devised one of the most 1ntr1cute syatemo of 
m r1age and socinl clao in the l'lorld . The Ea. at lnd no, for 
many centuries ovor o ulc.ted, r.\fflicted with hoolnmrm, devel-
oped e..n unusually 1 rge number of rel1g1ono, for o4·am le , 
Hinduism, Ja1n~sm, .nd Buddhi m. 
Tha most prim_ t1ve oc1ot1es of th past h·: ve left u 
!J Jo e:oh B. Gittlcr, Social 
1952, • 226. 
ew York: loioGr. :r- H111, 
some ovidonc of culture . T e brol en oto from 1 1 tchen 
midden testify to man ' s effort to control his enviroruent nd 
make life a little o sier to livo . Later , as l_fe bee mo a 
little less difficult, er c..ns in Cra-m"'gnon tirnoo, man began 
to inter r t his environment, orha a to bo~st abo t his 
o\'m rmreeo , orhn.ps to teach h1s children a.t a c fe diet .nee 
from the d nger of the hun to . , .o step in the d roction 
of aeouri ty and safety brings to the next step tmmrd 
lysic~l and mental luxury. 
•v ryr.'l er · in tl1e rorld toda.y, man 1s satisfying h1a 
needs t:or food , clothing, sh ltor, "-nd rel g on. The direction 
~ 1ich his culture takes depends to a 1 ~ e degree on hoT 
easily he can overcome his p~ysical environment . A man busy 
:fell1 trooa for a log cabin 1o not soing to have time to 
sit under one of t em to specul .te on his soul , l'th .... l a. men 
'no is too l-TO k for an .otlvo 1 fe , -~s in some of the tropical 
countries , is going to turn O.\-t .. Y• 
Eac 1 coc .ety ha., 1 ts mm p rt cul culture, bacod on 
ita own o,ot . I~o society can be udged by a.nothor society ' o 
culture . 
2 • .:>OC1ety 
"The term society and most of the other terms used by 
sociolor:·iets o in t1e public oma n . ~11s does not mean, 
hm·rever, t at cientific kno led o about socl.ety is ny more 
l·Tides read t an is lmoHledge bout p ys1ca.l and biological 
henomon • In common usage "society" refers to te.n iblcs 
rather than abstractionG, to pee ftcs rather t han norms . 
Thus soc ety is usually used to designate the . embere of a 
eciflc in- group, orson rat.1cr than tl:"ie soci 1 rel tion-
ships of those arsons •••• 
"In sociological usa.ge, t e term societv refers not to 
. group of peo le but to the conplex pattern of t he norms 
of interaction that arise among and between them . It is en 
abstraction derived from the characteristic 'ttayo in and by 1hich 
the group liveo toaether, and it is both antec ent nd 
subsequent to tho Jeo le l'lho 11 ve tog t:1er socially come 
and go, the pattern of ~heir interactions has a cert .in 
durability . For the socioloc1et, t1en, it is th play, not 
the players, that 1s 1:oportant . More accurately, t 
1 yore are 1m ort~nt onl ao agencies for t o e otuat1on 
of the pl.y or ae contributorL to the gradual mod f cation 
!I 
of t 1 e play . " 
...... ocioloe;y, eu York: tcGra. - Hill, 
[""' 
,.The term society is frequently used in two di:fi'erent 
ways in sociology. Sometimes it is emnloyed as synonymou 
with soc1al relationship , 1-1ith human interaction, thus being 
d nuded of any organismic essence. At other tuaee , society 
1 us d to signify a discrete social unit , a social group . 
When it is used in this way, a society rei'era usually to an 
inclusive groun encomnassing other social groups . Soci ty 
thus used usually means a local, territorial grou? (community) , 
in which are :round tho major institutions that link and 
de.fin the relationships among th groups that ar contained 
in th society. A society·, therefore , may b a small vill ge , 
a nation, an urban community, or a large territorial region 
such as the Orient •••• " Sf 
g JosePh B. Gittler, Social Dynamics , New York: t1cGraw- H111 , 
1952, p . 289 . 
3. crsonalitz 
Aecord:tng to La !ere, in sociopsyohologieal usage , th 
p rsonality or the individual is hi particular combination 
or human-nature and individuality attributes . 
P rsonality is unique. No two crsons look exactly 
alike , and no two ersonalities ore ex ctly o.lik • Ev n ;d:th 
identical twins , their immediate families and close £riends 
eon tell them a: art . It is only 1Jhen l.re do not know the 
individu 1 as a ersonality that we nut him into a category. 
T~us , all Chinese look alike to us until wo know a Chi ose 
a a ersonali ty; and we are a t to elas st. fy all Jews , all 
Negroes , all Indonesians in goneralitios , until ue know a 
feu of' them a indivi uals . 
personality must be re nrded as a totality, an 
integration of all that it takes to be a orson, rather than 
a sum or different traits . He may have several op osing 
traits , which operata in different situations , for a ersonal-
ity also is rhat his enviro~~ent or the situation he finds 
hims lf in make him. 
says: 
bout the situational factor in ersonality, L 1 re 
"Since behavior is the product of a particular ersonal ... 
1ty in a articular situation, the ? rsonal1ty of an 
indi.vid.l a.l cannot be looked u,)on as tho 1 cE~.use ' of any 
individual achievement . Aehleve ent in the realm of 
invention, for exam le , nresu~oos d opportunity to invent 
as well as individual initiative. Because he novor has 
timo to devote himself to inventive endeavor , the man 
who could have been an inventor 1ay invent nothing. 
Circumstances may, nerhaps , force him to exhaust himsel.f 
in the stru gle to earn a livelihood for a large family . 
Because his ifo dislikes all forms of music , the man 
who muld have written a sym hony, or at least tri d to 
do so , may never make the attemnt . Becaua society 
dbcs not during th cours of his lifeti e become embroiled 
in war, the officer who has original idea vn nrl.li ta.ry 
tactics may never lead an army into battle . Conversely , 
anJono who does inv nt something or other , write a 
ymphony, or become a. famous military leader doe so in 
art bee use the circumstances surrounding him are favor-
able . In any oonsid ration of individual achievement 
it is therefore necessary to take into account not only 
th p raonality of the individual but also th situational 
m. dium in 1vhich that ersonality o er tee . " 1/ 
Y Ibid, p . 61. 
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4. Social Class 
nin lb ort , social class may be efined as a category 
of persons with a set of rivileges, res onsibilities, and 
powers obtained through their ossess1on of co. on degree 
of those qualities which are a~nr ised as values in a 
articular culture." 1J 
"Values di!'fer in the establi hing of classes according 
to th locality. In regions of declining economic opnor~i­
t1es , lineage, inherited wealth, and length of residence in 
the community are most imoortant, l-rh1le in exoanding areas, 
emphasis is laid u on wealth, individual achievement, and 
olitica.l office. 
'The ury,er class (or classes), for ex 1 , is releas d 
from manual labor, (its members are masters rather than 
servants); it is ordinarily highly rewarded in m terial 
rays (its members live in the castles rather than th 
huts , eat the choicest foods, wnd have leisure for the 
better things of lite); and it is usually accorded a 
high level of estiSm; In modern societies a fairly close 
relationshio exists between economic and social status, 
the £ormer being the most 1m ortant single £actor in 
the deter.mination of the latter. Economic status and 
social osition h ve n t, however , always b en directly 
related. The industrious merchant of premodern crnLna, 
for exanole, was rewarded with a high material return, 
but was accorded little e teem; merchants constituted 
the next-to~lowest class in terms of rest1ge, being just 
a shade above soldiers. The scholars, on the other hand, 
constituted the highest class in terms of social restige, 
although th y were not very wel+ rewarded in material 
tern • '" ?:/ 
Jos h B. Gittler, Social Dynamics, Boston: Boughton, 
Mifflin , 1952, P• 1h.8. 
RichardT. La)iere , ociology, New York: McGraw- Hill, 
• 452. 
1946, 
"That the restige structure is atratiried into classes 
in the thoughts as well as the actions of E~towners is 
~parent in their remarks about the community and 1n their 
remarks about the community and in the questions they ask. 
Various forms of this query were often put to us: 'I su ose 
you have discovered that there are several social strata 
(social classes or different kinds of crowds) in this town?' 
Another for.m as: 'Do you know how this town is organized?' 
"The follow'ing illustrations are representative of the 
great amount of evidence on the class consciousness of 
Elmtowners : 
"These comments were made by a professional woman with 
wid contacts in the community (sh was later laced in cla a 
III): 
'There are definite classes here . _ The to group is 
made up of eonlo with money and family connections. 
You can rat , though, if you have nough money and little 
or no family. This is a tragedy because peo le with 
real :fru:nily background, breeding and education do not 
rate unless they have money . I am disturbed at how 
these eo le look down on others 1n town. 
' low this lev 1 is one compos d of th rominent 
business and professional fanilies who have famil:y but 
not much money . Family is tmuortant here , but it is not 
so important as leadershiP. The gmall businessmen, 
roremen at th mills , teachers 1 machinists , servio 
station operators, and eo le like that are in lower, 
but middle , group. 
' The o:odinary liorkman in the .foundry, the 11, the 
mines , and the clerks in the stores are mostly ranked 
a lower class around here , but they are not so low as ~ 
ol er olea, the o nal squ tters, an the eo le b ek 
of the old t nn ry. • 
"This w man x:plicitly stated th t there ~ore clas ses 
in l:mt wn. l·foreov ~r, she 1 ent1.fied five strata, d gave 
her reasons for nl cing . eonle in each level, but she did 
not indicate how he believed the classes were 1stributed 
in tho tot 1 o ul t1on •• .J/ 
0$1 Aua.us t 'B. Hollin head, Elm town's Youth, e 1 York: John 
il y & Sons, Inc., 1949 , ~p . 68-69. 
5. Institution 
"At the o osite extram.e from conventions are institutions , 
the most complex, rigid, and signi.ficant as .-.octs of th 
organizational component. As factors in social life institu-
t1ons are as im~ortant as th technology, and in many res acts 
more so; for tho social efficiency of any social group do ends 
largGly u on the effectiveness of' its institutional arrang -
menta . Anti uateu, malfunctioning, and conflicting institu-
tions are , for oxamnle , the Drima.ry factors responsible for 
the light of the eo les o£ contemnornry India.~ 
rtAn institution is a system of human relationshi s , each 
s cific element of which is more or leas effectively co-
ordinated -vri th ev ry other rlor and ubsequ nt element, f'or 
the .fulfillment of some long- run group need or combination 
of needs . Any s ecifio 'institutional element , such as a 
marriage ceremony or the obeisance that a subject shows his 
k~g, is unim ortant in itself. It is only one of n multitude 
of functionally interdependent elements that in toto eonsti-
,l} --
tute the institutional system. 
~nder conditions of sooial equilibrium the s ecial 
virtu of run institution is it maint nanee of complex mod s 
of group life. Under conditions of ehan~ , howev r , 
)J Richard T. La iere , Sociolozy, New York: McGraw-Hill , 1946, 
o . 339. 
gj Ibid, P• 339. 
t chnOlogie 1 or otherwis , this virtue becomes a vic ; for the 
institution then erpetuates inadequate practio s , and its 
resistance to ~hang deters the dev lopment of a new order 
of equilibrium. The soc1 1 history of Weste~n eo les over 
the past five hundred years has been in considerable measure , 
series of confliets .between new techniques and old and 
inappropr!at institutional forms . Feudalism, Oatholioimm, 
familism,. guildism, nationalism, and various other institutions 
have aoh in turn and in ifferent way delayed the adoption 
of new techniques , made for inef:f'ioient pplication of those 
techniques when they were adopted, and l'etarded the devele"'i-
ment of new and functionally more effective modes of social 
organization. hereas 9 functionally effective institution 
is a marvel of human ingenuity, a malfunctioning institution 
1 a denial ot the adaptability of man.~ 
1/ Ibid, P• 344. 
"Institutions renreaent the numberless efforts of society 
or articular societies to create dequate machinery for the 
easy discharge of various social £unctions . Thora is ~ osed, 
among other things , specialization of service . Something 
heretofore erformed on a voluntary basis is laced in th 
hands of' 1 aid servonts--the conduct of amusements or schools , 
the care of ornhans , the defense of th country, the ins action 
of food. There grollFS up a long series of' customs, regulations, 
and lnw • In ages when people can readily be mad to believe 
in divine intervention in the affairs of men, the belief is 
established that institutions have divine sanction. Many, 
even the wisest, have defended such institutions as slavery, 
the autocracy of kings , the rights of conquerors to the l and 
of the conquered, marriage, and nro erty , as divinely 
sanctioned. Institutions often come to possess buildings, 
exuensive equlnmont , and caryital investments . These usually 
contribute greatly to the stability of such institutions , and 
also to their unres onsiveness to influences of change. These 
externals become powerful means of control and adjustment of 
younger members to tnstitutional life . A fraternal hall , 
a dimly lightod church , old and vast school buildings, and 
the like, strongly ilnnress young and la.stio minds , and help 
shane them to loyalties toward the institutions •••• 
"The dvantages of institutions are similar to the 
dvantages of established routines and habits in th indi-
du 1--such as those of speech, ceremonious behavior torard 
others , habits of work , social valuations , and the like. 
Th y s rvo to economize energy , to organize effort , and to 
con rv the social 1nheritance •••• In rimitive nnd early 
civilized societies parentle s rihildren are taken care of by 
vo~unteer effort. Later, organizations aece t this function 
or develo means of erforming it on a aid and rofessional 
basis . ~at 1as once volunteer care of the sick givas rise to 
hos !tal inatitut1.ons . Men once gathered together with very 
little formality for the urpose of collective worship. 
Ultimately, great hierarchies of s ecialist service are 
evolved, together with extensive rituals , r gulations , and 
formal nrocodure& . In all ·of these oases the ends sought 
are efficiency and e conomy, even though in numberl ess instances 
sociotios make the mistake of allowing their institutions to 
become too elaborate , or else of prolonging their existence 
beyond their easons of genuine usefulness . 
ttThe disadvantages of institutions are found in their 
seemingly inevitabl e tendency to become fixed, unnrogr assive , 
and exploitative ~ Here again they greatly resemble "habit .. 
istic routines in the individual economy. They tend, as it 
b d i th 1 The~ develo ~Jhn~ nre wo:t•e , to ooomo en a n emse ves . J ., ......... , .. 
customarily known as "vested interests . " Th world moves 
by them, they cease to nerform useful £unctions, and yet 
they remain alive as vast agencies d manding DUblio un ort . 
Western mankind has become o familiar during the last 
thousand years with efforts to demolish such outgrown 
in titutions as slavery, divine right of kings , feudalism. 
dueling, oligarchy, taboos on science , and the like , that 
any eople find it difficult now to think of institutions 
in terms of the great service they render , rather than Ln 
t rms of their obstructiveness and their tendency to becom 
parasitic . 
"The imnrovement of institutions constitutes one of the 
largest aims of modern social economy Lif becomes so 
comnlex that numberless new institutions must constantly be 
created. Within recent years we have seen the ra id evolution 
of such in titutions as corporate roduction, ublic-school 
systems , colonization, imoerialistie control of under-
develo ed eo les , state socialism, the press , the moving-
icture stage , the trade union, and endowments for re~earch. 
Large roportions of our political; economic , r ligious , and 
order- maintaining agencies must inevitably be institution-
alized. Even agenci s of sociability, end of the diffusion 
of knowled e and beauty, al o tend to beeome commercialized 
or otherwise organized on an institutional basis •••• ~ 
kJ David Sn dden , Sociology fer Teachers , N~w York: D. 
Ap let on .. Century Com any;-1922, ,., • 238- 239. 
6. Accommodation 
"As rocess occurring through time the aecomrnod tion 
of ethnic grou s one to another involves a modif'iea.t1on of' 
th thnic differences or onlJOsed interests that are the 
b is for conflict . The modification may involve one or both 
of the ethnic groups , and it may be either tam orary or 
er:rn.anent . De.feated 1n an encounter ·-rith the colonists . for 
exrumpl , an Indian tribe might retire to the forests , 
abandoning for the moment its tribal interosts in the lands 
held by the settlers . Emotionally and ~hysically exhausted 
by hours or days of street rioting against Negroes , the whit s 
may tforget ' for the while that the Negroes have disnlaced them 
rrom their jobs , etc . ,)/ 
"Accommodative relationshi . s take any one or a gr at 
many forms and may be centered around econon1ic , olitical, 
religious , or some other social c~e. In North ~jerica the 
recurrent conflict between the r1mit1ve natives and th 
European settlers was eventually resolved by the settlers 
driving the surviving Indians into reservations and later 
making them ovornment -rmrds . In South America and many other 
Places the decendants of the ori inal inhabitants , as was 
indicated earlier, have been ushed into econo~c eon e , 
Y Richard T. LaPiere , Sociology:~ New York: J.fcGra1..:-Hill, 1946 
n . 436 . 
d nied equality berore tho law, and kept unl ttered and 
assivo . As a consequence , the general levol of culture in 
th Latin American countries has remained relatively lo1, 
and th various soci l systems there have characteristic 
reminiscent of feud lism. In South Africa the pattern of 
acco odation etween Europeans and natives is a combination 
of the 1 orth American and.South Amerlc for.ms . The nativ s 
h ave lar ely been rele ated to reservations - "comoounds" -
whore they follow their tribal ays in 11 but the matter o£ 
arn1ng a livelihood. Since they cgn no longer maintain 
t h amselves by hunting or th razing of herds , as they did 
when they "1ere ":free 1 " they rovide the dominant Euro")eans 
ith a large reservoir of exceedingly ohean labor . '~ 
E7 Ibid, ~ . 4~7-438 . 
" •••• Accommodation is some~mat analogous in meanin to 
social adaptation and adjustment . Aecom1odation nresu oses 
th existence of op osing influences or social forces to be 
reconciled, e . g., a conflict situation to be resolved. 
Furthermore , it may be observed that :most conflicts do not 
aim ly resolve themselves through the e austion or xtinction 
of the adversaries , but rather that through the process o~ 
accommodation some reci10rocal adjustments (ttcom"Oromises") 
ar worked out . TI~ese are the general cireumstancos in which 
accommodation a:ooears , and 1 t may be added that it is 
accomnanied by a redefinition of art1c1pant attitudes and a 
new equil ibrium of o osin forces . Arbitration, com rom! e , 
coercion, rationalization, and other snecific varieties o~ 
acco odation may be eff'ected to establish either a co- or n t 
relationshiP or one which is suuerordinate- subordinate . 
Since the o posing forces are seldom equal , the stron er arty 
J/ 
t ically makes fewer adjustments . " 
J7 tOgan Wilson and 1111~ L. Kolb , Sooiolo41cal Analysis , New York: Harcourt , Brace rurrdComnany, 19 9, • 685. 
7. Assimilation 
Pre judi c s arising from ethnic- group conf'liots m.a.y 
revent members of the dominant ou from absorbing members 
of another group into the other, f'ol' ther 1dll be a strong 
disinelination on the nart of the dominant grou to take in any 
members of a subordinate group . fuen the conflict has not 
been too severe , howev r , and when there are not too many 
dif'f' reneos in attitudes and hysical eharacterics , the 
attern of' aeco , odation may be dissolved by the rocoss of' 
assimilation. The American school system has be n an imuortant 
factor in bringing op osing groups togother , for children of 
all ou s are brought together for a more or less common 
goal , and has enabled the children of newcomers to America 
an o ortunity to acquir som of the American cultural 
characteristics . 
Another process is intermarriage. From association with 
embers of the majority groun , and the acquisition of th 
cultural characteristics of the majority grou , members or 
the minority oup are more or Jess accented into the 
majol'ity oup . Thus majority and minority group members ay 
marry. \-Jhether the family "joins" the majority oun or the 
minority group depends on the degree of the acoentance of th 
married cou le into either grow • Sometime the family may 
become detached from oo th grou s . 
Whatever h P ens , the children o~ inter.marriag , so-
called "ethnic hybrids , " tend to marry either other ethnic 
hybrids or mol'Jlbers o'£ the majority groun. Thus , ~ter a :f'ew 
generations , the characteristics of the majority grou ill 
take over, and the characteristics of the minority grou hav 
been assimilated. 
"America has beon ca.llod, with som reason, the M.elting 
pot of the oonles o:f' the world~ Here have been ass~nbled 
re resentatives , often considerable numbers of them, of almost 
every ethnic group . Their assimilation has not been the oasy 
rocess nvisioned by the American idealists of a century ago . 
It has beon accomnanied by a great de 1 of ethnic- groun friction 
and conflict; and it has involved much individual struggl 
and much ·oersonal unhanoiness , for assimil tion is hard on 
those who are undergoing the · roeess . Moreover , the rocess 
1 by no means comnlet J and, as will be indicated shortly, 
some ethnic minorities seem at th moment to be quite 
unassimilable . In s ~ite of their mruny and diverse ant cedents, 
the American ooole are , ho ever, ethnically homo eneous . 
Certainly in com~nrison with tho innumerable closed castes th t 
develo ed in India as the solution to the problem of ethnic 
iversity , th American eo le are one han y i'amily . '):/ 
1/ Richard T. LaPiero , Sociology, Ne York: McGraw-Hill , 1946, 
p . lt-40 . 
" •••• Assimilation is the p rocess through which the 
immigrant or alien loses the mode of behavior reviously 
acquired in another society and gradually takes on the ways 
of the now society. When such an individual no longer think 
of himself as distinctly dfferent and in turn is not treated 
in a special category apnrt from the natives or ordinary 
members of the society, then he is fUlly assimilated. A 
number of distinctions are to be noted in defining assimilation. 
The term. is sometimes confused with 0 amalgam.a.tiou" , which 
denotes biologlcal intermixture or fuslon , and -rrith " c-
culturation", whlch ordinarily ls used by soclal scientists 
to indicate the social recess through which eoples of 
div rse cultures 1n close contact with on another fuse their 
cultures into new forms comprising elements from both but 
differing from oither •••• Likewis , it will be remembered that 
"socialization" is a t rm. used to designate the social 
development of orsonali ty from infancy to adulthood ui thin 
articular s ociety and culture •••• 
"Sociologists have establlshed a number of valid 
generalizations about the oircum.stances which facilitate o.nd 
hinder the process of asstm1lati0n . It is well knot~, for 
instance , that ethnic and cultural s1~lar1ties s eed u the 
rooasa , whereas dissimilarities slow it own. Likewis , the 
ge of the immigrant , his intelli•onc , his own desire to be 
1 ,..., 
a aimilatod, and other fe tures ave some bearin • The 
oy t m of strat ficat on and native attitudes of ethno-
centris are lso im ortant oonsid r t1ons . ince mo t of our 
ro .ders aro likely to ve C'!ome fo.m111o.r1 ty \'11th ssimilation 
in our om country through personal ox rience or study 
of Americ n history, it will be 1ntorest1n to ex m no data 
from an e.rea which is avon more of a 11m l.tin pot 11 than the 
g/ 
United St tes . " 
"The Rel tiona Between os t1on and St tua 1n t 
A oi ilo.tlon of Chinese in i 1a.ii" ind1c te t'1at t e f rst 
0 inese settlers in the Ha Hlil n Island cn.me to s o1~ jobs 
a d .o.t moot of them ox eotod to return to Ch~na . radu lly, 
houever. they underl·ront a transition from sojour ers to 
settlers, and oriented tnems lve to ne~ ' ys of livin • 
Glic~ ' a investigation is relev.nt not only bee use of-t~ 
em iricul o·servatlone but also for it~ analysis of t e 
follo. ns: (1) objective measures of sG mllatlon; (2) tho 
s ec_f'lc factors which may 1n1t1· lly ~mpode .... ssimila.t::.on; (3) 
hoot111ty mong the h tes nd t ' e consequent sol darlty of 
tJ_e Ch 1ne so a nmt "out- group"; (4) the developme t of 
1mm1 ant accommodative devices; (5) the d_onersion of the 
c _nese and the r gr du 1 shift in vn.lue to 1 r =~ Arne ric n 
stand rds; (6) the high de ce of assimilation shoal y y 
of t1e second generation and the corraopondin t ndency 
g( Lo o~ 11~on md William L. Kol , is, 
Ue I York: Harcourt. Brace t;,nd Co 
of the 1hitec to r~urd t~e Oh nasa as good exam loc of 
''Amor1c n1zo.t1onn . 
John Glllin, "Par.,llel Cultures a.nd the Inhibition to 
Acculturation 1n o. Guatemalan Community," oc1al Forcos, 
Octower, 1945, pp . 1- 14 . 
8. Cultural Lag 
Cultural lag is a term used to express the idea or the 
unevenness of cultural development within a society or between 
societies . For instance , in art , the Renaissance began with 
the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1450. This set 
adrift a number of scholars in the Eastern half of the old 
Roman Emoire who brought westward the knowledge of mathematics , 
geography and science , as well as pagan literature, all of whiCh 
had been destroyed by invasions or suppressed through the 
Middle Ages by the Church. The Renaissance 1n painting and 
sculpture reached Italy in the late fifteenth century, got 
to the Flemish and French in the early sixteenth century , 
and hit England fUll force in the early seventeenth century. 
In all countries affected by the Renaissance the developments 
''ere the srune , though in different order: Al't , natural 
science , exploration, unification of language , literature , 
and religion. While Italy was growing more agan , Germany 
was growing more interested in Christianity; hence the Refor.ma-
tion. 
Gittler has this to say: 
nA more recent theory of cyclical change springs from 
the writings of Pitirim Sorokin (Social and Cultural 
~amios) . Sorok1n atudied Greeo-Roman cultures from 
60 B.C. to the resent time, making briefer exoursions 
into Egy:ptinn, Arabic, Hindu , Chin so, end Babylonian 
cultures, Each of those eultur he found to be "logico-
moaningfully" end "oauso.l-functionally" r l t • He 
m an that the narts of a iven culture fit to th r 
mo ingfully on congr ntly. rtherm.ore, o ch art 
of culture t nds to exert o uaal influence on ev ry 
other - such as p,hilosophy u~on art , art on law, and 
la1 on olitics. '!/ 
Thu Sorokin believes that 11 oultur go .fl..,om th 
1 cation 1 )base , or attachment to spiritual sseno rather 
than to the hy io 1 orld, then to the s ns t , or matorial-
istio , theno to the idealistic, an ambivalent mixture of the 
two others . To ay one might y the iorld is going through 
the sen te h so , where the influences of inv ntions have 
brought us out of the ideational st ~a , but h ve not 1 d us 
1 to the ide 11 t ic nh se . The theory is that every cultur 
li'ill go through those stages in this or er, unless , as is 
hau anin today , f oility of oommunieatio and trans ort tio 
iffu es on culture to anothor and rushes culture from on 
h e to Qllother. 
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during the ast few years . In fact, there is scarcely a 
single stntement about racial difforenees which could not 
be substantiated by single examryles , if they were only 
sufficient to prove such a statement , 
As humanity moves about , at any rate , it is getting more 
and more difficult to tell one group from another . Within 
the Caucasoid race there is a large nercentage of Alpine and 
liodi terranean types living in uhat Hitler '\'lould have called 
all- Nordic Germany - and even in Norway and Slveden. The 
re")aated invasions of Southern Europe brought many blondes 
us far south as Sicily . Every conquest ho.s brought a mingling 
of racial subgroups , and every war that is fcught on foreign 
soil brings b ck e soldiers w1 th \'11 vee from the conquered 
or embattled land . In our 01m country, there :to an over-
l'thelmingly large percento.ge of "colored" people , who are p t 
white, nnrt black, nd part red, yellow or bro m . Tho pure 
Negro is rel~tively rare here now, like the pure AnGlo-Saxon . 
Consequently, since w·e ~ra all more or lese mongrel, 1 t 
soems rather fruitless to discuss race in uny but anthro-
poloe;ioal terms of the three m!\in dlviaiona of humc.n1ty, o.nd 
even there, tho boundurieo arc becoming blurred . 
10 . ~thnocontrism 
:~uch of all social rejud ce is based on ethnocentrism, 
the tendency or a r o.ce , ociety, group or roll ·ion to hold 
v itself o uperior to all o 1ors . To quoto Gi ttler: 
11 Th Caribs believe that they ' alone arc poople .' 
Tho Lo.pp5 call themsel vos ' huma,n b 1ne;s ' , implying 
th t non- La.pps are not . L:-ter lly translate , Kio'Ha. 
is ' roo.l or prino'i pal ~eo)l • ' The Greonlo.nd 'olt1mos 
oliovo t hat ~ opoans have been sent to Greenland to 
learn virtue and 500d ma.nnors from them . T~ is1est 
form~ of praise an ~skimo can extend to a 'uropean is 
tha.t he is or oon :rill be o.a good as u Cree lander . " 
Tlli< foeling of '"'UAoriority , Gi tler goes on to s y , is 
not 11r.ito to primitive eo los . It wa found among tho 
•ay_ ti no, the Israolitos, tr10 Greeks , th Romans, and of 
course amen all groups on ea.rth tod.ay . Just as the '-ndi vidual 
porconality tends to e ocentriom, the belief t~at all 
ox er.: nee 1 not only related to ut also cent rs a.round 
himsolf, ~o groupe t0nd to beliove t' at ~11 ~ c leasingr. of 
t h_a earth ·ere creo.ted for t'lem"elves, and. all bewota o.nd 
ot".er IJeoples aro to be tolerated , used, or destroy d . 
uhake~peare brings out t hie oint in 1~ ji ~o1ot c play, 
Henry v . Tho s oeche£ of Henry himself nrc full of exo.mnloo 
of ethnocentrism. For in t nco: 
"Once more into tho brm.'l..ch, e 
Or close t be \· a.ll up u:'l. th our 
11 0n, on, you noblo t .m li.sl:: , 
·~oso blood 1o f t fro Fat1era 
friends, once more, 
e;lish doad •••• 
of \>T-9.r-pPo:>f ! ' 
y Joseph B. Gittler, L.oclal Dyp.amic"" , 'N u Yorlt:: :cGrn.\ - hill, 
1952, p . 37 . 
And en King Henry nn.rrol"'S do\·Tn the grouu of bleo"'ed eo1"'le: 
u ie fmi, we hap .y few, w·e bnnd of brothers . " 
I t oeems n coosary to t he group us well ns to tho 
individual to rotect hio own feelings of cu eriority by 
despising and ridiculing everybody rho 1e different from hin. 
e i'lOl"d "outlandish , fl for example, \·rhich me s otre.nge , 
bi~a.rre, unsuitable , and n. 1 ttlc funny , originally designated 
omothing or someon coming from tho out- l ~nd , or not from 
the local soc~ety . · on tOday , 1n almost all entertainment -
r adio , tolovision, movies, t heatre , the person rith t a 
foreign ace nt nd atr~~ clothec 1a uoually tile comic f_gure . 
l'o 1 .ugh bee UEJO 1::e feel superior, and "tle like t hat. 
11. Community 
"To th man on the st~eet, community means a place , the 
-
~~~ where h! lives . Roferonce 1 not to his hou a or street 
but to his toun , city, oro section of a city. By ton o:f' voice , 
as ell as by words , community has a reality for him, n vivid 
lace imagery ••• • 
"While onrohasi on lace seem quite correct , it is not 
in itself sufficient to define community . The reason is that 
ve live in many places at one and the same time , for xampl , 
a vi llaga 1 town, or ei ty ar&a, a t · t , a region, the n tion, 
and orld. Indi vi d1 als d11'1'ett as a test study would show, 
in th nature rund extent to Which th y live ( art1oi at , 
hold of oe , etc. ) in runy of thes overlapping communal areas . 
'To ducators in pe.rtieul r , Dewey ' definition of 
community has mueh to recommend it . 'Th re is ,• he write , 
•more than a verbal t1 bet\J&en common, co:mmunication and 
community.' Peo le , who are in communication , come to hold 
things in common, and because o:f' "beliei' pattern" they :form 
a community. In tbi u age , community has not s ati l 
delimitation. It signifies connnon interests , a shared cone rn, 
a general consensus , or solidarit • ~li view, like that of 
lao , is extrem ly fm· ortant; yet its unbounded w e l~ts 
its us f'ulness . Any oup or institution , nny kind of human 
associ ti n . any two friends , is a community. Unless the 
community cone ryt is more rigorou ly f'i ed, it c havo no 
recise moaning. 
"From sociological standuoint , a communit is 
eoDrigur tio of land, eo lo , and culture , a struetur d 
uattern of human rel tiona ithin goo ranhic ~ea. In 
technical sense , the cone nt has seven fundamental ch~ ete:r-
istios: 
1 . aggregate 
2 . delimit bl , contiguous ar 
3. torioal h ritage 4. os s 1 g set of basic service institutions 5. Pnrtioi ting in a common node of life 
6 . Conscious of its unity 
1. Abl to act in a corporate ~ay 
•••• ny 
1/ Lloyd Allen Oook an 7laine Forsyth 0 ok, A Sociolo ical 
Ap roach to F.duo t1on, N ·vz York: 1cGraw-IIll Book <5o y , 
Inc . , 1950;' p .h?-5!. 
• 
12 . Folkway 
11 ( ccording to ~1111am Grllham bumner) the efforts of 
primitive men to satisfy their needs \'Tere guided and channeled 
by pain and pleasure . blouly, under the exi~tins life 
' 
conditions, theoo experiences c·ame to define t'1e line on which 
t o efforts of 1e group must proceeJ . In t..his process, 
frequent reu9tition of petty acts formed habit, routine , skill 
1n tho individual and custom in the oup . 
"Aa the struggle for oxiotonce waa carried on by groups , 
not by isolated individuals , each profited by the other ' s 
exper1enc • Group \·rays of doing things emerged which 
satisfied t ho needs of the group ' better or Tith less pain and 
toil ' than other ways, becoming, for any given group, ' uniform , 
univer ... al in tho group, imperative and invariable .' " 
"These customary ways of acting tlum:ner called folkl.-1ays . 
In their part1cul r particip t1on in the group lifo, the young 
of onch successive generation learn t1e folkways t rough 'tra-
dition, 1 itation, and authority .' Such is bumner ' o hypothe-
~is concerning the origin of e folln-rays . But, u atever their 
oriGin; they o..re the unconscious and unchallenged ,, .ys, usee, 
tJ.nd customs by i·•hich t:,e daily 11fe of y 
modern, is resulated . tl 
peoule , primitive or 
y Kenneth D. Benne and "\'lillio.rn o. ~tanley , "Reactions A0 o.inst 
Social Atomism," The Educo.tiono;;.l Forum, 7:53-54 , November, 
1942. 
It ould be emphasized that , for Sumner, the making of 
folkways is a group nrocess . 
"There is a give an take botwe n mnn and man. This 
roces~ is one of develo ment . New suggestions cone in 
at point after point •••• They combine with what h s 
existed lready. There is a cooperation nnd constant 
suggestion which is highly pro uetive wh n it operates 
in , crowd, b e use it draws out latent oo r, con-
centrates 1hat would otherwise be scattered, verifies 
and corrects Hhat has bean taken uu, elim.ln tea error. 
and constructs by combination •••• There is no deliberation 
nor reason."?/ 
y ~illism G. Sumner, Folkways , Boston: Ginn and Co ., 1906 and 
1940, • 19-20 . 
13 . Role 
-
" •••• Tho second term, rol~, 1111 be used to des lgno.te 
the sum total of the cultur patterns az oc1ated with a 
particul r status . It thus includes the attitudes, values 
and oehavior ascribed by the society to any and all persons 
occupying this tatua . It can even be extended to include the 
legitimate expectations of such persons with res ct to the 
behavior tm·rard them of persons in other ctatuoea lr1 thin the 
sa.me system. Every status is linked ,-1 th particular role, 
but t he two th ngs are by no means the same from the point of 
vie of t he individual . 
"This formulation co.n be made clenrer by an example . Let 
us au ose that a man s endc the day working as a clerk in a 
store . ' lhile he 1s beh1nd the counter, his actlve statu ... is 
that of a clerk, established by h1s position 1n our aociety ' c 
system of specialized occupationo . The role associated with 
this status provides him with patterns for his rel tlons ~nth 
customers . These patterns 111 be vell knO'\'Jn both to him and 
to the customers and 111 enable them to transact business 
1 minimum of delay or misundorstnndl ~ . When ho retires 
to t h o rest room for a smoke and meets other employees there, 
his clerk otatuo becomes lntent and ' 10 assumes another activo 
status asod upon his position in the as~oc1ation oup 
co posed of tre etore r s employees ao a 'rllole . In this status 
his rol~ttions uith other em loyees '\'rill be governed by a 
dif erent cet of culture ntterns from ~ ooe em loyed in h~s 
rel t.ions 1.':1 th custo oro . horeover , since h robably knotra 
moBt of~ o other em loyeeo , his exercise of t1ese cultur 
~tterns will be modified by his - ersonal likos ~nd d slikes 
of corta1n 1nd1v1duo.ls and by cons der.:t.tions of th ir o.nd is 
own rol.tive post ono in t e prest ge series of the o~ore 
a.c ocL •. tion 1 s membors . \ en closing time comes, he 1 ys a. ..... ide 
both :1ia clerk and store association st[l.tuses and, w i1e on 
t h e "tray homo , o ern tea simply in terms of his sta.tus L th 
res oct to the socioty 1 s age- sex aystem •••• As soon as he rr1ves 
t his house , a ne • set of statuses fill be act_v ted. ~1ose 
stt:t.t s s der ve from the kinship tioc \l'J.ioh relo.te him to 
v· ioua members of e family grou' • In nurouanoe of t e rolos 
~~&oci~ted ith these family statuses he will try to be cordial 
to his mother-in-la.w, affectionate to his t>rife nd a stern 
diecl lin z-1 to Junior, w1.ooo re ort. c~ d m~1.r -s a. neu lol't . 
If 1 t h p ns to be lodge n1 t , all his f'1m1ly st tueeo 1rr!.ll 
I lly become 1 tent a.t about e_ght o clock •••• 
1/Ral., Linton, The Cultural Bo.cw.ound of "Personnli t~ , N w 
York: D. A leton- Century- Crof s , Inc .;-1945, p . 7 - 82 . 
• V lues 
Tho meani of the term valuo , aocor ing to the S ei 1 
Worker's Dlotionc.ry , is: "Any moanin ful objoct towar which 
member of a group have ttitu es . " La iere cl sifie th m 
valu s an '•unvalu s , " the ositive and negative sides of 
the icture . It is th eonce t of wh·t 1 and ~hat is not 
esirable ··ithin a grou • 
A in cu lture ntterns , what is a v lue and wh t i an 
unvalu , enends upon the oarticular grou • Pain is an 
unv lu in rnoat r.todern compl x civilizations; :1enoo anodynes 
an analy esics h ve bean d veloped. On the oth r han , nain 
is eo nted as a nee ssory vil in some socioti s in the 
ursuit of b auty - for ox~ 1 , scarification among Rome 
tribes and footbindin ~ among the Chinese . Th t is a matter 
of ecepting an unv~lue in order to chiovo a socially ~or 
desirable value. P. in may also be a value runon ascetics , 
pnrt1cul · ly rumong theE at Indian cults . 
La ier ay : 
uA b liof and value combine to form soci l 
oomnulsion. Some soc ial compulsion , such as tho 
oompul ion to acquire m terial 'ealth, to havo many 11-
cn, or to g t into heaven, are individual . Others , 
such s the rouu comoul ion to )rosecuto a war, to 
conquer the territory of a neighbor , to m intain the 
social status quo , or to chang on or m y as ets of 
the social system in .ole direction or other are 
oolloctivo. Social compulsions ar the driving ~orees 
behind human activity, the social substitutes for 
the hunger ttnd sex drives that resumably activate the 
lower animals . Soc ial compulsions not only drive n to 
action , but they also can lize the action. A part of 
the cornroulsion to grow rich, for exam le , is the beli f 
concerning how to grow r.t ch. u ]j 
In the case of unv lues 1e have t boos . Those ho.vo 
developed from a society ' s desire to avoid an unvalue . In 
our society we have many nlao taboos - a resoeotable \roman 
must not attend a men •s "smoker" , avon though she may go to 
a night club 11here they have recisely the same entertaimaent . 
La iere mentions th fact that ~~erican picnics are not 
. 
held in graveyards , a taboo Which may have arisen from th 
fact th t gho t s have boen held as '~values from rimit1ve 
times . estern oo ciety has few personal taboo ; they are m'"'re 
common in th ast , here the nosition of the untouchabl s 
in India, for example , makes •t t boo for one to let hi 
shadow r 11 u on those of higher caste . 
g Ibid, • 281. 
11 vhy is 1 t urgont tod y that wo leD.l"n better hot·r to uoo e 
school '!)rogra.m to build values in children and young neople? 
There are many roa. ons uh1ch might be glven to oupport t'1is 
urgency . The follouing seem especially cogent to me . 
"(1) the general consensus Tith r espect to value (~nd 
"l.lso non- ntolloctu 11zed prefcrnces) which lent 
stability to life and confidence to tho choices of people 
in pro- industrial civiliz~tion ~as tended to bo disoolved 
o.s indu tria11zatlon has advanced . ;)rominent 1n thio 
1)r~o.kdmm of conoonLu u1v0 been t ',e ecl1. se of V J.e 
local, o.grLrl. n community and t l e emergency of 1.t mult1-
~Zroup society, ~n \'Th ch group interests v ry vrtdely e.nd 
in ~.hich t 10 values build upon those interest conflict 
deo ly bot' 1n premise o.n conclui;lion o.s to hm uo shoUld 
live and act . This same induetr ialization has brought 
il to ...,., o.~oociation and into .. 'dependence cul tur ... 
groupe \d t ridely differ : ns ' ve.lidatine oreferences .' 
no one grou can d_sroga.ro t~1c co- existence of o.l tornati ve 
syotem of value . And no peroon can confidently and 
~ntelligently ascert nrior to doliboratlou and coo~e~ative 
te t irJ..;~ t hat t he values or unexamined preferences of h in 
ou re better t 1a.n t • oco of ot,or"' oup • e may 
safely say that we are living in an age suffer ing a 
'cr o s ' n vnlua ion, in t e sonoe just uu e~ted •••• 
11 ( 2) T m w1'1 ..,1 thy rc.:, on"co to t' _s crir _o ~n f...,._r va.lua.-
t_on have become p o-v;erful in our tine . One r espon::.e is t o 
}l£>'ia t t :1a:t .. all va.lue- judgmeuts a.ro o scntial.ly arl:>!trary . 
t.~t best, on t· is vie\"1, t h e reasons adduced in so- called 
value- judgmenta for refor•ri:ng 1io notion or _ntoroot 
to that are rat:.ona.l1zo.t1ons to make palc..o.to.ble t o 
1:1ypo-cr t_c0-l men c. oicos actu lly mude on t1:lo c.siE of 
e;rcuter po1·01 .. and u.nreconstructou, presu..11<tbly because 
unreconGtruct~ble, oelf-intoroot . Tat ' judgm to ' 
are frequently made on t his bas_. 1s quito accurat e . ~ t 
t~~t t ov ~ ould or neod b oade 1~ t jc f~Y i s a different 
question . The outcome of accepting such a denial of t he 
uossl oility of 1 \·lis ... ' or ' 1ntell_c;ent ' or ' con ra.t:.ve ' 
value jud ::1onts is clearly ~n enthronemont of ' m1e;ht 
makeo rir.'., t 1 and t o nornali=l;'.tion of t h o ' vn.r of o.ll 
o.go.1n.Jt all •••• 
"(3) The sch ols n our country h vo tended to ado t 
nosltion of ' noutr~lity ' ith r spoct to t1e cultiv t-on 
of value in tudents , artie larly lti 
values involved in conto oorary c o1ce~ . '1 1 _ve 
our tu ents t' f ct or r nciplec nee sa ry to m ke 
wi e c oico , lre often o. , a. d re 11 leave t he rest 
to t em . Juot Q'!.: uo kno•r 7h1o. 1 f'l.ct 1 or 1 nc· le' 1 
are relev.nt to current major c oices is if cult to 
s .y . d j st o 1 ctudent c n be e~:pectod to acquire 
by c· nee or rovidenc t· ,.e d coci lJ..n of relat n 1 f ct.., 1 
~nd 1 r_nciples 1 in proco oe of c oico T~t out r .ct c 
and help 1 nov r m.de clea.r •••• "gj 
J dt;ments, 11 
r 1, 1950 . 
15. }~lore 
" •••• fuen there is thus add d to us and uant sens 
that the folkw ys na.ke for group uelfa.re , they bec0m mores . 
It is importrunt to notice that t mor s ~ ~ very 
st de.rds £! ~ right and truth for ~ grouJ . .They have 
th tatus or facts, th y 'define right an truth in the only 
sense in which those ords have any moaning. Whatovo1 ... 1 1n 
th mores is always both right and true for the grou in y 
question . '" 
For Sumner , moral are , l:iherefo re , nev r r vealod nor 
intuitive , nor the result of imonrtial scientific efforts by 
individuals . They are lways historical - institutional, and 
e !rio 1 . 
"It is v in to inta. ne that a 1sc1ontific roan ' can 
divest himself of rejudioe or previous opinion, and 
put himself in an ttitude of neutral indepondonce touards 
the mores . He night as well try to got out of gravity 
or th pressure of th atmosphere . The most learned 
scholar reveo.l all the phil! tinism and rejudice of 
the man- on- the- curb.ston when mor s are in discussion. 
The most elaborate discussion only consists in revolving 
on on 's own axis . One only finds again tho pr pos-
sessions which he brought to the consideration o~ the 
subject, returned to him with a little more int ns 
faith. 11 Y 
nThe mores o erate in man 11th th charaoter of a ocial 
ritual '·dth the ower of suggestions , all the 1ns1stence 
1J K nnetb b. nenne nnd illiam o. Stanley, "Reactions Against 
Social Atomism,'' The ~ducational Forur.1, 7:53-54 ( ovember. 
:r1f't_2) . -y 18., pp . 19-20. 
u~on exact erformnnce, 11 the ont1monts of awe , of def r-
enee to uthority, of ubm·~ ion to tra tion, hieh nr.e 
charact ri tie of ritual. Hence , it 1 that •no c , no 
mor 1 code , and no sci ntiflo demonstrati n e n ver ·rln the 
me hold u n n and romen an habits of notion , with 
ssociatoJ entiment~ ani st tos of mind, drillod in from 
childhood. ,)/ 
iJ 0 • Cit . 1 • 53-54. 
16. So inl Stratif c tion 
•ta f. r tho war, w wer eon ider. bly concerned b ut 
th mer anoe of ci 1 ol a o in our tr tion 11y 
if not otu lly ola sless ociety. 
uroblams have been absorbin our 
L tely 1 more imroedi te 
ttention; yet if the hi tory 
of n~t w rs te oh s anythin , it is th t n tions d t from 
ne c eonferonees to face in oxa ger ted form many t the 
s~ internal soci 1 trend s before. We can ill affor to 
rait until the resent wa.r ends to try to :foresee what roblerns 
li ahead. 
" •••• not un versal equality nor n or-equality of status 
but a high r te of vertical mobility has been the most imnor-
tant demogra~hic ba is of this nation 's tr dition of olass-
lessne s. The lon -existing favorable balance of vertical 
ciroula~ion of individuals in ~mer1cnn society, i.e., the 
xeoss of u ward over dounward moves , hs.e diminished and 
seens likely to be furthor redue d. Development of class 
consciousness ill b likely to occur unlesA our social 
institutions are so readjusted a to roduco a lar e amount 
of compen ting u -and-down movement of in ividuals. The 
educational system, uhich is the chief Ame:riean institution 
e~ licitly conceived as a mechanism for facilitating the 
sc t of' t le t d lndividu ls, m t become more hi hly 
selective of individual merit if the loss of c rtain diin ing 
sources or u ward mobility is to be offset . It must be 
admitted that thor is no criterion of what uould be exactly 
enough vertical m bility to rcvent the formation of conaciou 
and hostile classes in our nation, yet in relativ terms , it 
can be shown that there is danger of actual circulation 
. 11 
falling short or the critical amount •••• " 
'" •••• Tho main functional nece.a .:.ty e:r.nlc.1nin the 
universal resence of stratirlcation is precisely the require -
ment £aced by any society of placing and motiv t1ng individual 
in the social structure. As a ~ctioning mechanism a society 
~~st somehow distribute its members in social ositions and 
induce the'n to erform the duties of these po i tiona . It nru.st 
thu concern it elf with reotivation at t-vJo dii'.f'ercnt levels; 
to instill in the pro er individua~ the desire to ill certain 
po itions , and, once in these ositions , the desire to e:r.f'orm 
the duties ntt ched to them. Even though the social order 
may be relatively stntie in form, there is a continuous rooess 
of metabolism as now individuals ara born into it , sh~ft with 
nge , and di off . Tneir abso~ tion into tho positional system 
must somehow be arranged and motivated. This is true vihether 
the system is eompotitivo or non- competitive . A comp titiv 
system gives greater imuortanoe to the motivation to achieve 
y Elbridge Sibley, nsome Demogr phic Clues to Stra·i;i.fication'' , 
American ~ociolo~ioal Review, June 1942, pn. 322- 30. 
6 
positions . where s a non- oomootitivo system ives erhaps 
reather ~ortanoe to the motiv tion to erfor.m th duties 
of the ositions; but in any system both t ~ ea of otiv tion 
tf y 
n.r req~ired •••• 
y King ly Davis and ilbert E. ~oore , ''Some inoi les o-r 
Stre. ifioo.tion" • Americ Sociologic 1 ,!!!!~, A ril, 1945 • 
• 242-49. 
17 . Status 
" •••• e h ve tried to ~ako it ol ar that the systems 
ersist nile t h in ividu ls who oecuny nlace~ Nithin th m 
may co~o and o . The nlaco in a rtioulnr sy.tem 1ill be 
roferr d to as h st tus with resp oot to that syst m. Th 
term position has be n u od by some other students of social 
structure in much th ·s~~a sense , but without cl ar recognition 
of the time factor or o£ the exist nee of simultaneous systems 
or organization within society . Status has long boon used 
with r ference to the position of an individual in the resti e 
sy tom of his society. Every status is linked with a articular 
role, but the two things are by no megns the arne from the 
noint of vi w of an i 1dividual . His statu os aro ascribed 
to him on the basis of his age and sex, his birth or mru~ria 
into a nartieular family unit , and so forth. His role ar 
learned on the basis of his statu es , either cur ont or 
antici ated. In so far as it re re ents ov rt behavior , 
rol is the dynamic sn ct of a status: wh t the individual 
ha to do in order to validat his occu"'lo.tion of the tatus . 
A articular stntus ~r~ithin a social syotom can b occu-
ie 11 and it a soeiated role l{nown and ex.erci d, by numbor 
of individuals simultaneously. In fact, this is . the n orm 1 
condition . Thus every soci ty ordinarily include evoral 
er ons ho occupy the st tus of a&1lt male and adhere to the 
16 
ad lt m 1 role . It sin_l ly 1ncludeo n number of orson 
who occupy t~ ste.tus of fo.t er in t . e organization o:r the 
nrticulo..r i'o. .... ly ot n to which they belong. Conv rsely 
th oo.me individual can nd does occupy simultaneounly a 
ser1os of statuses each of fuich derives from one of e 
systems of' organ z t1on in u-:lch ho c.rticipe..tes . e not only 
occup1 s as ota.tuses, but he loo lmo'\>TS tho roles erta.ining 
tot om. Iorovcr , he c n never exercise 11 these roles 
¥ s1 ult neously •••• 
!/ Rnlry Linton, !fL Cultural Bo.ckg;:ound of Personality, 
Ne r York: D. Appleton- Century- Crofts , Inc ., 1945 , pp . 76-82 . 
"A ocial grou may bo defin,d as any system o oc 1 
r latio sh1 s in which the emb rs are united by a onse of 
,tional solidarity, of common urno , r of both, nnd ahar 
n culture which define the r oo 1 rolo~ and th tnndar s 
by · ·hich "ts roemb rs are ifferentiato from non- ne b.rs . 
" ince social rouns differ markedl y f'rom one other, 
it is ~ nti 1 to cl ss1fy the a or 1 ou s . 
re e any motho s of clas ifying roups , de en in u on 
the urpo es f' th· classifier . In kaoping tith the f'oeu 
r tlis book , tho articular ny tem of ol sificati on we sh ll 
omploy, has been chosen beeaus of its omph sis u on struct~ 1 
an func tional ifferenc s . Our b sic ivl ion is bet~ n 
sooietie and n.soeiations . A soeiat~ i a ei 1 roup 
ui thin which the ombera hero tho b sic ol ents and 
conditione of a common lif • It is an incl usive ·roun 
sing other social roups d relations . It links these 
grou s and r~lations to one anoth~r through its institutions 
(system of' rul ) , which .function as baJJic cultur com,l xe 
U.efining th relations tithin and batu- n ocial group • 
A oeiety nay be a smal l village col1lllt'.mity 1 an urban 
community, a gion • or, to ay , a tlon. It i ths atrix 
of social relations within which other forms of .. ocial lif'e 
develon. 
"An association , on th oth r hand~ is much mor lilnl.tod 
in sco e . It is or anizad around a limited set of interests 
or values which paop~e b lieve they can obtain or enjoy 
through concerted action . The values around which association 
develop are :tJaried: t11oy . y bo emotional and a.f'feetiona.l , as 
are those which lie at the root of f~ly life , or they may 
bo relatively rational and purposeful, as are those resent 
in business organization. At one extreme of size tho 
association may be a nair, at the oth r a. giant co oro.tion, 
a tate , or a universal church. A third set of groupings , 
social classes , should lso be mentioned here since such 
grou ings form an extremely ~ ortant part of socinl structure . 
They ar more limited than a society , and :e ss limitod than 
associations , although not as hi~hly organized. They are 
the product of the rocesses of differentiation and strati-
!'!cation, and will be dealt 't·fi th at length in the section y 
concerned with those rocesses." 
l:JLogan ilson and illiam L. Kolb , Sociolo~ieal ~alysis , 
New York: H~court , Brace and Company, 1949, p • 266- 67 . 
19 . Primary Groups 
Th individual 'arsonality is not only a result of 
inborn traits but also a result of his association with 
socialized norsons . He is subject to a certa.in amount of 
compulsions and taboos of his own grou , and he is xoosed 
to interests , arts , and ideas as interpreted for him by th 
roup . Each individual will react in his own way to thea 
influences , but the final outcome will be a combination of 
his individual personality and the influenc of his group . 
0£ all influences , that of the nrtmary group is the most 
keenly felt . y 
Gittler says of this : 
" ••• By the rimary groun is meant that ystem of 
association uhieh is intimate and raet to fae • The 
primary- groun concept wa introduced by Charles Cooley. 
For him this group was prLmary in shaping the basic 
personality trait of individuals . He conceived of the 
prtmary group the simplest , the first , the most 
univ rsal of all forms of association. He saw it as 
the core of all social organization, remaining in some 
for.m oven in th most complex systems . It is this 
grou , esneeially in the for.m of the family , which 
p sees on the traditions of a society, and it is in 
]} Ibid , p . 29 . 
this group - in it comrade and playmate aspects - that 
the first movements of social impulse ar felt . Oooley 
elabor te this idea further when he says: 
'By prim y groups , I ean those charaoteriz d by 
intimate , face-to- face association and cooper tion. 
Taey are rimary in s veral senses, but chiefly in 
that they are fundamental in for.ming the sooi 1 
n ture and ideals of the individual •••• The most 
Lm ortant spheres of this intimate a sooiation and 
coo·oeration - t .l.ough by no means the only ones -
are the family 1 the lay-group 1 and the neighborhood 
or community groun of elders . These raotio lly 
ttnivorsal , belonging to all t~aa and all at g s 
of aev~lo ment; mLd are ccordingly a chief basis 
of wh t is univ rsal in human nature and human 
1d als . ' y 
?J Ibid, P• 307 
20. Secondary Grou s 
LaPi r tate : 
"The corollary assumntion, substanti t d by much 
historical evidenc , is that th growth of dynrumic di -
equilibrium normally involve a decline in the int grity 
and 1m ortanc of rima.ry- oup associations and the rise 
of wide variety of secondary soc! tiona (altern tiv terms 
forl-lhich ' derived,' •stato, ' and Gesellschaft) . Th 
secon typ of association i on that is formed mor or 
1 ss deliberately and in terms of common inter ts in the 
achi vement of .om recognized o ~;the members neod not , 
in th od rn world often do not , meet face to fac but 
m y communic te by such 1nd1r ct means as the writt n word. 
Th r 1 tion of the me ber of eeond ry ou s ar limit d 
in seo d riv d at by much tri 1 and error d in terms 
of the se -1ntere t c 1 tion of the members . Such ou a 
t nd, t refore , to sb d and refor.m from ttme to t • 
ch uch oci tion is mor temuorary than 
ndurin • 
"In th modern world th or characteristic condary 
ssoci tions ar udi noes , nublics , clubs , and the variou 
political, busin , res~1re-_ ou , and other associ tions 
throu which th mod rn individual x r sses and occasionally 
t -
• 
21. Drive 
"-n the i'irst stage of: socialization the child lear_ 
to manage the tensions set up by th drives of his original 
nature, and in so doing he is forced to accept, 't.J"ithout any 
ossible chnne of real resistance• beeau3 of his hal lessnes , 
the grou ef1nitions of the situati~n; i . e ., he must learn 
to adapt his activity to that of adults . He dooa this by 
limination ctions which either do not bring results or• bring 
ainful one , nnd by fixing attitudes in h!s personality w~ch 
result in the repetition or actions producing pleasurable 
f eli s . _hese latter attitudes issue Lnto action 1hen th 
Dpropriat situation present itself , . g., when the arent 
is ready to feed the child and picks him un~ the c~1.il 
responds d th sueldng and other tn.ovoltlents r quired .for e t g . 
The attitudes and habits o dev loped are linked with his in-
ternal drives and overtly exore s themselves in the content 
m1d patt rn of his action • 
nThe satisfactions accruing froza the tender handling 
by the other in these dependent relationships , tog th r ith 
the frustration of driv so etime involved in the formation 
of socially determined habits , such as those l~Thioh re ult 
from toil t training, roduc enoral drives and attitude 
of affection and aggr ssion. These ives and attitudes 
will be cultur lly atterned to focus u on various person 
in the social world. The af~ectional attitudes ar usually 
directed toward ·the parents and other memb rs of the family, 
and the aggrossivo ttitudes toward outsiders .~ 
sis , 
Barnett dirr renti tea betwe n yehologico.l and 
sociolo leal ives . He says, in art: 
"At resent sychologists are inclined to explain hum 
ctlvity s being due to s~eciricmotive forces that 
thy c 11 drives, instigators , or nee a . The repulsive 
roree is looked upon as an organized energy set that 1 
directed to ard somo articular goal , the aining o£ 
hich results 1n s tiafaction. Undor this interoretat1on 
a neod or a ~ive is a tension in the psyoholo io 1 or 
neural fiold which seeks ra djuatment . It is an unst ble 
arrangement or forces that is duo to trea~es set up 
by a given comnlex or stimuli . The achiev ment of the 
goal toward which it is oriented is tha ana or 
relieving the stress and rostorin the b lance of forces . 
If' a iven response results in a t ble reorganiz tion, 
the drive for further response is r duced or 1 slpated• 
If not , the t nsion rem ins an continuos to ex re 
its lt by fforts to reli v it . Thus, hunger is a 
ive or a need or an inatig tion to such action as 
will roiuc the kin of food thnt will quiet it; fe rs 
and anxieties are stres.ses Hith resultants or vector 
direct d to ar s ooific action comul xes . ,)/ 
1/ H. G. Barnett , Innovation: Tho Basi of Cultural Chan e , 
ow York; i.eGra\-:- ill DOok -eo:, Ina:· ,l9 3. • 97. 
Sooi ty has no re l drive bee u driv s are r 1 lhlle 
ooiety is an abstraction. A ne d, or drives , is ersonal; 
it can only be sublimated or exnerienced vioariou ly b a grou • 
Th n s or wants of a group are mental . They are e _ rieno d 
by ind1 vi :ual and can b transferred to others only as a 
desori tion of an exn rience . Barnett says gain: 
ft Th 
•••• e truth 1 that a group of ryeonle that •e c 11 
oeiety n eds nothing, because it is not an organism. 
It has no desires , because it is an abstraction; and it 
has no lacks , excep t by tuitous oomu arison w1 th other 
societies . Aroerican family lif needs greater binding 
forces only bee use a condition can bo conceived by 
someone in which it ight profit by them; the Hott ntots 
need sewing mach· es only because we have them, and 
need them only because we have become aocusto1o to 
them. Needs , in short , ~e rel tive to time and 1 oe 
nn re highly particularistic. ,,s/ 
g.j Ibid, P • . g; 
22. Ascribed Status 
Statuses assigned on the basis of age , sex, class , or 
some other criterion are called ascribed. Kolb and Wilson, 
in paraphrasing Ralph Linton's discussion o£ ascribed status 
in his Study 2f ~~ have this to say: 
" ••• Utilizing definitions of status and role similar to 
the one we have employed, Linton discusse the general 
theory of social roles in terms of the distinctions 
between ascribed and achiev d ositions . Ho describes 
the various criteria (such as age and sex) su pl ying 
bases for the ascription of positions and roles . The 
base used are not necessarily fUnctionally related to 
the type of role which the position requires. Thus 
the f a.et that boy is the son of a king has little 
b aring on wh ther he will be a competent monarch himself . 
Linton believes that most ositions are as igned on th 
imnlicit assumption that anyone nronerly trained can 
carry out the associated role , and that the function 
of the criteria of ascription is simply to designate 
p onle for position and role as early as ossibl , in 
order that training may begin. The assignment of 
position on the basis of ascription assures the society 
that all rol s will be layod even though some may be 
17 
la:yed in m diocr manner, l-rhereas system of achieved 
nositions may select th best capacities but leavo many 
of the ositions ~illod. 
"• ·en more aignif'icant for the analysis of 
ersonality is the stabilizing function Linton assigns 
to ascribed positions and roles . He believes that in 
a system of ascribed ~osit1ons th parson is sel o 
called u on to lay a role for whioh he is not re ared; 
nor is he likely to prepare for a role and then fail 
to achieve the position t hat will give h~ the right 
to play it . '~ 
Linton himself says: 
" •••• The majority of the statuses in all social systems 
are of the ascribed type and those which take care ot 
the ordinary day-to- day business of living ar practical-
ly always of this type . 
"In all societies certain things are selected 
as reference points for the ascription of status . The 
things chosen for this )ur ose are always of such a 
nature that they are aaco~tainable at birth. m ing 
it ossible to begin tPe t:!:'-!itLd.ng of the individual 
for hi. otantial sts.tuses and roleg at ?nee . Th 
aim lest and most universally ~sed of thes reference 
f7 Logan Wilso!i and Willi~~ Kolb, ~ciolo§ical Anal~sisi 
:1::1 Uew York: Harcourt , Brace, attd:om ian , 1'14~, f5 • 2 0-211. 
points is sex. Age is used 1...ri th nearly equal frequency , 
since all individual pass through the same cycl e of 
growth, maturity , and decline , and the statuses whoso 
occupation will be determined by age can be forecast 
and trained for with accuracy. Family relationshi s , 
the simplest and most obvious being that of the child 
to its mother , are also used in all aoo:i.sties as 
reference oints for the stablishment of a whole aeries 
of statuses . Lastly, there is the matter of birth into 
a particular socially established oup , such as a class 
or caste . The use of this type of reference is common 
but not universal. In all societies the actual ascrip-
tion of statuses to the individual is controlled by a 
series of these r ~orence oints which together serve 
to delimit the field of his future oartiei ation in 
the life of' the group . ,l/ 
gj Re rinted from Ralnh Linton, Study 2£ ~· 
23. Social Relativity 
Whenever a member o~ on race , soc! ty, or group comes 
in contact with the customs , ractices , or beliefs of a 
member of another race , society, or group , he will react 
in one of several ways . He may accept it as different but 
interesting. He may laugh at it as absurd. He may h te it 
and · ish to root it out . Or he may fear it . Whatever his 
r action may be , he is making a value judgment . If he reacts 
in one of the latter three ways , he is making an emotional 
Judgment . 
The concept of social relativity embraces the idea that 
whatever custom or values a society has established as its 
own best way of survival , thos~ customs or value are right 
for that society. This concept is held by modern sociologists 
and anthropologists , althou~ it is not so recent a on 
might suppose . 
In the history of the world, eople have reacted with 
consistent du lism to the idea of socinl relativity. The 
more their emotions are concerned in their value judgments , 
the lea tolerant they will be . Thus , as Gree ce grew away 
from de endence on her eel stial oligarchy, the Athenians 
b came so tolerant that they erected a templ e "To th Unknown 
God" 1n their Pantheon. At the same time , they regarded their 
artistic culture as so superior that they went to war to 
1 (") 
impo it on others . The Hebrew , Christiana, and 1-Ioha:mmedan 
have felt and still reel that w y about their religions. 
It is in religion and sexual morals that most people. 
r least tolerant . Anyone who h accented a creed as 
authoritarian must , from logie, ocept every art of that 
belief . He must believe that everyone who bell ves differ ntly 
is in error and that everyone who ~ractioes differently is 
sinning. Naturally, from logio, it is hi duty to o among 
members of other societies and convert them to his own bali fs . 
This has brought about much o loration and discovery and much 
destruction of alien cultures. The same princi 1 which led 
the apostles throughout the diter ranean lands also , from 
its logie, brought about the Inquisition. 
With the modern scientific approach to world problems 
comes the understanding that most ractioes ar the result 
of some local neee sity. Hence , in societies where a girl 
may not marry until ahe is regnant, it is absolutely 
necessary becaus of the difficult conditions of survival 
for only fertile women to become wives . A barren marriage 
is an economic sin. Clothes in some societies are unnecessary 
bee use or the climate. The~e is hardly a society so debased 
that it does not have its o~m moral code , however it may 
differ from our o~tn; and in P~Y rimitive societies deviation 
from the established code are de lt with mor severly than 
they are among more sophisticated grou~s . 
Thus the soc1 1 so!entist does not seek to jud e; h 
s eks rather to know and to understand. 
cultur 1 tr it s tho sm llest unit r ny cultu o, 
1 k 1 lc clll in ~ing bo y. It is com osed or an 
__ t m, :tel s om.e cif'ic metal, -<:'or in ... nee, tho usc 
--
t a t i ut by th bar"' of s cie-cy. Iron eant 
not ng to 0 lo in t N olithic '~ericd, i'or 1n..,t co . On 
the oth r hand, if t • orl should suddenly be e· riv £ 
its 1 on r~so1rca I our ro ent-rl y tainless st al culture 
t .. it ··o 1 c e to b • Thn n o 1 t1e aterial, an t e 
bility to ut it to use nro oll arts :in a culture trait . 
The Bame ite s o:y be ut to different uses by dif.ferent 
rou s or soci~tias . Diamonds and other ms 1'\re used 
ri 11arily !'or a orn..mant in some rout:> a • b t in our industries 
t y may be used s illing oints , atch bearings , an so 
forth. Dogs , to uae an 6~~ole of Gittlerts , ar· use as ets 
f'or the o t · art in t is country; · hile &.Y[l()ng the Indians 
or th Great Plains th y w re use as fo as e l l ~• ~~t 
animals . He ight hav e added th t th s am.c do s are put to 
differ nt usas by the s e ociJtics in time ot emergency; for 
instanco , any a at as tr•ined by the K- 9 Corps &Jring World 
1ar II . 
A cultural tr it is significant only as it tits i to 
cultur p t rn. c .11 turo patt r•n is coll ction f 
tr it lus tholr 1nterrolat1onsh1n. The corn au ture of t e 
-
1-!ayans was oomuosed of the occurrence of corn in C ntral 
America, the need for food., th domest1oatt on of th s"Decies . 
From there it developed into an econom on which the whole 
yan ociety w s do endent; the religious system was develo ed 
around the need for the abundant h e t of corn; much of 
:J&n o.rt and what t-re have i.n translation of' Mayan oetry 
mphaslzes this the 
• 
The !~ayan , in fact $ devel oped their 
corn culture so highly th t th 1 1.rere able to progress f'ar 
beyond the material culture: at the hoignt of' their civil-
1zat1on their chieve nts in astronomy, math matica , 
architecture aralleled th dovelonments on the othor side 
of the orld. When their corn economy failed, their civil-];/ 
ization began to decay. 
In modern civilization, with tr vol and co:m:munica11 on 
highly dovelo d, a single culture attern f or any nation is 
almost i:m:nossible to achieve , even it it should be desir bl • 
Now days , as in th~ cases of Nazi Germany and Soviet Rus ia , 
it is chi ved only through brutal destruction of all cultural 
traits rhieh do not conform to the national istic ideal and it 
1s a terile thing. e in this count·ry have adapted so many 
cultu::ttal traits to our way of lifo that tho "Americon ay" 
i erhaps most signi.ficant for its comnl xi ty and it abilit-y 
to assimil te the cultural tr its and u tterns of many 
societie • 
25. Racial Inheritance 
Racial inher1 tance has been exolained by follm.rers of 
the "racial purists" as a genetic thing. They compare racial 
heredity to that of family inheritance - thoy f el that racial 
types , not only in matters o:r skull measurements and color 
and texture of skin, hair and eyes , but also in matters of 
intelligence and special talents, are a great deal alike . 
This is true, however , only in localized, isolated groups 
whore Lnbreeding has brought about unii'ormity. Otherwise , 
everywhere else , there has bean too much overlapping of types 
to account for any genetic form of racial inheritance . 
As Ruth Benedict says , racial inheritance 1s usually 
brought up by members of an in- group in order to kee an out-
grou in it place. 
Miss Benedict goes on: 
"What I'eally binds men together is their culture, - the 
ideas and the standards they have in oo:m.:1on. If instead 
of selecting a symbol like common blood hered1 ty and 
making a slogan of it , the nation turned its attention 
rather to the culture that unites its eople, emohasizing 
its major merits and recognizing the different values 
which may develop 1n a different culture, it would 
substitute realistic thinking for a kind of symbolism 
which is dangerous because it is misleading. tt ]} 
In the lower orders of life, the socia~ ins cts like the 
ant and the bee have within their germ plasms the whole pattern 
1/ Ruth Ben diet, Patterns of Culture! Boston: Houghton, 
Mifflin, 1934, (~eprinte~as a Men or Book, pp . 14-15. ) 
o'£ t eir eultu:rnl behavior. As volution proceeds to the 
higher planes, the un er animals begin to substitute 
plasticity for natur 's biological means of rot.ection. Pi 
da ts himself to other cultures readily. He is not co~tted 
from birth to any attern of behavior, except a it is nec-
ssary for ~ to eonto~ to the dictates of the group in 
uhich he finds h1ms lf. Any arson of normal intelligence 
can learn other languages , other beh vior patterns , other 
value , other ousto • 
26 . Snec1es 
There is some dispute s to tho number of genera to be 
found in~ e family Iominidae . It is greed, however, tbnt 
all modern men belong to one genus , called Homo, which also 
include a number of prehistoric forma . ~necies is a sub-
divi~ion of a genun . Again t '1ore 1s difference of o inion 
as to the number of species to be recognized among men . But 
all modern mon and some of t' e nrehis toric types are u ually 
laced in a cingle ep cies, called pap1ens . 
Alt~ough all members of the animal k1ncdom have a fow 
homologies in co~on, it is clearly evident that t he kingdom 
as n uhole can be broken down into many divio1ons nnd sub-
divisions . Thin breakdown 1s usually given in the follo,ing 
terms: 
1 . Kingdom 
2 . Grade 
3 . Phylum 
4 . Class 
s. Order 
6 . Family 
7 . Genus 
8 . pecios 
9 . Race or Variety . 
2. .. f . Semites 
The term "antisemitism" has b en used £or so long to 
apply to hatred and rejud!ee against the JewiSh peoples that 
many £or get hat a S mite is . 
Th ori inal mi tos were an thnio group which lived in 
th v lley of th Tigr.us and Eunhrat s Rivera . In anci nt 
times the chie£ eo l ea of the ~tes w ro the Chaldeans , 
the Can anitos , th Je s (or Isr~ lites) , the bylonia.ns , 
th oenicians , the Arabs and ~ o otamian. 
There i so e que tion as to tho o~1g1n of the 'gyptinns , 
for the language shows a strong Hamitic influence. The 
Semitic eople were both monotheistic , like the Jews , and 
olytheistic like the If bit s , Babylonians and any oth r 
nations . Th outstandng trait was .. as it is tod :y - the 
language . There is a very close relationship among the 
Semitic lan ages of the Near East . 
Today the most ethnically ure Semite is the Arab. The 
Arabs did not leave Arabi s early as the other Semitic p opl9 s 
did., and consequently tho strain has remaind less di l uted. 
The Jews , uho are often oonsid red ~ emi tos , are the l eas t 
t ical. 
T nenbaum says : 
"Consider the Jow, who c o.nnot be c l a sified vlith any 
scientific justification as a race . The typical Jo 
conceived by the antisemite is not t~ieal at all. 
ccor ng to nnthro ologists, the Jews are mostly 
Al in , s1 milar to the southern German and the central 
Frenchman, not at all like th Italian, the S an1ard, 
the Arabian. tudy a gathering of JGl-ifh You will fin 
~~on th m red heads, brunettes , blonds; eye th t ar 
blue , green and black; heads that e.r round end heads 
that ore lon ; nhysiques that are short nnd hysiques 
th t are long. If you see a hooked nose among them, it 
is an interlo~er; it does not belong, for that is not 
a characteristic of the stock. The fleshy nose , which 
any regnrd as the outstanding ~hysie 1 s ton of the 
Jo~, is really a Hittite and ancient Gre k nose and the 
H ittites and G~eeks were not Semites . • ••• The Jews ar~ 
a cultural groun , and thoy are ke t together by the 
arne tios that bind grouns of e enters , bricklayers, 
shoemakers , eollo e rofessors •••• n]} 
The Jews , he go s on to say, S.!JOak Yid sh , which is 
an yen lan age, allied to German. 
y Ibid, P • ti.8. 
28 . caote (Nesroeo) 
Many sociolo ists compare t he sy tern for lreenin~ the 
sout_orn ~eeroes ~ ~ eir place to t he c ste ystom in India . 
Samuel Tenenbaum had th i to say: 
11Confronted by Amer ca.n ideals of equality and its 
tr'"'d"t.:.ono oi' ' 11bert~· and ..,u ... tic~ to all ' , orico. 
has ma.1nte.ined a caste system but. 1 t has urooonted the 
country \'lith . ' dilemma ' , as Lyr~ ~L, the Sue nh ocial 
scientist putn it . 
11A Negro may not marry a white, for t 1wn caste is des-
troyed . Accord1ns to caste ideology, one drop of Negro blood 
transmutes a. white into a Negro. The offspring of mixed 
m. rrio.ges bec ome not \1h1.. tes as in Brazil, but Negroes . 11 
egro ma.y not ee.t '\'lith vfuites, sit with Tfuites in a thentro , 
or ride with Whites . This is not a matter of o.ppe ranee, 
intelligence , cha.r P.ctor; 1 t is co.nte . It is not even a matter 
of color of skint for many colored are vrhi ter t han lihl tes . 
Ca.ote demand that t , e :.:;t1gmat1zcd group a.clmmrledge 
ly status, if they rant to avoid t he antagonism of the domin nt 
group . •labornto rituals have been devised to achiovo this 
end . They mo.y not be too ostentatious, dress too uell, ride 
in n exnenslve automobile, or smoke c1gai"o, ual'" on restr:ctod 
- y 
streeto, engage in respected ouccupa.t_ons or profoss_ons . " 
Tenenb~um is not alto ethor conc:otent 'ere , for la er 
11Negro librt'l.r an"; "a roll-kno m proi'essor 
'ij Ibid, u . 121 . 
o.t a Ne o Univers ty", a.l t 11ough n mention_ both he cites 
examples of caste- like intoler·nco on t he part of southern 
whites . 
On t e other hand, in some ways t he ~ondlt on of t e 
Negroes in t he .oouth resembles more closely t 1at of a. lo ;er 
class condition. Cnstes o.re fixed; no one ever leaves the 
co.ste into uhich h'e 'VTO.S born . The fnct is the.t Nec;roes may 
loav their class, even in the South , by education, by 
entering th professions, or even by golng North . The recent 
decis on in the Supreme Court against segregation is alr o.dy 
working in the direction of equality . 
11 
• • •• Caste, found in many parto of the uorld in addition 
to India., is e. ranl'"' order which cla sifies "11 the eople 
and all t' 1e behavior of the society . Like e. cla s order 
it unequally distribute tho t hings mich are prized 
and those not vranted . L>ut, here t '1e resemblance bet:Teen 
c:tste and class ends . \ihero class up roves of out-
marriage, caste prohibits it . A man must marry in his 
mm ca."'te, f'or t 1e rules forbid and custom punis 1es 
marriage outstde t he caste . There is o.not,er major 
d otinctlon bet ·teen t h o tuo: vnereo.s class oo1 ti vely 
s notions and rewards efforts to climb from D. lm-rer social 
1 vol to '-"' h1 '1.er one, co.ote disapproves and unis es 
d t at 
in ividu 1 rn, live d 1o in on 
;Y 
0 t • 
J vi b, 
w-ork r 
29 . Racial Purity 
"A ' ure ' race is little more than an anthropolo icnl 
abstr ction; no pure r ce can be found in any civilized 
country. Racial urity is restricted, at best , to remnant 
of sava e groups in isolated wildernesses • The present races 
or man have intermingled and interbred :ror many thousands of 
years so that their genealogical lines hav become inextric bly 
confused. Physical classifications of r ce merely attempt 
to delimit roups of aD roximate hysical unif'ormity, with a 
restricted as sum tion of similar horedl. ty. ,):/ 
"From the best available knol-tledge , it a ears that all 
human beings--white , black, yellow, brown, r d-- originated 
from a common ancestral stock, in Asia ' s high central plateau. 
Hence , this can be stated categorically: All human beings 
far enough back had the some ancestor • Accord ng to 
anthro ologists , there cannot be ure , distinct races , in 
the sens that ~Y on grou had a sneeial uni ue origin. 
Yet it is ossible for one group to develo unique charnct r-
1st1cs "when, u according to 'Professor H. P. Fairchild, of 
New York University , •a group of individual s of a articular 
type is se egated, and continua thereafter to multi~ly 
iJ ~oted from E. A. Hooton: Ape , Men and ~~rons , G. P. 
tnam's Sons , 1937., by Joseuh a;-Gi~er , ~ocial Pynrumics , 
New York: McGraw-Hill , 1952, • 331. 
solely by inbr e ·ng, ithout the e tr o of any outsi e 
germ 1 L to th~ hys cal tool< . t 
evelo1 d . .. Y 
t is .~ay , t 
v ious color ~" c s 
I 
"B~t v ry st ent of tom:r w· 11 r co ze ""h 
ov · ... 1 l! ng si, il ri ty or t_1e structur·e of t borJ;y of 11 
ot • 
l.J"h h r th y b o .c soid, Ne ro1d, on lo 
X min th ir ie t , th ir y 1 their e s , bon f'or 
bono , n rv .for n rvo , tis ua or t· suo, o.n you · 1 ll e 
L resr- ~d by their ov rwhelmtng s mi l ar ty . ,)/ 
19hJ • 
o~Jish 
oe; 
, 
30 . thnie Intolerance 
Ethnic intolerance , ccording to Tenenbaum, is the 
modern and not - so-modern variation on th Biblio sc pego t . 
It results froo everybody ' s need to blame som body. The 
Hebrews Here commanded to u e oat , but since t en lihole 
ethnic groups have b n u d . 
"Soll'..etimes sea egoats come <b wn to a country as a matter 
of tradition. The Jew aro such 1n most countries . rofessor 
Dahlberg r~vides another interesting ex~nle . He tells of 
the Oa.gct a, ho lived bolow th nees . No decent person 
would ~ry them, and they wor allowed to engage only in the 
most menial occupations . They were generally des· ised. No 
one quite knew why, since they d1. d not differ in language in 
religion, nor in any observable characteristic . Investigation 
revealed that originally the Cagots descended from lepers , 
but that was a number of centuries ago and the children, 
a well as th adults who reviled them, certainly did not know 
of their origins . ,)/ 
LaPiere say that ethnic intolerance and conflict result 
whon the out- group breaks away from the role assigned to it 
by the in-group and tends to become more like it . That creates 
oo~lict of interests. 
iJ Ibid, P • 100. 
1. 6 
To uote Tenenbaum ag in: 
"It is among the insecure, the ~verty-stricken , th 
frustrated that hostility to minority groups is stron est . 
As an illustration of thi , Professor Johnson (or Fisk 
University) point out: ' Presid nt Andrew Jackson 
himself was ern of the so- o llod "poor-t'lhi te rr stock or 
the south. It was during this eriod thnt the ogr s 
"th Solid South, " 'Blood w:tll t 11 , 
" it domination, " 
er born. Through such le ders as Till.rnan, Vardaman , 
and Smith, they articulated a long- festering hatred for 
the Negro a and their first acts ere direct d at th 
favorable economic position as rtisans and workers in 
which Negroes were left as slaves . Then follow d 
eriod of the most bitter o _ en <D lllPetition in history 
and, naturally enough, the :lighest lynching rates , the 
se egation law , which aimed not at contact (for mastic 
service and mi cegenation were not interfered tdth) , bUt 
at disabling, economically , the Negro rorkers . This 
was an attempt to rovide artii":tcially li protected 
status for the southern lhite worker •••• ~ 
y bid, p . 110. 
APPENDIX D 
TATISTICS OF RYAll •s ILOT STUDY 
T L I 
GRADUAT 
T st core 
l 16 
2 l~ 3 
4 14 
5 13 
6 12 
7 12 
8 12 
9 11 
10 11 
11 11 
~ l 
13 10 
14 10 
15 9 
16 9 
17 8 
l 8 
19 7 
20 7 
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T LE II 
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1 14 
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3 13 
4 13 
5 11 
6 11 
7 11 
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AP IIDI E 
P.B0 T UOT OF ' ST AR • ARED FOR 
Ar~RIOAN OCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
BY: T Y ONSRI , SSOCIAT !OFE.;.h..,.OR OF DUC TION, 
BOSTON UNI~R IT!£ , SCHOOL OF ZDUCl\.TION ; LVIN RONALD 
A , GRADUATE .A...;!.>IAJTANT IN ·~OC IAL riTUDI...!.S , 
BO TON UNIVZR ITY . 
~1i tudy is rimarily concerned wi th those conce~ts 
l'Tl ich nra gener lly defined s being within t e rovince 
of ociolo y , d 1a centered r ound test of basi c 
cociol o lc 1 conceryt s . Th1 survey io t he outgrowth of a 
ilot tud.y conducted by J as B . y m, former Grndu"'te 
A~ 1st nt in •oc1nl s tudi es, Boston University , chool of 
'"'duca.t1on, whor>e initial effort, lthough not def n tlva., 
sho\'lad t he need. for a. clearer o..nd T1ore com late reseo..rch 
study in t he te s ting of ociologi co.l concents as under &tood 
y 
by s cond .. ry school ocio.l studio£ teacher · • T.1e study io 
motiva ted by t ee interrel ted f actors: flr&t , t he increaoing 
c om lex· ty of American socie'vy; second , corr :n1pon ing che.nges 
in due tiono.l objectives , p rticul .rly ~s these rela te to 
o soci 1 s tudies; and third, t he resul~ant nece~sity for a 
bro dar underotand1n of ooci~l ocience conce ts in order to 
achieve effective soc al studies tea ching . 
y survey of t s nature must be undertaken 1th 
qunl~fications . In ~1 re ont c~oe , they ertain eo ecially 
to an est blished defini tion of t he term bauic sociolog1cn1 
concent~ . This study is qualified also by the 1mpl-c1t 
ssumption that t oro is a functional relationship bet een 
effect1v social studios te ching nnd the undorst ndin of 
basic sociologiccl concepts . ~is is not to say that n£ 
effective social studies teaching my be bccomnlished tithout 
I 
nn underst nding of these conoe ts . but rat er to sug est t 
this und r.standing is essential to a more sign fie nt degree 
of effectiveness than may be achieved other·ise. 
Tis relnt1onsh1p probably ounnot be em 1rically v.lidcted , at 
leuot not w·thin the scope of this study, but it c m be 
subatant t d on the bqs1 of ped go ical evidence . 
CHANG~S !_ ~--~--~- ~._~--~-
wnen, in 1934, t e Commission on the Social Studies of 
the American Historic 1 As oclation publ shed its ro ort, 
Ue singular fUnction of tho social studies in an age of acceler-
ated transition was underscored in . oat s1gnlfic t m~ r. 
Fort Oonu 1. .. s1on emnh~s:~.zes in its report t· .t t...lJ. eocial 
sciences " ••• more than any othor division of the school 
curriculum, ~re concern·d 1~~ediately with the 11f and 
11 institutions ••• , 
Thie new em h ois u on e function 1 rel tionship 
be t\veen t 10 E>ocial studios rmd contempor y uOCL.l re lity 
has introduced ch nges in the objoct·ves of soci .1 studies 
y Commission on the oc1!'<l tud as, Americ n Historical 
seoo · ation, Conclusions ~Recommend .t_ons , Ne · York: 
Bcr1bner , 1~34, P• 1. 
toach1 T o o c nngee ve een m~ifeoted furt1er dur 
t .. e past doco.do by n 1 :1cr asing e ..... has is on ouc 1 top cs as 
int r roup education, international underot nding, life 
adjustment directed education, '-roup u dn..nce, .nd underet nding 
of oneself. To formulate a social studies ctu~riculum in 
termc of sociological realities may uell be the social studio 
ta cher ' s moct ~1 ·nificnnt contribution to t1e entire oc_ool 
rogr~.m . 
~UDY 
So far c: is kno rn, no oom~o.re.ble atud- of tho exto 1t to 
\·Thich social studios tev.c ers undorsto.nd be.s c soc1oloc;1ca.l 
canoe ts as a eared in 'rofeGsiono.l 1 . terature . The ne .rect 
ano.lo ous study has to do ' i th t e e.:tont of t eir understund-
in in on other social science: History . Tl e Rc ort of tho 
?J ComnL ttee on American History in the Sohoolc n.nd Colle o 
concluded t at Americans in general, and ocial stuc oe teachers 
' 
in uarticular, do lmow "a reasono.bla amount" of Amer can h .. s -
tory-- if by knouing 1J.istory one mean an understand n- of bo.s::.c 
trende a d si n1fioa.nt movement~ ra.tL r than em ab111 ty merely 
to recall s ecific dates, names, und event • This ro ort m.c 
re ly to c mado by t ho educ tion editor of t e -2li 
York T1nos t at t ho ~i.merican ooplo were o..bysmo.lly i oro.nt 
of t eir mm hiotory . 
in 
. r. 
oc1ology is the study of oc 1 relationships, nnd the 
bro d objective of toci 1 studies teaching is the im rove ent 
of tho . .,o relat1onshi a . Evidence ho.e been set forth w ich 
11ould seem to substanti te the ssumntion that function 1 
relationship exists between an understanding of the conce ts 
nnd the rolaization of the objectives . It is safe to say 
th.,.t tho e l'iho assume the r.os onsibili ty of educating for 
ooctal CODlPetonce must , themselves, undereta.nd thQ IOrld in 
which they live and teach . 
ROC DU lE,: 
A. Selection of Conceryts: 
o first steo in the reparation of thi 5tudy was the 
celection of soc1olocical concepts \o.ich could be defined as 
basic . 1nce t:ere are socioloeic.,l inter rotation , draring 
u on v riouo domaina of study -- economics, olitical science , 
history, psychology , eto . -- ra er th~ a single soc1ologic~l 
ex~lnn t1on, and t1ere re confusions in terminolo y w.ich 
l1lnd r the develo~ment of a uniform conceptual scheMe , the 
roce of nelecting cert in fundamentul conca to in soc ology 
is not as simple ao it uould be in a less inclusive d1ec1_11ne. 
110 mver, these qualific .. t1ons do not al tcr t e fact that 
there is , in sociology , a rticul .r body of knowle e and 
t hnt t oro are sociolo ic .1 concepts . 
:lhich of t' ese concepts might be c1.tegorizad as ba io ce..n 
only be deter in.ble by the nature of the study itcolf . In 
ls study he jury technique tas used as a me .ns for arriving 
t a f _ne.l determ_nat n of r at conce ts uould be 1ndluded in 
e easurlng instrument to be constructed . e member of t e 
DOCiolo y De artmont of Boston Univers ty College of Liberal 
ts wore 'lced to check from a list of a roximatoly sixty 
concepts t.oso twonty lhich t hey deemed to be "basic" . In 
1954 a total of forty concepts rae eelected for inclusion 
in th more extensive ~oaot~ ng instrument uoed by K as . 
~e~l~e~c~t~i~o-n 2! Texts: 
~o o lect•on of textbooks from fhich definitionL of 
conce ts wor drawn was limited to introductory toxts, t 11a 
me.sur coinciding \lith e selection of concepts on t1e ba is 
of functional inform~tion . e s eo f c textbooks usod wore 
chosen on the basis of ~ oimgle criterion the extent to 
1h1ch t ey ro used . Thic was determined by three m as os: 
po ular ty among college studento; usage as collection of 
r0nd ngs in ~ociology; .nd t a only defin tive h story of 
Amoric n sociology n t e history of porsm1nl tie~ nd 
ubllcat1ono in tll field . 
~ELECTION OF ~-=~~-­
Th roc so 1n t 1s ros ect wo.s t n.t of axtr ct1ng from 
'the textbooks ..,.ec-flc definitions of th conce ts . It will 
be noted th t not ovory textbook re<ento a o_ec1f1c 
d fin1t1on of avery conca t, since some authors d-scu s 
concepts ithout defining t 1em in concise and readily usublo 
term • 'fuere t e l a been the ce.se, the di scue ions of 
conce ts have boon talen into con~idoration in t1e conotruc-
tion of teet itamo, even tl1ougn not included in the 
tabul tion of derin1t1ons . 
COUoTRUC'l'ION 
Th \f.t"i tors have attempt d to cla. ify a.o t e "bost" 
nswero those et.te ento which t ey f lt to be moot 1nclu ive 
of the majority of definitions tor oo.ch concept . In most 
instances t is osed no roblem, ~o differences have been 
found to be more torminolog cal than real . tultiple- choica 
teot tams are ueod for tho flrot thirty itame, the 1 Lt ton 
beinG true- fo.lso . Although it - o recognized tho.t true-:r~.:.lso 
items nr not gonero.lly desirable for study of thi kii~d , 
t e wri tor intended them to be 11c' ... ecl{-questiono" on t e 
validity of tho other thirty . Tho first twenty questions 
\ere dovieed by Ryan in 1953 nd admin_stered , und r su or-
v1s1on, to forty secondary school r.oci 1 studios teachers 
t t1- .. o Lc ool of •due .t1on, stan Univ9rs1ty . Thero have 
boon n f'Em minor ch ~e in is form t , not o.s to question-
soloction, but r"'thor to reuord_ng • t~te ant th"-t a pea.red 
ambiguous , ~nd c anging negutlv ot~tomonts to more po itive 
st"'to onto . Tl _a un .... done only ftor it had boon re- nted 
to t a jury r ferrod to ove . It is ntonded to 1m rov 
t e va.lidi ty of t e or1g ru.l ourv y by yo.n . 
--~--~~~~£E ~: 
Th t st u a g_ven, under supervi sion , to forty secondary 
school ~ respect ve ocinl stud es te c· .ers , t\ enty Grr1dua.te 
students t the ~chool of Jduc t1on, Boston Un ver' i ty; 
fort undorgr·du.to students 1ho h ve comolotod e gon r 1 
eduoa.tion ro in t'le Hum n1 t1eo t t e Colleg of Gon r -1 
~uc t_on, o•ton Un ver ty; d eighty second .ry soc 1 
tud i c te aged in to ... c ng 0 oc 1 
stu es . T 11.., 1o dmittedly an unequ 1 m ling ·· rocod 
h v1ng inh rent limit tiona , but no v lids,t1on on the b sia of 
de re !.d ling \i int nd. d . It '1 s th ur oso of the 
to t erely to obtn1n orne indication of 1 a t mo.y b ex cted 
s ould ouch a test be administered on a ide cale ~nd to se 
That trend , .f .ny , ppe r _n the u... of tho extended s · 11 · 
in co ison ith t e ori in~ l study . 
-------- QE !__! --~~~ 
the b oia of t e origin-..1 study conducted by Ry 
1 f1 d s , n t v 1 dat d , !O\-T d that t' .. e 
, 
cores for t e t o c tegoriee w ro ident c 1 . For the test 
of 20 it ms , t he r nge of Liboral 
t h med of 11; t c· era coll 
t Gr du tee \'r s from 7- 16 
gr .du t s r nged from 
7-14 r t e. modi n of 11; ..,chool of duco.t_on 2.du te 
r n d from 6-14 rlth u edi.n of 11 . Intere tingly enough , 
of tho 40 toated , not one ua. a ociology m· jor , lt ough 
tuo h .d. .JOCiology minors . The total distribution of scor o 
ranged from 16 to 6 ith od an of 11 . As to the number 
of courses in Sociology com letod by eroona tost d: 18 h d 
!!2. cours a; l.l~ h d taken one a rvey course; 6 hn.d 2 cour::, e; 
2 h .d t ~en 6 courses . Tho numbor of errore per toot item 
rang d from a high of 33 to a low of 6 for ny ivan question . 
The teat , in general , i1dicntes tat mong this s all 
s m ling there is a f 1rly 'idespread l"ck of under t nding 
of tho conce ts of community , cultur 1 1 , institution, 
moree , r1m~y grou sa~ distinct fro eocond~ry gro· s , 
.nd eoci ty . 
On t'1e ba.o_s of t bulo.tiono co leted so f in the 
Co .... r·.t1ve urvey, ulth a more u_des re d ee.mpling , four 
control ou , d substrat1f1cation of e~ch control group , 
tlle findings indica to o follous: ' Q t 1ough tl'rioe t• e number 
o items are being used in the s cond testing, tle score 
e m ~ed on a. basis of 0- 20 to make t em roughly oomp .r ble 
ri th Ry n ' G re ul to . ) 
Control Group -Qoci 1 Studio Te chcrs in the Field. 
Test and queet1onn.1r mailed to 80 t ~c,ers . 
Humber of returns - 48 . 
25 1o..clted. . ro:por clo.ss1:f c"'.tory inform'1.t1on, 
thus woro made non- uoable 1n tne ourvey. 
eturno us blo for t he ourv y , 28% . 
Mad an - 11 . 5 . 
Rung - 8 to 15. 
Control Group B-Sociology aj ora o..t th College of Libor 1 tc . 
Number of otudents tested - 20 . 
Number of returns - 18 . 
6 w ro unuc~ble for l~ck of inforn~tion . 
Returns usable - 60%. 
Median - 11 . 5 . 
Range - 10 to 15 . 
Control Grou~ C- Gr duate students in the School of ~due tion. 
Number of students toeted - 20 . 
NUmber of roturna - 16 . 
Returns usablo - 80%. 
Jf d .n - 10 . 
Range - 7 to 15 . 
Control Group D-UndergrD.duates in the School of' 
Number of Students tostod - 40 . 
!umber of returns- 30 . 
Returns usable - 75%• 
Me ian - 9 . 
Rn.ngo - 5 to 15 . 
uco.tion . 
Goneral: On the bno1o of returns analyzed , uontione 4 , 8,9 , 
.nd 20 appo ·t.r to h v the lo at ve.lidi ty in 1" :;lit 
of t.1e almost ununimi ty of ans\'lero rocei ved from 
t e 4 oont ol groups . 
CONOLUuiON 
Since this is tho first atudy specifically denigned to 
meo.ouro the extent to which second· .ry school ooc i 1 studies 
te"~.Chers understand be..sic soc1olo~1cel concept,.., t ere is no 
tljl 
object ve criterion Hitil ,·hich its find ngs mo. be c m ed . 
Becn.uee it is aosentio.lly a status stud.r , no 1y ot1eseo wore 
postulated concerning relative achievement of various groune 
in the total exa.m le . Its function , therefore, ie pr1mr~-r1ly 
to est blioh ome kind of reforonce -oint to Thich future 
tudies may refer . Tho obtained data. do euggest, ho\'T ver , 
tho reasonably ·Jl ucible subjective conclusion tho..t in 
comuarison t'lith their underst .nding o.f o er e s in th 
soc-~l sttdios c riculum (e .g . American history) the 
kno"rledge that soc 1 atud_eo to chers have or bo.sic 
sociological conco ts is very inadequate if they are to 
chiev the object1ves ~1at e~e currently being aocr1bed to 
social studies education at the secor1de~y school level . 
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